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Summary

Summary
In Caulobacter crescentus, a complex network integrating cyclic di‐GMP and
Phosphorylation‐dependent signals controls the proteolysis of key regulatory
proteins to drive cell cycle and polar morphogenesis. The c‐di‐GMP input is
processed by the effector protein PopA. Upon binding of c‐di‐GMP, PopA is
sequestered to the old cell pole where it recruits the replication and cell division
inhibitors CtrA and KidO and mediates their destruction by the polar ClpXP protease
prior to entry into S‐phase. In addition to its role at the stalked cell pole, PopA
localizes to the opposite cell pole in dependence of the general topology factor PodJ
where it exerts a yet unknown function.
Here we address the activation and polar sequestration mechanism of PopA
guided by an existing activation model for the highly homologous c‐di‐GMP signaling
protein PleD. PopA and PleD do not only share an identical domain organization
(Rec1‐Rec2‐GGDEF), but also show similar spatio‐temporal behavior during the cell
cycle. While PleD is activated and targeted to the old cell pole via phosphorylation‐
induced dimerization, we show that PopA stalked pole function is phosphorylation‐
independent and requires c‐di‐GMP binding as a primary input signal for activation
and polar localization. c‐di‐GMP binds to conserved primary and secondary I‐sites
within the PopA GGDEF domain and we show that intact binding sites are required
for PopA positioning and function. This suggests that c‐di‐GMP‐dependent
crosslinking of adjacent GGDEF domains contributes to the localization of an active
PopA dimer to the cell pole. Consistent with this, we demonstrate that the GGDEF
domain encodes the polar localization signal(s), while the N‐terminal receiver
domains serve as interaction platform for downstream components that are actively
recruited by PopA.
Among these downstream factors is RcdA, a small mediator protein that
interacts with the first PopA receiver domain and helps to recruit and degrade CtrA
and KidO. In a screen for additional components of the PopA pathway we identify
two novel proteins that directly interact with PopA, CC1462 and CC2616. CC1462 is a
ClpXP substrate that requires PopA for polar positioning and subsequent
degradation during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition. Although located in a flagellar
gene cluster, deletion of CC1462 did not affect flagellar assembly and function. Its
cellular role as well as the significance of its cell cycle‐dependent degradation
requires further studies. CC2616, the second PopA interaction partner, is not
proteolytically processed and thus belongs to another class of PopA‐dependent
substrates. CC2616 is annotated as guanine deaminase, which is predicted to
catalyze the conversion from guanine to xanthine thereby irreversibly removing
I
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guanine based nucleotides from a cellular pool. A CC2616 deletion leads to increased
attachment and decreased motility, a phenocopy of strains with elevated c‐di‐GMP
levels. It is not clear whether CC2616 indeed has deaminase activity or whether it
has adopted a novel function.
Taken together, this work provides insight into the activation mechanism of a c‐
di‐GMP effector protein. We propose that PopA has evolved through gene
duplication from its ancestor, the catalytic PleD response regulator but has lost
catalytic activity of the diguanylate cyclase domain. Moreover, PopA has adopted an
inverse intra‐molecular information transfer originating through c‐di‐GMP binding at
the C‐terminal GGDEF domain, which in turn activates the N‐terminal receiver stem
to serve as platform for downstream partner recruitment.
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Introduction

1 Introduction
1.1 Second messenger based signaling systems in prokaryotes
Second messenger based signaling pathways are used throughout the kingdoms to
rapidly respond to changing extracellular and intracellular environments. These
second messengers are small and freely diffusible molecules that can allosterically
regulate specific effectors which mediate appropriate cellular responses on the
levels of protein, DNA or RNA1,2. While in eukaryotic cells many different second
messenger molecules such as cyclic AMP (cAMP), certain ions and phospholipids are
known, only two second messengers have been reported to be involved in signal
transduction of bacterial cells. These include the well studied cAMP which controls
processes such as utilization of alternative sugars, motility and virulence3‐7 and the
linear molecule guanosine tetra/pentaphosphate ((p)ppGpp) which is also known as
bacterial alarmone8. However, the past years have revealed that bacteria make use
of several different second messengers systems similar to their eukaryotic
counterparts (Fig. 1). Among these newly emerged second messengers are cyclic di‐
AMP (c‐di‐AMP) which plays a crucial role for viability in Listeria monocytogenes9 and
has been reported to be involved in DNA damage‐dependent cell cycle control in
Bacillus subtilis10,11, as well as the guanylate based nucleotide cyclic GMP (cGMP)
which is involved in the regulation of cyst formation12,13. Moreover, cyclic di‐GMP (c‐
di‐GMP), a second messenger present in the majority of bacterial species14, but
absent in eukaryotic and archaeal cells has been identified. Since then, a growing
number of studies linked the function of c‐di‐GMP to diverse physiological processes
such as motile‐sessile transition, virulence, cell cycle and cell differentiation2,15.
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Figure 1: Chemical structures of the major cyclic mono‐ and dinucleotides in prokaryotes. The
adenine of the cAMP and c‐di‐AMP is highlighted in red, whereas the guanine of cGMP and c‐di‐GMP
is shown blue.

1.2 Synthesis and Degradation of cyclic di‐GMP
Bis‐(3’‐5’)‐cyclic dimeric guanosine monophosphate (c‐di‐GMP) was first discovered
as allosteric activator of cellulose synthase in Gluconacetobacter xylinum almost 30
years ago16. In the following years, two classes of enzymes controlling c‐di‐GMP
turnover could be identified; the diguanylate cyclases (DGC) and the
phoshodiesterases (PDE)17 (Fig. 2).
Diguanylate cyclases are characterized by the presence of a GGDEF domain
which is named after its conserved amino acid motif. It catalyses the condensation of
two GTP molecules into one molecule of c‐di‐GMP18‐21 by a similar catalytic
mechanism reported for the structurally related adenylate cyclases20‐22. The GGDEF
motif is part of the active site (A‐site), where all amino acids besides the tryptophan
are involved in substrate binding and catalysis20. Consequently, almost every
mutation in this site abolishes enzymatic activity as it was shown for the DGCs PleD
and WspR from Caulobacter crescentus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa18,23. Moreover,
many DGCs are subject to allosteric feedback regulation to avoid excessive GTP
consumption and c‐di‐GMP accumulation2. High affinity c‐di‐GMP binding to the
conserved amino acid motif RxxD which is located five amino acids upstream of the
A‐site is responsible for this non‐competitive inhibition of cylase activity21,24. Because
of its function, it is also termed inhibitory site (I‐site).
The enzymatic activity of phosphodiesterases relies on two unrelated protein
families with conserved EAL or HD‐GYP domains. EAL domain proteins require Mg2+
or Mn2+ to hydrolyze c‐di‐GMP into the linear molecule 5’‐pGpG24‐26 which is thought
2
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to be further degraded into GMP by unspecific cellular phosphodiesterases25,27.
Crystal structures solved in Bacillus subtilis, Klebsiella pneumoniae and P. aeruginosa
proposed a general Lewis base‐assisted catalytic mechanism, although it is not yet
clear if one or two divalent cations are involved28‐30. The second protein family of
HD‐GYP domain proteins is less common and belongs to the metal‐dependent
phosphohydrolases which are able to degrade c‐di‐GMP to GMP directly31. Recently,
the structure of an HD‐GYP domain protein from the predatory bacterium
Bdellovibrio bacteriovorus was solved. Its active site consists of binuclear metal
center which was found in complex with phosphate. Because the active site and the
overall fold differs from EAL domain proteins, a different mode of activity regulation
and catalysis is proposed32.
GGDEF, EAL and HD‐GYP domains can occur separately, but analysis of
prokaryotic genomes revealed the existence of many composite proteins harboring
two opposing enzyme activities in one polypetide33. However, these proteins usually
have either DGC or PDE activity26,34‐37. In many cases they display one degenerate
domain, often a slightly altered GGDEF domain33, which retains substrate binding
capability and allosterically modulates the activity of the conserved other domain.
Such a mode of regulation was observed for PdeA in C. crescentus which regulates
pole morphogenesis33,34. Some composite proteins such as ScrC in Vibrio
parahaemolyticus can also switch their activity in dependence of specific accessory
factors that link cell density with c‐di‐GMP signalling38,39. However, only a few
examples of true bifunctional composite proteins are known so far38,40,41.
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Figure 2: Components of c‐di‐GMP signaling pathways. Cellular c‐di‐GMP levels are adjusted by
diguanylate cyclases harboring a catalytic GGDEF domain (blue) and phosphodiesterases carrying
either catalytic EAL or HD‐GYP domains (red). These enzymes respond to a variety of different signals
sensed by their N‐terminal sensory domains. Diverse c‐di‐GMP binding molecules, so called effectors,
translate cellular c‐di‐GMP levels into a physiological response. Low levels of c‐di‐GMP promote a
motile, virulent lifestyle, whereas high levels of c‐di‐GMP are generally associated with sessility and
biofilm formation. In C. crescentus the localized action of c‐di‐GMP regulates cell cycle progression.
pGp, 5’‐phosphoguanylyl‐(3′‐5′)‐guanosine. Adapted from42.

1.3

GGDEF, EAL and HD‐GYP domain proteins are highly abundant in prokaryotic
genomes
Interestingly, the number of genes encoding for proteins with GGDEF, EAL and HD‐
GYP domains varies widely between different species. While GGDEF and/or EAL
domain containing proteins are widespread in eubacteria, they are completely
absent in eukaryotes and archea. In the bacterial kingdom the average number of
these proteins is highest in proteobacteria and lowest in gram positive bacteria14.
The majority of bacterial chromosomes encodes an intermediate number, for
example E. coli with 29 GGDEF/EAL domain containing proteins or C. crescentus with
its four GGDEF, three EAL and seven GGDEF‐EAL composite proteins. However, a few
organisms like Helicobacter pylori or Haemophilus influenza contain none of these
4
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domains, whereas various Vibrio species have over hundred of these proteins. This
high abundance and variability of c‐di‐GMP signaling proteins within single bacterial
species raises the question how such highly redundant systems can be regulated.

1.4 c‐di‐GMP metabolizing proteins are tightly regulated
The majorities of GGDEF and EAL domains do not stand alone, but are linked to
diverse N‐terminal sensory and regulatory domains such as PAS, HAMP, GAF and REC
domains. These domains are involved in sensing oxygen, redox potential, light,
nutrients, osmolarity and many other signals14,33,43 and activate their c‐di‐GMP
metabolizing domains in response to specific external or internal signals. This
posttranslational control of activity contributes to achieve signal specificity in these
complex c‐di‐GMP signaling systems. However, several additional mechanisms
contribute to avoid crosstalk between different c‐di‐GMP signaling modules. These
separate the c‐di‐GMP pool in time and/or space.
In a temporal regulation different DGCs and PDEs would be active during
different time windows or in different environmental conditions. This can be
achieved by different gene expression and regulated proteolysis. An example for
transcriptional regulation has been reported in E. coli, where only a few GGDEF and
EAL protein are expressed during exponential growth, whereas others such as those
for curli and fimbriae synthesis are under the control of σs and therefore induced
upon entry in the stationary phase44,45. In Yersinia pestis the DGC HmsT is involved in
biofilm formation which is crucial to colonize the flea. However, when cells are
shifted to higher temperatures, which corresponds to a transmission from flea to
mammalian host, this biofilm has to be dissolved and consequently, HmsT has to be
proteolytically removed to allow acute infection of the host46.
Spatial sequestration would require that different DGCs and PDEs operate in
physically separated entities resulting in local c‐di‐GMP pools with separate
regulatory outputs2. Several examples for subcellular localization and activation of
DGCs and PDEs have been described in C. crescentus. Two antagonistic and
interacting enzymes, the PDE PdeA and the DGC DgcB, localize to the cell pole and
keep c‐di‐GMP concentrations low in the motile cell type. During motile‐to‐sessile
transition, PdeA is proteolytically degraded and the unopposed activity of DgcB,
together with PleD activity, a second polar localized DGC, lead to a localized burst of
c‐di‐GMP that drives pole morphogenesis in C. crescentus47.
Based on the finding that small molecules like c‐di‐GMP rapidly diffuse in the
cytoplasm, another mechanism assuming a global c‐di‐GMP pool was proposed.
Specificity would be achieved by effectors that bind c‐di‐GMP with different affinities
and would mediate various processes as a function of the cellular c‐di‐GMP
concentration43.
5
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To summarize, many different mechanisms contribute to the activity control of
DGCs and PDEs and the two controversial discussed assumptions of local and global
c‐di‐GMP pools are probably not mutually exclusive.

1.5 c‐di‐GMP effector molecules mediate cellular functions
Signal transduction via second messengers requires receptor molecules that bind
and translate cellular concentrations of the second messenger into a specific
physiological response (Figure 2). So far, a few classes of such c‐di‐GMP binding
molecules acting on the transcriptional, translational and post‐translational levels
have been identified so far (Figure 3).

c‐di‐GMP Effectors
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ClpP
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5‘

3‘
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PelD

cNMP
α6 helix Aptamer N‐terminus I‐site*
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RxxD

DNA binding
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splicing
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GGDEF*
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RxxD
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Protein‐protein
interaction

Enzymatic Proteolyis Localization
of target
or flagellar of target
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Figure 3: Diversity of c‐di‐GMP effectors. Transcription is affected by several types of transcriptional
regulators which upon binding of c‐di‐GMP alter the affinity for target gene promoters. In c‐di‐GMP‐
dependent riboswitches c‐di‐GMP binds to a complex tertiary structure called aptamer and regulates
transcription termination or translation initiation. PilZ, degenerate GGDEF and EAL domain containing
proteins regulate enzymatic or flagellar activities, proteolysis and localization by direct interaction
with their target proteins. PilZ domain transcriptional regulators can also affect transcription
initiation. The different effector molecule types are shown in violet, GGDEF* and EAL* indicate
degenerate domains. Below the proposed binding domains/sites are shown, Rec domain* and I‐site*
indicate unusual receiver domain and I‐site. Adapted from48.
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Among these, the PilZ domain proteins are the best studied class. They were
identified in P. aeruginosa where their function is linked to the production of
exopolysaccharides49. Other PilZ domains have been implicated in motility control
like YcgR in Salmonella enterica and E. coli or DgrA in C. crescentus50‐52. The
structures of PlzD, a PilZ domain protein from Vibrio cholerae and PA4608 from P.
aeruginosa showed that c‐di‐GMP binds as intercalated dimer53 to the β‐barrel
surface and to a conserved flexible N‐terminal RxxxR motif of the PilZ domain.
Binding leads to a conformational rearrangement and allows high affinity binding
with a KD ranging from 50 nm – 1 μM50,52,54,55.
Another group of c‐di‐GMP effectors consists of GGDEF and EAL domains which
lost their enzymatic activity, but retained their ability to bind c‐di‐GMP into an
allosteric binding site (I‐site) or into the EAL site, respectively. Examples for proteins
having degenerate c‐di‐GMP binding domains include the PleD paralog PopA from C.
crescentus56and FimX from P. aeruginosa57,58. PopA binds c‐di‐GMP into its
degenerate GGDEF domain with a KD of approximately 2 μM56 and is involved in cell
cycle control, while FimX binds c‐di‐GMP via its catalytically inactive EAL site to
regulate twichting motility in P. aeruginosa57. Similar c‐di‐GMP binding into a
degenerate EAL domain is reported for LapD, a protein involved in surface
attachment of P.fluorescens59,60.
Other recently found c‐di‐GMP effectors are transcriptional regulators, such as
FleQ from P. aeruginosa and Clp from Xanthomonas campestris. FleQ was discovered
as a transcriptional master regulator whose affinity for exopolysaccharide genes is
regulated by c‐di‐GMP61. Interestingly, c‐di‐GMP was shown to bind to the AAA+
ATPase domain suggesting that c‐di‐GMP might interfere with the ATP dependent
oligomerization of FleQ42. Similarly, in Clp, an unusual CRP family member, DNA
binding is allosterically inhibited by c‐di‐GMP62,63. Yet another transcriptional
regulator functioning as c‐di‐GMP effector protein was identified in V. cholera. VpsT
regulates the expression of vps exopolysaccharide genes and is composed of a C‐
terminal receiver domain fused to a DNA binding output domain. Binding of a c‐di‐
GMP dimer within an additional C‐terminal α‐helix in its receiver domain, leads to a
c‐di‐GMP dependent crosslinking of two adjacent VpsT molecules. This dimerization
activates VpsT64,65.
In addition, it was observed that c‐di‐GMP can bind to specialized RNA domains,
which are present in the 5’ untranslated region of some mRNAs and regulate their
translation66‐68. Such a so called riboswitch has been recently shown to regulate
alternative splicing of a group I splicing ribozyme in Clostridium difficile. Depending
on the presence of c‐di‐GMP and GTP these ribozymes use alternative splicing sites
and make the ribosome binding site of a virulence gene accessible for translation
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initiation factors69. While a few bacteria extensively use riboswitches, they are
absent in the majority of bacterial species2.
It is very likely that additional effectors will be discovered in the future as the
described effectors cannot account for all the cellular functions that are regulated by
c‐di‐GMP.

1.6 c‐di‐GMP controls motility, biofilm formation and virulence
In the recent years growing evidence linked the action of c‐di‐GMP signaling
molecules with the transition between motile and sessile bacterial lifestyles. Many
studies have reported that low c‐di‐GMP concentrations correlate with motility,
whereas elevated levels of c‐di‐GMP generally promote a sessile, biofilm associated
lifestyle2,15,70. Moreover, high levels of c‐di‐GMP were shown to suppress virulence
phenotypes during acute infections, whereas low c‐di‐GMP concentrations promote
persistence and the establishment of chronic infections. Therefore c‐di‐GMP is also
considered to mediate the transition between acute and chronic infections70‐72.

1.6.1 c‐di‐GMP controls cell motility
Many mechanisms have evolved in prokaryotes to move across surfaces, these
include swimming, swarming, twitching and gliding. Whereas twitching and some
forms of gliding have been shown to require type IV pili73,74, swimming and swarming
are dependent on flagella. In contrast to swimming, swarming is powered by
multiple flagella and bacteria that swarm can also swim. The majority of bacteria
have one kind of flagella for both, swimming and swarming, some others like V.
parahaemolyticus have distinct flagella for the two modes of motility74,75. In the past
years a growing number of studies have linked the action of c‐di‐GMP with these
types of cell motility2,43,76.
It has been reported that c‐di‐GMP can interfere with flagellar function at
different levels: A transcriptional control was described for V. cholerae, were c‐di‐
GMP binding to the transcriptional master regulator VpsT was shown to
downregulate flagellar genes and induce genes required for polysaccharide
biosynthesis and biofilm64,65. An example for posttranslational control of motility was
reported in C. crescentus where the c‐di‐GMP effector protein TipF (Y. Cohen,
unpublished) interferes with correct flagellum assembly by an unknown
mechanism77. Moreover, c‐di‐GMP can also affect flagellar motor function after
completion of the flagellum assembly. An example for such a functional interference
was observed in E. coli where c‐di‐GMP controls swimming velocity. The PilZ domain
protein YcgR binds c‐di‐GMP and modulates flagellar function by interacting with
stator complexes of the flagellum. These complexes consist of the motor proteins
8
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MotA and the stator proteins MotB in the stochiometry of four MotA to two MotB
proteins. They function as individual stator units which surround the flagellar basal
body and conduct the passage of protons to power flagellar rotation78. c‐di‐GMP
loaded YcgR directly interacts with MotA and limits the number of individual stator
complexes which can be assembled. Successive occupation of stator complexes with
c‐di‐GMP bound YcgR leads to a gradual reduction of proton influx and torque
generation and finally to decreased swimming velocity51 (Fig. 4). A similar
mechanism was proposed for Salmonella, however in contrast to E. coli, c‐di‐GMP
loaded YcgR was shown to interact with the switch units FliG leading to an altered
interface between FliG and MotA, which together generate torque79. In C.
crescentus, paralysis of the flagellum is mediated by the PilZ effector protein DgrA. It
is proposed that upon binding of c‐di‐GMP, DgrA represses FliF, which is required for
flagellar rotation by a yet unknown mechanism52.

OM
PG
H+ +
H+ H

H+
H+ H+

H+ +
H+ H

IM
H+ H+
H+
H+ H+ +
H
H+ H+

H+ H+
H+ H+

H+

cdG

DGCs

PDEs

Figure 4: Model for c‐di‐GMP mediated adjustment of swimming velocity. Flagellar hook basal
bodies (grey) and surrounding stator units (red: MotA, green: MotB) are shown. Several DGCs and
PDEs balance cellular c‐di‐GMP levels (black circles). Upon c‐di‐GMP binding, the PilZ domain protein
YcgR (blue) interacts with MotA and limits the number of individual stator complexes which can be
assembled. Successive occupation of MotA with c‐di‐GMP loaded YcgR in response to increasing c‐di‐
GMP levels blocks stator complexes and leads to a stepwise decrease of torque production (black
arrows) which is associated with decreased proton (H+) influx and decreased swimming speed. OM,
outer membrane; IM, inner membrane; PG, peptidoglycan. Adapted from51.
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c‐di‐GMP is also involved the regulation of twitching motility. In P. aeruginosa the
GGDEF/EAL composite protein FimX was found in a transposon screen for reduced
twitching motility37. FimX is a GGDEF/EAL composite protein that lacks DGC and PDE
activity, but retained the ability to bind c‐di‐GMP into its degenerate EAL site. It
localizes to the cell pole where it is required for the assembly of type IV pili36,58 which
through a cycle of assembly, attachment and retraction mediate twitching motility80.
However, it is not yet clear how c‐di‐GMP binding to FimX finally promotes to the
assembly of type IV pili.

1.6.2 c‐di‐GMP controls biofilm formation
Aggregation in biofilms is one of the most successful microbial lifestyles in nature
and has been associated with persistence in hostile environments81. Biofilms are
highly structured multicellular communities that adhere to a wide range of biotic and
abiotic surfaces and often comprise multiple bacterial species81. These bacteria
secrete large amounts of exopolymeric substances (EPS) such as polysaccharides,
nucleic acids, lipids and carbohydrates which are thought to mediate adherence,
provide mechanical stability and protect from the environment82. This extracellular
matrix accounts for over 90% of the biofilm content and is crucial for its formation
and maintenance83. Many studies have documented that high c‐di‐GMP
concentrations lead to the production of exopolymeric substances and adhesion
factors that promote biofilm formation. c‐di‐GMP can affect biofilm formation
through altered gene expression or through posttranslational mechanisms. These
mechanisms have been reported for many bacterial species such as
Pseudomonads59,84‐86, Vibrios64,87,88, E. coli89, Yersinia90,91 and Salmonella92‐94.
In Klebsiella pneumonia biofilm formation depends on type III fimbriae, thin hair
like protein structures that mediate adherence to surfaces. Expression of these
fimbriae is controlled by MrkH, a PilZ‐containing transcriptional regulator that
activates the expression of fimbrial genes upon binding of c‐di‐GMP to its PilZ
domain. The DGC YfiN and the PDE MrkJ contribute to the regulation of MrkH
activity as a function of the cellular c‐di‐GMP concentrations95.
Biofilm formation in Psedomonas fluorescens is posttranslationally controlled by
c‐di‐GMP and the availability of inorganic phosphate96. P. fluorescens is a plant
pathogen that adheres to plant roots by the adhesin LapA. Under high phosphate
conditions, c‐di‐GMP is produced by DGCs and binds to the cytosolic degenerate EAL
domain of the effector LapD. This leads to a conformational change in its output
domain and to interaction with the periplasmic protease LapG, thereby protecting
LapA from cleavage. Low extracellular phosphate concentration is sensed by the two
component system PhoR/PhoB which in response activates the expression of the
10
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PDE RapA. Depletion of c‐di‐GMP releases LapG from LapD leading to subsequent
cleavage of the adhesin LapA59,60 (Fig. 5).
[Pi] ↓

Biofilm

Free swimming

LapA

[Pi] ↑

C
C

LapA

OM

N

LapG

N
LapG
IM

RapA

DGCs
cdG

4 DGCs
cdG

PhoB~P
rapA
Figure 5: Model for inorganic phosphate and c‐di‐GMP regulated biofilm formation in P.
fluorescens. A conformational change of the dimeric c‐di‐GMP effector protein LapD (violet: GGDEF
domain, green: degenerate EAL domain, dark grey: HAMP domain, light grey: output domain) controls
the activity of a periplasmic protease LapG (black box) and thereby determines cell adhesion
properties. Under high phosphate conditions, c‐di‐GMP accumulates and binds to the degenerate EAL
domain of LapD (green). This leads to a conformational change in its HAMP domains (grey) and allows
sequestration of the periplasmic protease LapG (black box). This process protects the adhesin LapA
(grey) from proteolytic processing and favors biofilm formation. Low extracellular phosphate activates
the two‐component system PhoR/PhoB which among other genes induces the transcription of rapA.
RapA (red) functions as PDE and decreases cellular c‐di‐GMP concentrations. LapG is relieved from
LapD and cleaves LapA thereby promoting its dissociation from the cell membrane. Release of LapA
inhibits further attachment and biofilm formation. OM, outer membrane; IM, inner membrane.
Adapted from96.
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1.6.3 c‐di‐GMP modulates virulence properties
In addition to the role of c‐di‐GMP in controlling the transition between motile and
sessile, biofilm‐like bacterial lifestyle, it can modulate virulence properties and
virulence gene expression97. High levels of c‐di‐GMP were shown to suppress
virulence phenotypes during acute infections, whereas low c‐di‐GMP concentrations
promote biofilm formation which is a virulence factor for the establishment of
chronic infections. Therefore c‐di‐GMP is considered to mediate the transition
between acute and chronic infections70,71.
The effect of c‐di‐GMP on virulence is well studied in the animal pathogen V.
cholerae97. Upon entry into the mammalian host, an unknown signal is thought to
activate the two‐component system VieSA consisting of the sensor kinase VieS and
the response regulator VieA98. VieA functions as PDE25 and is strictly required for
virulence in mouse models. Its PDE activity is critical for the expression of ToxT, the
transcriptional activator of cholera toxin and toxin‐regulated pili, the major virulence
factors of V. cholerae99‐101.
A number of other studies have demonstrated that high c‐di‐GMP levels repress
virulence. In Salmonella typhimurium for example invasion into the gastrointestinal
epithelial cells is strongly reduced under high c‐di‐GMP concentrations. This effect is
mediated by the biofilm master regulator CsgD which activates genes required for
the production of cellulose, capsule and curli fimbriae102. Expression of these
extracellular matrix components interferes with host cell invasion, probably through
steric hindrance of the Salmonella type III secretion machinery103.
Another example that correlates high c‐di‐GMP concentrations with a reduction
of virulence function is described for the plant pathogen X. campestris. In response
to a diffusible signaling factor (DSF) identified as an unsaturated fatty acid104 the
two‐component system RpfCG is activated. The response regulator RpfG is a HD‐GYP
domain protein that functions as PDE and keeps c‐di‐GMP concentrations low31. It
directly interacts with two DGCs in dependence of its conserved GYP motif and
regulates a subset of virulence factors, mainly motility related functions, which are
essential for full virulence of X. campestris31,105.

1.7 Other phenotypes influenced by c‐di‐GMP
Besides its role in regulating the switch between motile‐sessile and virulent‐
persistent lifestyles, c‐di‐GMP influences a wide range of other phenotypes such as
long‐term survival, growth competition, heterocyst development, chemotaxis, heavy
metal resistance, phage and antibiotics resistance and photosynthesis40,70,106,107.
Moreover, in C. crescentus c‐di‐GMP has been reported to be involved in polar
development and cell cycle regulation47,56,108,109.
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1.7.1 Caulobacter crescentus as model organism for cell cycle and development
Caulobacter crescentus is a gram‐negativ, rod‐shaped α‐proteobacterium, which can
be isolated from fresh water environments including oceans, streams and lakes110. It
is oligoheterotrophic and strictly aerobic. In its natural habitat it is often found
attached to submerged biotic and abiotic surfaces including other microorganisms
like bacteria and algae110.
The hallmark of the C. crescentus life cycle is an asymmetric cell division which
results in two morphologically distinct, but genetically identical daughter cells; the so
called swarmer and stalked cells (Fig. 6). They have distinct developmental programs
reflected by their distinct polar appendages and chromosome replication abilities.
The larger stalked cell adheres to surfaces by a membrane protrusion called stalk
with contains adhesive polysaccharides at its tip. This so called holdfast mediates
very strong and irreversible attachment to solid substrates111. DNA replication is
strictly restricted to the stalked cell which reinitiates replication almost immediately
after cell division112,113 thereby working as stem cell continuously producing new
swarmer cells114. However, in contrast to many other fast growing prokaryotes, DNA
replication is initiated only once per cell cycle115. The smaller swarmer cell is unable
to replicate its DNA, but it is motile as it possesses a single polar flagellum and an
associated chemotaxis apparatus which allows propelling itself towards a food
source. When a nutrient rich environment is reached, the swarmer cell reversibly
adheres to the surface by its pili and starts to subsequently eject flagellum. Pili are
then retracted to allow the newly formed holdfast to attach irreversibly to the
surface. Optimal attachment occurs only during a short time window, when
flagellum, pili and holdfast are present at the same time116,117. During the obligate
differentiation step from the motile swarmer cell to the sessile stalked cell type the
chromosome replication block is relieved, hence the swarmer‐to stalked cell
transition is also referred to as G1‐to S‐phase transition in analogy to the G1‐phase
(gap phase), the S‐phase (DNA synthesis phase) and the G2‐phase (division phase) in
eukaryotic cells.
It is obvious that C. crescentus developmental transitions are coordinated with
the underlying cell cycle (Fig. 6). The different cell types can be microscopically
distinguished by their different morphologies and polar surface structures such as
flagellum and stalk. The main advantage of C. crescentus, however, lies in the
possibility to isolate newborn swarmer cells by density gradient centrifugation. This
procedure allows the observation of cell populations at any time point during cell
cycle. These features have made C. crescentus to a convenient model to study both,
bacterial cell cycle and differentiation.
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Figure 6: C. crescentus cell cycle and development events are tightly coupled. During an obligate cell
differentiation process, the motile swarmer cell loses pili and flagellum and replaces them by a
structure called stalk which contains an adhesive polysaccharide at its tip, the holdfast. While the
chromosome of swarmer cells is quiescent (schematically represented as a grey knot), stalked cells
can immediately reinitiate DNA replication (schematically shown in grey “θ” structures).
Developmental events are indicated in blue boxes, underlying cell cycle events in red boxes. Electron
micrographs of different C. crescentus cell types are shown in the lowest panel. Scale bars are equal
to 1 μm. Adapted from118.

1.8 C‐di‐GMP signaling molecules are involved in C. crescentus development
Cell cycle‐dependent fluctuations of c‐di‐GMP in the different C. crescentus cell types
control many aspects of pole development119 such as flagellum, holdfast and stalk
biogenesis. So far, several different DGCs and PDEs have been shown to contribute
to the asymmetric distribution of c‐di‐GMP. Among these is the diguanylate cyclase
PleD.
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PleD is an unorthodox member of the response regulator family of two
component signal transduction systems. It contains two N‐terminal receiver domains
(Rec1 and Rec2) fused to a C‐terminal GGDEF domain18,20,120. Upon phosphorylation
by two cognate sensor histidine kinases, PleC and DivJ, PleD is activated120 and
dynamically localizes to the stalked cell pole where it orchestrates pole
morphogenesis by yet unknown effector molecules18 (Fig. 7).
PleC DivJ
PleD

PleD‐ P
localization
cdG production

Flagellar ejection
Holdfast synthesis
Stalk length

time

Figure 7: Spatial distribution of the reponse regulator PleD during C. crescentus cell cycle and the
upstream components controlling its activity. Time lapse microscopy shows the localization behavior
of PleD‐GFP during cell cycle. PleD is delocalized in swamer cells. Upon phosphorylation by two
cognate histidine kinases, PleC and DivJ, PleD~P is sequestered to the stalked pole where it is involved
in flagellar ejection, stalk and holdfast biogenesis. Progression of cell cycle and localization of PleD
(violet circles) are shown schematically. Adapted from18.

A pleD deletion mutant fails to efficiently shed flagellum during swarmer‐to‐stalked
cell transition leading to the expression of ectopic flagella in stalked and
predivisional cells120,121. This manifests in hypermotile cells120,122 and is in contrast to
the reduced motility behavior observed on semi solid agar plates. This discrepancy is
believed to be due to a chemotaxis defect of pleD mutants120,123. Besides its role in
flagellar ejection, PleD functions in the correct timing of holdfast and stalk
biosynthesis. Holdfast synthesis is delayed in the absence of PleD leading to reduced
surface binding properties117 and stalks are strongly shortened compared to wild‐
type PleD120.
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Recently, the crystal structures of non‐activated and activated PleD have been
solved and gave insight into its activation mechanism20,21. They revealed that
phosphorylation at the conserved aspartic acid D53 in its Rec1 domain results in the
reorientation of two conserved amino acids, T83 and F102, which function as
molecular lever and induce conformational changes in the β4‐ and β5‐helices of the
Rec1 domain21,124,125. This movement promotes rearrangement of both receiver
domains, which in turn, facilitate dimerization between Rec1 and Rec2’ of an
adjacent PleD molecule21. A conserved T26 residue plays a critical role in this Rec1‐
Rec2’ mediated dimerization process. While in the non‐activated structure this
residue sticks out of the Rec1 domain and connects to the Rec2’ of an adjacent
protomer, the activated structure displays an extended Rec1‐Rec2’ interface with
multiple additional interactions and salt bridges formed between the Rec1 and Rec2’
subunits20,21. This tight arrangement of the receiver domains brings two adjacent
GTP bound GGDEF domains into close proximity and allows simultaneous
nucleophilic attacks of the 3’‐hydroxyl group of one GTP onto the α‐phosphate of the
other GTP. These reactions lead to the formation of c‐di‐GMP21 (Figure 8). The
combination of structural analysis and in vivo studies with D53, Y26 and active site
mutants indicated that phosphorylation induced dimerization is a prerequisite for
DGC activity and localization of PleD108.
Similar to other DGCs, PleD activity can be regulated by inhibitory sites (I‐sites)
which bind c‐di‐GMP and mediate feedback inhibition20,21. In PleD three different I‐
site motifs account for two alternative inhibition modes. The core c‐di‐GMP binding
site is formed by three residues in the GGDEF domain, R359 and R362 of the RxxD
motif and R390. Mutations of these so called primary I‐site residues (Ip) strongly
reduce c‐di‐GMP binding properties. However, while PleD with mutated R359 and
R362 residues completely loses DGC activity, a R390 mutant is active and displays an
increased inhibition constant (Ki)24.
In the non‐activated PleD structure an intercalated c‐di‐GMP dimer ([c‐di‐
GMP]2)53 was shown to crosslink the GGDEF and the Rec2 domain by binding to the
primary I‐site and to a secondary I‐site (IS,Rec2). This secondary site is formed by R148
and R178 and is located on the Rec2 domain. Mutation of these residues leads to an
increased Ki value. In activated PleD, [c‐di‐GMP]2 binding to the primary I‐site occurs
in the exact same way as in the non‐activated structure, but it crosslinks to another
residue on an adjacent GGDEF domain, R313 (IS,GGDEF). Due to symmetry in activated,
dimeric PleD, a second c‐di‐GMP dimer crosslinks the GGDEF domain of an adjacent
PleD molecule. Similar as observed for IS,Rec2 mutants, mutation of R313 increased Ki
value. In both inhibition modes, c‐di‐GMP dependent domain crosslinking is thought
to reduce the mobility of the GGDEF domains and prevents the productive
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arrangement of PleD active sites. This mechanism is called “inhibition by domain
immobilization” (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8: Model for PleD regulation. The catalytic GGDEF domain (green) is connected to its receiver
domains (Rec1, Rec2, violet) by a flexible linker and is mobile relative to the receiver domains (black
arrow). Phosphorylation (P) of the Rec1 domain leads to conformational changes that promote
dimerization of its receiver domains. This brings adjacent GTP‐bound GGDEF domains into close
proximity and allows the condensation of two GTP molecules into one molecule of c‐di‐GMP. Two
modes of allosteric feedback inhibition involving different I‐sites are known (lower panel). Binding of
c‐di‐GMP to the primary (IP) and one of the secondary I‐sites (IS,Rec2 or IS,GGDEF) can crosslink the GGDEF
domain with either the Rec2 domain (first mode of inhibition) or with an adjacent GGDEF’ domain
(second mode of inhibition). In both cases, this crosslinking reduces mobility (crossed black arrows)
and prevents a productive rearrangement of GGDEF active sites (A‐site). Adapted from21.

Besides PleD, a second DGC, DgcB, was shown to mediate swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition. In swarmer cells, DgcB activity is limited by the antagonistic enzyme PdeA,
which functions as PDE and keeps c‐di‐GMP concentrations low. However, during
swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition, PdeA is targeted to the cell pole where it is
degraded by the polar protease complex ClpXP. Localization of both, the substrate
PdeA and the protease ClpXP is dependent on the single response regulator CpdR
which itself localizes to the cell pole as a function of its phosphorylation state.
Proteolytic processing of PdeA relieves DgcB and together with activated PleD leads
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to an upshift in c‐di‐GMP concentration which drives pole morphogenesis. In
addition, this mechanism contributes to the degradation of the cell cycle master
regulator CtrA and thereby allows entry into S‐phase47 (Fig. 9).
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Figure 9: Model for c‐di‐GMP mediated pole morphogenesis and cell cycle progression. In swarmer
cells, DgcB activity (green) is neutralized by the antagonistic enzyme PdeA (blue) which degrades c‐di‐
GMP (cdG, black circles) and keeps c‐di‐GMP concentrations low. During swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition, PdeA is targeted to the pole by CpdR, where it is proteolytically processed by the polar
ClpXP complex (orange). This process relieves DgcB and leads together with activated PleD~P (violet)
to an upshift in c‐di‐GMP. This c‐di‐GMP increase promotes pole morphogenesis through unknown
effectors (E) and contributes to the degradation of the replication inhibitor CtrA (blue) to allow cell
cycle progression. Adapted from47.
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1.9 Three oscillating global master regulators control C. crescentus cell cycle
In C. crescentus correct timing of chromosome replication and cell division relies on
periodic fluctuations of three essential global master regulators, CtrA, GcrA, DnaA,
and a DNA methyltransferase CcrM126-129. They are organized in a hierarchical
transcriptional cascade where every master regulator controls the expression of the
next. Together with additional posttranslational modifications such as regulated
proteolysis, phosphorylation and specific protein localizations they form an
oscillating genetic circuit that ensures the correct activation timing of modular
subsystems and numerous downstream targets thereby controlling cell cycle
progression76,130,131 (Fig. 10).
GcrA

abundance

CtrA

DnaA
CcrM

Figure 10: Fluctuations of the three global master regulators CtrA, DnaA, GcrA and the
methyltransferase CcrM during cell cycle. Periodic accumulation of these regulators drives cell cycle
progression and they successively regulate the cell cycle dependent transcription of over 200 genes.
132
Adapted from .

CtrA is a response regulator which acts as a transcriptional regulator 133 for 95 genes
involved in chromosome replication initiation, chromosome methylation, cell
division and development126. In swarmer cells, CtrA is phosphorylated and inhibits
chromosome replication initiation134. At the same time, it represses the transcription
of ftsZ and podJ135,136, which are required for cell division and polar
development137,138 and it also represses the transcription of gcrA127,129. GcrA is the
second cell cycle regulator which controls genes for chromosome replication, cell
elongation and polar development by an unknown transcriptional mechanism 127,139.
During swarmer-to-stalked cell transition, CtrA is proteolytically cleared to allow
chromosome replication and at the same time DnaA, a transcriptional activator for
chromosome replication, is stabilized and activates the transcription of gcrA140, ftsZ,
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podJ and genes involved in nucleotide biosynthesis and cell division. Derepression of
gcrA and concurrent activation by DnaA allows the accumulation of GcrA in stalked
cells which eventually turns on ctrA transcription in predivisional cells127. Together
with a positive feedback loop this results in high CtrA concentrations in late
predivisional cells141, which does not only shut off gcrA transcription, but also
activates ccrM methyltransferase transcription142,143. At the same time, synthesis of
DnaA is stopped and DnaA is removed by degradation through the ClpP protease140.
Newly synthesized CcrM starts to methylate hemimethylated, newly replicated
DNA144 thereby controlling the activity of genes whose expression depends on the
methylation state of their promoters. The expression of DnaA for example is down
regulated in presence of hemimethylated DNA after replication initiation145, whereas
CtrA transcription is turned on under hemimethylated conditions143. CcrM itself is
subject to negative autoregulation by methylation of its own promoter146. To further
restrict CcrM activity to the short time window after cell division, CcrM is degraded
by the Lon protease147 (Fig. 11).
The precise timing, teamwork and the correct spatial expression of CtrA, GcrA,
DnaA and CcrM is essential for cell cycle progression and development of polar
organelles like flagellum, pili and holdfast.
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Figure 11: Schematic picture of the C. crescentus cell cycle control circuit. Every master regulator
activates the transcription of the next and, in case of CtrA and CcrM, inhibits transcription of the
previous master regulator in the cascade and ctrA transcription is additionally inhibited by SciP. The
activity of these cell cycle regulators is posttranslationally controlled by proteolysis, the respective
proteases involved are depicted in grey. Promotors (P1 and P2) are indicated with black arrows, the
colors of regulatory binding boxes correlate with the color of the master regulator that governs it.
+CH3 represents methylation sensitive promoters. The colored boxes show which functions are
regulated by the corresponding master regulator (↑ upregulated, ↓ downregulated). Adapted
from130.
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1.9.1 CtrA controls the cell cycle dependent expression of many target genes and
silences the origin of replication
CtrA (cell cycle transcriptional regulator) is the best characterized cell cycle master
regulator in C. crescentus. It is an essential member of the response regulator family
of two component systems and contains a DNA binding output domain133. Typically
for this family of response regulators it is activated by phosphorylation of a
conserved aspartic acid residue in its receiver domain which serves as phosphoryl
acceptor site. Phosphorylated CtrA, CtrA~P, recognizes a specific DNA sequence
motif (TTAA‐N7‐TTAA) in the promoter region of its downstream targets113. Affinity
of CtrA~P binding to this so called CtrA binding box is dependent on the spacing and
the conservation of the TTAA elements and is thought to affect temporal expression
of CtrA dependent genes142,148. CtrA~P directly controls 95 genes organized in 55
operons126. One third of these genes are repressed, two thirds are activated by CtrA.
Most repressed genes are maximally expressed when CtrA is degraded during
swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition and conversely, activated genes are highly
expressed after CtrA accumulation in predivisional cells126,149. They encode proteins
involved in many diverse cellular processes such as cell division, chromosome
methylation, replication initiation and development events like biogenesis of
flagellum, pili and holdfast. In addition, CtrA controls the expression of many
regulatory genes including operons encoding two component systems and
alternative sigma factors which are required for flagellum and stalk formation and
proper cell division126. In addition to the direct positive and negative regulation of
CtrA dependent genes, activated CtrA~P binds directly to five 9‐mer sites within the
origin of replication (oriC). These sites overlap with an essential DnaA binding box,
which is required for DnaA to unwind the DNA and initiate DNA replication.
Cooperative binding of phosphorylated CtrA~P to these binding sites is thought to
prevent DnaA binding, thereby inhibiting DNA replication initiation in swarmer
cells150,151. As cells differentiate into stalked cells, active CtrA~P needs to be removed
to permit cell cycle progression.
Correctly timed CtrA activity is crucial for proper cell cycle progression, cell
division and development of polar organelles. Active CtrA should appear only at
precise times during C. crescentus cell cycle, namely in swarmer and in predivisional
cells. To ensure temporal restricted CtrA activity, CtrA is redundantly controlled on
the levels of transcription, phosphorylation, temporal and spatial regulated
proteolysis56,127,143,150,152‐154.
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1.9.2 CtrA transcription is controlled by two promoters and the methylation state
of the DNA
CtrA expression is under control of two promoters P1 and P2 which are active at
different time points during cell cycle141. P1 is a weak promoter active in stalked
cells. It contains a GANTC methylation site and fires right after replication initiation
when the DNA is hemimethylated115,143. In addition, it is stimulated by accumulated
GcrA127. This allows the production of CtrA in predivisional cells resulting in CcrM
activation which methylates freshly replicated DNA thereby repressing P1141. The
stronger promoter P2 is under positive feedback control and is driven by the P1‐ and
GcrA‐mediated CtrA accumulation in predivisional cells. The resulting burst of CtrA is
required in swarmer cell types to inhibit DNA replication initiation141. However,
excessive accumulation of CtrA is avoided by SciP which represses ctrA transcription.
SciP is a transcription factor belonging to the CtrA regulon155. It accumulates in
swarmer cells and represses genes which have been previously activated by CtrA.
Among these genes are mainly chemotaxis and flagellar genes. SciP is thought to
increase the robustness of cell cycle control156 (Fig. 11).
However, transcriptional control is not strictly necessary. Cells constitutively
transcribing CtrA still proceed through cell cycle150 suggesting other control
mechanisms contributing to the specific CtrA expression and activity during cell
cycle.

1.9.3 A phosphorelay couples CtrA phosphorylation and stabilization
In addition to the transcriptional control, the activity of CtrA is modulated by
phosphorylation of its conserved aspartic acid. Phosphorylated CtrA displays a higher
binding affinity to the downstream target gene promoters and binding to the origin
of replication is strongly enhanced when CtrA is phosphorylated151. Phosphorylation
of CtrA is mediated by phosphorelay system comprising the membrane bound
histidine kinase CckA141,157 and the single domain histidine phosphotransferase ChpT.
Concurrent to CtrA phosphorylation, the single domain response regulator CpdR is
phosphorylated by CckA/ChpT preventing CtrA from being degraded (see below).
Therefore, phosphorylation via the CckA/ChpT pathway activates and stabilizes CtrA
at the same time153.
CckA is active as a kinase in swarmer and predivisional cells and loses its kinase
activity during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition to allow CtrA degradation and entry
into S‐phase157,158. Downregulation of the CckA‐ChpT phosphorelay during swarmer‐
to‐stalked cell transition relies on specific protein‐protein interactions. The core
mechanism is formed by the tyrosine kinase DivL159 and the single domain response
regulator DivK160. In swarmer cells, DivL and CckA form a polar complex161,162 that
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promotes CckA kinase activity and thus favors CtrA activity and stability. Upon
swarmer‐to‐stalked cell differentiation, phosphorylated DivK~P levels increase.
DivK~P binds directly to DivL preventing DivL from directly stimultating CckA kinase
activity162. In predivisional cells CckA avoids downregulation by DivK~P by localizing
at the swarmer pole together with PleC, the main phosphatase for DivK~P162 (Fig.
12).
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Figure 12: Regulation of the phosphorelay coupling CtrA phosphorylation and stability. In swarmer
cells, PleC is active as phosphatase (blue) and dephosphorylates DivK. This allows DivL (green) to
stimulate CckA kinase activity (red). The subsequent CckA/ChpT phosphorelay leads to
phosphorylation of CtrA and CpdR and at the same time, enhances CtrA stability and prevents it from
degradation. Consequently, the origin of replication is inhibited and cells remain in the G1 phase.
During swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition, the kinase DivJ gets active and phosphorylates DivK which
through the binding to DivL inhibits CckA kinase activity and ultimately leads to dephosphorylation of
CtrA and CpdR. CtrA can be removed and cells can enter S phase. Adapted from162.

PleC together with the antagonistic enzyme DivJ at the opposite pole warrant CckA
activity in swarmer cells. The stalked pole residing histidine kinase DivJ
phosphorylates DivK, whereas the posphatase PleC at the opposite pole mediates
desphorylation of DivK. In predivisional cells DivK shuttles between the poles with
their opposing enzymatic activities. After cell division, the stalked compartment
contains mostly DivK~P, whereas the swarmer cell compartment inherits high
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concentrations of dephosphorylated DivK109,130. Dephosphorylation of DivK then
allows DivL to promote CckA activity and therefore enhance CtrA activity and
stability162. In addition, divK transcription is directly controlled by CtrA126. Thus CtrA
triggers its own inactivation and degradation by inducing DivK synthesis which feeds
back to CckA153.

1.9.4 Spatial and temporal regulated proteolysis restricts CtrA activity to
swarmer cells
In addition to the transcriptional and phosphorylation control of CtrA, subcellular
localization and regulated proteolysis play an important role in the presence of
active CtrA. To initiate chromosome replication during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
differentiation, active CtrA needs to be removed to relieve the origin of replication
and to allow access of replication initiation factors like DnaA.
Removal of CtrA during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition is mediated by the
essential AAA+ protease complex ClpXP whose transcription is controlled by
CtrA126,154,163. It consists of one or two hexamers of the ClpX ATPase which
recognizes the substrate and energizes its unfolding and translocation into the
tetradecamer degradation pore of the ClpP peptidase164,165. Substrate specificity is
usually conferred by short N‐or C‐terminal degradation tags on the adaptor proteins
or on the direct substrates166. However, CtrA contains a bipartite degradation signal
where both parts are required, but none of them is sufficient to trigger CtrA
degradation alone167. One determinant consist of its C‐terminal hydrophobic amino
acid tag (‐VAA)150, the second determinant resides in the first 56 amino acids of its
receiver domain which also comprises the phosphoryl acceptor site, but
phosphorylation does not affect proteolysis167. Some of these residues are surface
located and are thought to form a binding pocket for an adaptor protein that could
enhance ClpXP dependent CtrA degradation167. However, CtrA degradation by ClpXP
in vitro is adaptor‐independent and CtrA appears to be a direct ClpXP substrate163.
Coincident with CtrA clearance in the cell, CtrA dynamically localizes to the
incipient stalked pole of newborn stalked cells and to the stalked compartment of
predivisional cells. Indeed, CtrA degradation was shown to occur specifically at the
incipient stalked pole167. Consistently, the ClpXP protease complex which is present
throughout cell cycle sequesters to the same subcellular site to trigger CtrA
degradation during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition forming a polar complex with
CtrA in vivo154,168. The localization of the protease ClpXP and its substrate CtrA to the
same subcellular site ensures the correct timing of CtrA removal during cell cycle.
The polar sequestration of each, CtrA and ClpXP requires dedicated localization
factors. ClpXP localization is dependent on the single domain response regulator
CpdR which itself sequesters to the pole as a function of its phosphorylation state.
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Dephosphorylation of CpdR leads to its localization and to the recruitment of ClpXP
via direct interaction thereby preventing CtrA degradation56,152. Conversely,
phosphorylated CpdR results in delocalized ClpXP and stabilized CtrA. As already
mentioned, CpdR phosphorylation is regulated by the same CckA‐ChpT phosphorelay
which also controls the phosphorylation of CtrA153. Delivery of CtrA to the incipient
stalked is dependent on c‐di‐GMP concentrations in the cell and involves the
response regulator protein PopA (Fig. 13).

Figure 13: Regulatory network controlling cell cycle progression and pole morphogenesis in C.
crescentus. Blue arrows indicate phophorylation dependent processes, green c‐di‐GMP signaling
cascades and orange processes involved in proteolysis of PdeA (green) and CtrA (red). Additional
unknown diguanylate cyclases (DGCs) and c‐di‐GMP (cdG) binding proteins (E) contributing to this
network are indicated. Adopted from47 .

1.10 PopA is a c‐di‐GMP effector protein involved in both, cell cycle and
development
PopA is an unorthodox response regulator having two receiver domains fused to a
GGDEF output domain. This domain organization is reminiscent to the diguanylate
cyclase PleD and suggested a similar enzymatic function for PopA. However, while
phosphorylation and c‐di‐GMP binding sites (I‐sites) are conserved and consistent
with this, PopA specifically binds c‐di‐GMP, the active site motif (A‐site) is
degenerate and catalytically inactive. These features are typically observed for c‐di‐
GMP effector proteins which modulate cellular behavior as a function of c‐di‐GMP
concentrations.
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Mutants lacking PopA fail to localize and to degrade CtrA during swarmer‐to‐
stalked cell transition56. This effect is mediated by RcdA, a small adaptor protein that
directly interacts with PopA and is required for correct CtrA localization and
degradation at the ClpXP occupied stalked pole56,168. Consistent with a role in CtrA
degradation, PopA localizes to same subcellular site and interestingly, PopA
positioning as well as CtrA localization and degradation are dependent on an intact
PopA c‐di‐GMP binding site56. These findings led to a model where PopA, upon c‐di‐
GMP binding, localizes to the ClpXP‐occupied stalked pole to promote cell cycle‐
dependent removal of CtrA through its direct interaction with RcdA56. Recently, a
second ClpXP substrate, the FtsZ inhibitor KidO, was shown to require PopA for its
cell cycle dependent removal169. This suggests that PopA might have a c‐di‐GMP
dependent function in the delivery of ClpXP dependent substrates to the stalked
pole. However, the molecular mechanisms for PopA activation and sequestration as
well as polar receptor structures which recognize and retain PopA at the pole are not
known yet (Fig. 14).
Motility?
Other functions?
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mechanism?
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Figure 14: c‐di‐GMP effector PopA‐mediated cell cycle and development control. Stalked pole
localization is dependent on an intact c‐di‐GMP binding site. Upon binding of c‐di‐GMP (cdG, black
circles) PopA is activated and localizes the pole where it is presumably recognized by an unknown
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receptor structure (R, red). Through direct interaction with RcdA, PopA recruits CtrA, KidO and maybe
other ClpXP substrates (S?, blue) to the pole to license cell cycle progression. It is likely that it
interacts with other proteins (I?,grey) that mediate additional developmental functions of PopA such
as cell attachment. Sequestration to the incipient flagellated pole requires PodJ and presumably other
receptor structures (R?, green). It is not clear whether PopA and PodJ interact directly or if other
interacting proteins (I?, grey) mediating additional developmental functions are involved.

PopA belongs to a minority of proteins which localize to both cell poles during cell
cycle resulting in a bipolar distribution pattern in stalked and predivisional cells56. As
mutation of the c‐di‐GMP binding site does not affect localization to the flagellated
pole, another additional targeting mechanism had to be proposed. Indeed it was
shown that sequestration to the pole opposite the stalk partially requires the
topology factor PodJ56. PodJ is a transmembrane protein that is sequestered to the
incipient flagellated pole where it mediates polar positioning of proteins involved
cell differentiation such as factors for pilus biogenesis, chemotaxis and
holdfast137,138,170. The function of PopA at this pole is not known. However, popA
deletion mutants display a partial motility defect on semi solid agar plates, which
correlates with reduced swimming speed and a reduced number of motile cells
compared to wild‐type171. Moreover, mutants lacking PopA have reduced ability to
attach to surfaces171. It is tempting to speculate that PopA might engage
developmental functions at the PodJ‐dependent pole and it is likely that other
interaction partners exist56 that mediate these cellular functions (Fig. 14).
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2 Aim of the thesis
In the past years, evidence has accumulated suggesting that the bacterial second
messenger c‐di‐GMP is a key regulator of cell cycle control and development in C.
crescentus. However, many components of the c‐di‐GMP network as well as their
spatial and temporal regulation remain to be investigated. The aim of this work is to
understand the activation mechanism and spatial control of the multifunctional c‐di‐
GMP effector protein PopA. Upon c‐di‐GMP binding, PopA dynamically sequesters to
the old cell pole, where it helps to organize the degradation of key cell cycle
regulators prior to S‐phase entry. This work addresses the following questions: How
does c‐di‐GMP binding lead to the activation and localization of PopA? What are the
polar localization signals and determinants required for the dynamic positioning of
this protein? And how do these processes ‘overlap’ with the proposed activation and
localization mechanisms of the PleD diguanylate cyclase, a catalytic paralog of PopA?
Finally, what are the interaction partners of PopA at the cell pole and what is their
role in PopA‐mediated cell cycle processes? Together, this work will elucidate the
general mechanisms and functional importance of the dynamic cellular behavior of
PopA.
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3 Results

3.1

Unraveling the Polar Sequestration Mechanism of PopA, a c‐di‐GMP Effector
Protein Involved in C. crescentus Cell Cycle Control
Annina Moser, Anna Dürig, Ludwig Zumthor, Tilman Schirmer and Urs Jenal

Statement of my work
All plasmids and strains used in this study have been generated by me, unless
otherwise stated in table S1. I phenotypically characterized the PopD55N mutant (Fig.
2) and I generated and analyzed the putative PopA dimerization mutants (Fig. 3B‐D),
the primary I‐site mutants PopAR388A and PleDR359A (Fig. 4B‐F), the PopA secondary I‐
site mutants (Fig.5), the PopA‐GGDEF‐GFP fusion (Fig. 6) and I constructed the PopA‐
PleD hybrids and performed all microscopic and phenotypic analysis (Fig. 7, 8, 9).
Furthermore, I developed the PopA‐RcdA bacterial two‐hybrid screen and analyzed
the PopA mutations (Fig. 11). I performed the microscopic analysis to find PopA
receptor molecules (Fig. 13A‐C) and analyzed PopA localization in PodJ truncation
mutants (Fig. 12). PopA purification and all biochemical analysis (Fig. S1B and S1C)
except SLS experiments were performed in collaboration with Ludwig Zumthor (Fig.
S1D). Finally I constructed putative sulfate‐binding mutants in PleD and PopA and
analyzed them by microscopy (Fig. 12D‐E).
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3.1.1 Abstract
The past years have shown that in bacterial cells many regulatory proteins such as
transcription factors, signal transduction proteins, and proteases have specific
cellular addresses. This suggested that bacteria, similar to their eukaryotic
counterparts, exploit protein localization as a general regulatory feature to control
different cellular processes. In the α‐proteobacterium Caulobacter crescentus, cell
cycle progression relies on the specific proteolysis of the DNA replication inhibitor
CtrA, a process that is coordinated in time and space. While localization of the ClpXP
protease is regulated by phosphorylation reactions, polar targeting of CtrA requires
PopA and the input from the bacterial second messenger cyclic di‐GMP. PopA
localizes to the pole and recruits CtrA via its direct interaction with the mediator
protein RcdA. Subsequent CtrA clearance promotes S‐phase entry. In addition to its
function at the ClpXP‐occupied old cell pole, PopA localizes to the new cell pole
where it exerts a yet unknown function. So far, the molecular mechanisms
responsible for the dynamic bipolar localization of PopA are not known. Here we
address the mechanisms involved in PopA activation and sequestration to the ClpXP‐
occupied stalked pole.
PopA is a response regulator with an atypical Rec1‐Rec2‐GGDEF domain
organization that is reminiscent of the diguanylate cyclase PleD. PleD displays a
similar overall fold and comparable localization behavior to the stalked pole.
However, while PleD localization is mediated by phosphorylation‐induced
dimerization, we show that phosphorylation is dispensable for PopA localization and
function. Instead, conserved primary and secondary binding sites for c‐di‐GMP
within the C‐terminal GGDEF domain are required for pole specific function of PopA.
This suggested that GGDEF domain crosslinking by c‐di‐GMP contributes to PopA
activation and polar localization. To confirm this and to dissect PopA and PleD‐
specific localization signals, we generated PopA‐PleD hybrid proteins where the
GGDEF domain of one protein was grafted onto the receiver domain stem of the
other. These studies demonstrated that topological specificity of PleD is mediated by
its Rec1‐Rec2 stem, while the GGDEF domain encodes the positional information for
PopA. A [Rec1‐Rec2]PleD‐[GGDEF]PopA hybrid protein recognizes both the PleD‐ and
PopA‐specific polar addresses, but lacks activity for either pathway. This implied that
the PopA GGDEF domain mediates polar localization and that the Rec1‐Rec2 stem
might be involved in recruiting downstream components of the pathway. In
agreement with this we find that RcdA specifically interacts with the first PopA
receiver domain. Together these data indicate that the PopA response regulator
adopted a novel role as topology specificity factor to dynamically recruit components
of the CtrA degradation pathway to the protease occupied pole. Intriguingly, signal
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transduction in PopA is reversed as compared to the paradigmal response regulator
family, initiating at the GGDEF domain and exploiting the Rec domains as molecular
readout.
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3.1.2 Introduction
Dynamic protein localization is an important regulatory feature of diverse bacterial
processes. It enables the cell to perform specific functions at specific subcellular
sites1,2. Research in the past decade has revealed many structural and regulatory
components acting at distinct positions in the bacterial cell. These include factors
involved in cytokinesis and chromosome segregation, as well as elements needed for
biosynthesis of polar organelles like flagella and pili3. However, in addition to
proteins that control morphogenetic processes many regulatory proteins like sensor
histidine kinases, transcription factors, proteases and enzymes have specific cellular
addresses1,4. Growing evidence from many bacteria indicate that localization is not
exclusive to a small number of specific proteins, but rather represents a general
regulatory feature of bacterial proteomes4. Nevertheless, underlying molecular
sequestration mechanisms, structural determinants and polar receptors are poorly
understood.
A particularly useful organism to study protein localization to specific subcellular
sites is the aquatic α‐proteobacterium Caulobacter crescentus. It divides
asymmetrically and allows the discrimination of old and new cells poles by the visible
presence of distinct polar appendages. Cell division results in two genetically
identical, but morphologically distinct daughter cells. The swarmer cell progeny is
motile and characterized by a single polar flagellum with chemotaxis apparatus and
polar pili. The stalked cell progeny is attached to the surface by an adhesive holdfast
located at the tip of a protrusion of the cell body called stalk. The daughter cells do
not only have different developmental programs reflected by their distinct polar
appendages, but also inherit a different replicative potential. Stalked cells can
reinitiate DNA replication immediately after cell division, whereas chromosome
replication is actively prevented in swarmer cells5,6. The establishment of these
swarmer and stalked cell specific programs relies on the specific subcellular
distribution of cell fate determinants and regulatory proteins that govern cell cycle
progression and polar morphogenesis7‐9. E.g. cell cycle progression of the swarmer
cell is facilitated by the dynamic and coordinated recruitment of the replication
initiation inhibitor CtrA and its cognate protease to the old cell pole10‐12. Replication
initiation of the chromosome is licensed through proteolytic removal of CtrA from
the cell. Coincident with S‐phase entry, the swarmer cell differentiates into the
sessile stalked cell, by shedding its flagellum and pili and replacing them with a
holdfast and a stalk. These concurrent cell cycle and morphogenetic changes are
coordinately controlled by the actions of the bacterial second messenger cyclic di‐
GMP13. Several proteins involved in the production and sensing of the second
messenger have been shown to dynamically localize to specific sites in the cell. E.g.
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the diguanylate cyclase PleD localizes to the old cell pole where it orchestrates
flagellar ejection, stalk and holdfast biogenesis. The c‐di‐GMP effector protein PopA
localizes to the same subcellular site where it is involved in the degradation of CtrA14‐
16
.
The unorthodox response regulator PleD has two receiver domains fused to a
diguanylate cyclase output domain17. PleD localization is dependent on the
phosphorylation by its cognate sensor histidine kinases, PleC and DivJ15,16.
Phosphorylation leads to PleD dimerization, activation and localization to the pole
where it activates yet unknown effector molecules involved in polar
morphogenesis18. PleD phosphorylation at the conserved aspartic acid D53 of the
first receiver domain induces a rearrangement of the receiver domains thereby
promoting dimer formation19. This brings adjacent catalytic active sites (A‐sites) of
the cyclase domains into close proximity allowing the condensation of two GTP
molecules into c‐di‐GMP19. Dimerization is the prerequisite for diguanylate cyclase
acitivity and polar localization of PleD18. The activity of PleD is subject to allosteric
inhibition through the non‐productive crosslinking of two cyclase domains by their
reaction product c‐di‐GMP. This is accomplished by two complementary c‐di‐GMP
binding sites on adjacent PleD molecules, the primary and secondary I‐sites.
The response regulator‐like protein PopA has the same domain architecture like
PleD and likely originates from PleD through gene duplication. But its GGDEF domain
has lost its catalytic activity and instead has adopted a new function as c‐di‐GMP
effector. PopA first localizes to the swarmer cell pole where it functions in motility
control. Later on PopA concentrates at the stalked cell pole where it serves to
regulate S‐phase entry by facilitating the degradation of the replication initiation
inhibitor CtrA14. PopA localization to the incipient swarmer pole is dependent on the
swarmer pole specific membrane protein PodJ. Full‐length PodJL is synthesized in
predivisional cells and sequestered to the flagellated pole by a short cytoplasmic tag.
PodJ then facilitates the positioning of PopA, the PleC histidine kinase and the pilus
assembly factor CpaE to the swarmer pole24‐26. Based on the observation that both
the popA and podJ mutants show a similar motility defect14,27 it was hypothesized
that PopA localizes to the flagellated pole to control flagellar motor performance 14.
PopA localization to and function at the stalked pole are dependent on c‐di‐
GMP binding to the conserved RxxD I‐site motif14. During the swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition the c‐di‐GMP concentration increases as a result of diguanylate cyclase
activation and phosphodiesterase inactivation. In swarmer cells c‐di‐GMP levels are
kept low by the activity of the phosphodiesterase PdeA, which counteracts the
diguanylate cyclase DgcB in this compartment. During swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition, PdeA is proteolytically degraded by the ClpXP protease thereby
unleashing DgcB activity. At the same time, PleD is activated and, together with
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DgcB, causes an upshift in c‐di‐GMP concentrations20. This upshift not only controls
the C. crescentus motile‐sessile switch but also promotes PopA localization to the
stalked pole20. PopA then targets CtrA to the same pole via the mediator protein
RcdA that facilitates CtrA localization and eventually degradation by the polar ClpXP
protease10,12,14,21. Targeting of ClpXP to the same pole requires the single domain
response regulator CpdR in its unphosphorylated state12. A specific phosphorelay
consisting of the sensor kinase CckA and the phosphotransferase protein ChpT
controls the phosphorylation status of CpdR and CtrA, thereby coupling activity and
stability of the CtrA master cell cycle regulator. While CtrA and CpdR are
phosphorylated by CckA in the swarmer cell the phosphate flux through the CckA
pathway reverses upon entry into S‐phase, thereby inactivating CtrA and sending
CpdR to the cell pole to recruit ClpXP8,22,23.
So far, little is known about how c‐di‐GMP activates PopA and which domain(s)
encode the positional information for localization and pole discrimination. To explain
its c‐di‐GMP dependent localization to the stalked pole, we are guided by a model
for allosteric control of the PleD diguanylate cyclase, which is based on the elaborate
structural knowledge of this protein17,19. According to this model c‐di‐GMP induced
feedback inhibition involves the crosslinking of two adjacent catalytic domains
through primary and secondary binding sites. In analogy, c‐di‐GMP binding could
induce a conformational change in PopA by crosslinking two adjacent GGDEF
domains. In agreement with such an idea, our experiments show that primary and
secondary I‐sites are required for PopA localization and CtrA degradation. To address
the minimal requirements for PopA localization we analyzed PopA truncation
mutants and generated PopA‐PleD hybrid proteins by grafting the respective GGDEF
domain onto the receiver stem of the counterpart. These experiments indicate that
the PopA GGDEF domain contains the positional information for both cell poles. In
conclusion, these experiments emphasize the versatility of c‐di‐GMP signaling
proteins and demonstrate that the GGDEF domain has adopted a novel role as
targeting factor to localize proteins to specific subcellular compartments in response
to c‐di‐GMP binding.
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3.1.3 Results
PopA is a structural homolog of PleD with similar dynamic localization behavior.
PopA and PleD share a similar Rec1‐Rec2‐GGDEF domain organization but low overall
sequence conservation (23% identity). We used CLUSTALW30 sequence alignment to
analyze if functional residues of PleD are conserved in PopA. As shown in Fig. 1A, key
residues involved in phosphorylation dependent dimerization of PleD18,19 are
conserved in PopA. In addition, PopA retained key residues of the primary and
secondary c‐di‐GMP binding sites18,19. Structural modeling of PopA using a
monomeric version of PleD as a template17 revealed a very similar overall fold. While
the Rec1 and Rec2 domains are virtually identical, the GGDEF domain of PopA is
slightly shorter and lacks the last of five central β‐sheets (Fig. 1B). Based on these
structural homologies and based on their similar localization behavior during the cell
cycle, we postulated that the diguanylate cyclase PleD and the c‐di‐GMP effector
protein PopA might share a common activation and localization mechanism.
Regulation of PopA does not require phosphorylation control.
Duerig and coworkers had observed that a single amino acid change in the putative
phosphorylation site (D55N) did not alter PopA localization and CtrA degradation
during cell cycle14. The phosphor‐acceptor site Asp55 and the main aspartates Asp13
and Asp14 of the acidic pocket essential for Mg2+ binding32 and phosphotransfer
activity are conserved in PopA. However, a closer analysis of the modeled PopA
structure revealed that Asp13 and Asp14 are oriented with their side chains in an
outward direction, making it unlikely that coordination of the Mg2+ could take place
like in PleD. Furthermore, the amino acids Thr83 and Phe102, which undergo
rearrangement upon phosphorylation and thereby induce structural changes in the
receiver domain in PleD and other response regulators are not conserved in PopA
(Fig. 2E). The hydroxyl group containing Ser85 might take over the T83 function,
however for F102 no reasonable homologous substitution in PopA exists. Taken
together, this indicates that PopA is unlikely being regulated by phosphorylation and
that the conserved Asp55 has probably no regulatory function.
Because PopA is a multifunctional protein involved in motility and attachment
regulation31, a possible role of PopA phosphorylation in swimming behavior, surface
attachment, holdfast formation and pili biogenesis was analyzed experimentally.
However, in agreement with the observation reported above, a PopAD55N mutant
behaved like wild‐type PopA in all respects (Fig. 2A‐D).
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Dimerization via the Rec1/Rec2’ interface is not involved in PopA activation and
localization.
PopA localization to the stalked pole requires an intact I‐site motif14. Together with
the finding that PopA is not regulated by phosphorylation, we hypothesized that c‐
di‐GMP might activate PopA by changing its oligomeric state. This hypothesis was
supported by bacterial‐two‐hybrid analysis and in vitro crosslink experiments
providing evidence that PopA might oligomerize (Fig. S1A‐C). However, biochemical
analysis of the PopA oligomerization state by Static Light Scattering (SLS) in the
absence of c‐di‐GMP suggested a monomeric form of PopA at a concentration of 10
μM (Fig. S1D) and left the question of dimerization inconclusive. A possibility to
assess dimerization in vivo came from studies with PleD. In PleD monomer‐monomer
contact between the Rec1 domain and an adjacent Rec2’ domain is mediated by
three salt bridges that stabilize the dimeric form of PleD19. Interestingly, in PopA
these residues are conserved. Therefore we generated single mutations in this
putative Rec1/Rec2’ interface of PopA (Rec1: E50, E125, R129; Rec2: R220, R277,
E281) and analyzed them with respect to their polar localization (Fig. 3A). All single
mutations as well as a the PopAR220,R277,E281 triple mutation showed a localization
pattern indistinguishable from wild‐type (Fig. 3B) and were stably expressed in
ΔpopA mutant (Fig. 3C). In agreement with this finding, CtrA was degraded normally
during the G1‐to‐S phase transition in strains expressing these PopA mutants (Fig.
3D). This suggested that these residues either do not constitute the dimer interface
of PopA or that PopA localization does not involve PleD‐like dimer formation.
Dissection of the primary I‐site: R357 and R388, but not D360, are required for
PopA localization and CtrA degradation.
Next we focused on the role of the primary I‐sites, which form the core c‐di‐GMP
binding unit. In PleD, a c‐di‐GMP dimer binds to the conserved primary I‐site motif
(R359, D362, R390) within the GGDEF domain and crosslinks it to an adjacent GGDEF
domain over a conserved arginine (R313) referred to as secondary I‐site (Fig. 4A).
Because this immobilizes the catalytic GGDEF domains in a non‐productive
conformation, the allosteric product inhibition is called domain immobilization
mechanism19. Substituting Asp359 to alanine did not have an effect on PleD
localization (Fig. 4B). In contrast, PopA mutations in the corresponding amino acids
R357 and also R388 (corresponds to R390 in PleD) of the primary I‐site motif led to a
complete abolishment of polar foci at the stalked pole (Fig. 4C and 4D). In
accordance, the PopA primary I‐site mutants R357A and R388A were unable to
support CtrA degradation during G1‐to‐S transition (Fig. 4F). The failure of these
mutant proteins to localize was not due to a general instability effect (Fig. 4E).
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To investigate the function of the core c‐di‐GMP binding sites in localization in
more detail, further mutational analysis and dissection of the I‐site were performed.
In particular, substitutions that were made to dissect feedback inhibition of the
diguanylate cylcase DgcA were introduced into PopA33. PopAR357X (R357A, R357G)
mutants failed to localize to the stalked pole and consistent with this, failed to
degrade CtrA during cell cycle. Substitutions in Asp360 (D360A, D360E) displayed a
partial localization defect, but mutant cells were still able to remove CtrA during G1‐
to S‐phase transition. Mutations in the amino acids V358 and E359 behave similar to
wild‐type (Fig. 4G). Taken together these data suggest that residues R357 and R388
from the primary I‐site motif are strictly required for PopA stalked pole localization
and PopA functionality. While Asp360 contributes to PopA function, the residues in
between the highly conserved charges of the RXXD motif are not required for PopA
function.
Mutations in the secondary I‐site have a partial effect on PopA localization and
activity.
To further elucidate the role of secondary I‐sites in PopA, single and double mutants
of conserved secondary I‐site candidate aspartic acids (R313, R315 and R317) (Fig.
4A) fused to GFP were engineered. Whereas the ΔpopA mutants expressing
PopAR315A or PopAR317A showed a dramatic reduction of stalked pole localization,
PopAR313A displayed normal bipolar localization. A R315A R317A double mutant did
not show a more severe reduction of stalk pole localization (Fig. 5A and 5B). As the
identity of the cell poles is sometimes difficult to distinguish, the PopAR315A,
PopAR317A or PopAR315A,R317A mutant proteins were also expressed in a ∆podJ
background that should abolish swarmer pole specific localization. Expression of the
mutant forms in this background resulted in an equally reduced number of foci
localized to the stalked pole, while no foci at the incipient swarmer pole could be
detected (Fig. 5C).
To ensure that the decrease of polar signal was not due to decreased protein
levels, immunoblots were carried out with anti‐PopA antibodies to demonstrate that
the protein levels are comparable to wild‐type PopA (Fig. 5D). Analysis of CtrA
turnover revealed that despite the partial localization defect, the PopA secondary I‐
site mutants R315A and R317A as well as the R315AR317A double mutant were still
able to degrade CtrA during G1‐to S‐phase transition (Fig. 5E). In summary these
findings suggest that both, the primary and secondary I‐sites, contribute to PopA
subcellular localization.
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The PopA GGDEF contains the c‐di‐GMP‐dependent information for both cell poles.
The expression of individual PopA domains fused to GFP indicated that the GGDEF
domain is critical for polar localization (Fig. 6A). Because the GGDEF‐GFP fusion was
not stable in vivo, these results failed to demonstrate that the GGDEF is also
sufficient for PopA localization (Fig. 6B). Therefore, we decided to engineer PopA‐
PleD hybrid proteins to determine the minimal requirements and the structural
determinants necessary for PopA and PleD localization to the cell poles. For this, the
GGDEF domain of PopA was grafted onto the Rec1‐Rec2 domain of PleD and vice
versa to generate Hybrid‐A and Hybrid‐B (Fig. 7A).
The Hybrid‐B fusion to GFP was very instable in vivo and did not display a
detectable fluorescence signal. In contrast, Hybrid‐A fusions were stable and
produced robust fluorescence signals (Fig. 7B, C). The majority of predivisional cells
expressing a Hybrid‐A‐GFP fusion protein displayed the bipolar localization pattern
typical for PopA localization (42 %). In contrast to predivisional cells expressing wild‐
type PopA, many cells had no foci (Hybrid‐A: 23 %, PopA wild‐type: 10%) or only a
single focus (Hybrid‐A: 35 %, PopA wild‐type: 5%) at the stalked pole. The overall
signal intensity for the Hybrid‐A‐GFP fusion is very high compared to the signal
intensities observed for PopA‐GFP and PleD‐GFP. In addition, it is noteworthy that in
cells with bipolar localization the signal at the stalked pole is considerably stronger
than the signal at the incipient swarmer pole (Fig. 7B). Immunoblot analysis
confirmed that the Hybrid‐A‐GFP fusion is stable and present at about five‐fold
higher levels than the wild‐type PopA‐GFP fusion. From these results and from the
fact that PleD does not have topological specificity for the flagellated pole, we
concluded that Hybrid‐A contains the PopA‐specific localization signal for the
flagellated pole.
However, it was not clear which domain would be responsible for stalked pole
localization of Hybrid‐A, the PopA GGDEF domain or the receiver domains of PleD or
both. Therefore the localization of Hybrid‐A‐GPF fusion was studied in mutant strains
lacking either PleC and DivJ (the upstream components of PleD) or all known
diguanylate cyclases of C. crescentus (the upstream components of PopA) (cdG0
strain, S. Abel and U. Jenal, unpublished). In a ΔpleC ΔdivJ double mutant, Hybrid‐A
cannot be phosphorylated and PleD fails to be targeted to the pole16. In the cdG0
strain, the c‐di‐GMP input signal for PopA GGDEF domain would be missing and as a
consequence PopA would not localize to the stalked pole. As shown in Fig. 7D, a
Hybrid‐A‐GFP fusion localized to the cell poles in a ΔpleC ΔdivJ mutant strain
indicating that the GGDEF domain of PopA alone is able to drive the protein to the
stalked pole. In contrast, no polar signal of the Hybrid‐A fusion protein was detected
in the cdG0 strain arguing that the PopA GGDEF domain in dependence of c‐di‐GMP
mediates localization to the stalked pole.
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To further test the requirement of the PleD dimerization stem, we introduced the
amino acid exchange T26A into Hybrid‐A. Tyr26 forms a small contact patch between
two receiver domains and mediates monomer‐monomer interactions in the PleD
dimer19. The Y26A substitution was shown to abolish PleD localization,
demonstrating that dimerization is a prerequisite for PleD positioning18. However,
the majority of Hybrid‐AY26A‐GFP displayed normal, PopA‐like bipolar foci (35 %)
similar to wild‐type Hybrid‐A (Fig. 7E), again arguing that the PopA GGDEF domain is
sufficient to tag the hybrid to both cell poles. Next we analyzed the polar distribution
pattern of cell expressing Hybrid‐AR357G‐GFP with a defective I‐site. The majority of
the cells expressing this mutant hybrid lost localization (40 %) while a relatively large
fraction of cells (31 %) retained fluorescent foci at the stalked pole, presumably
driven by the PleD receiver domains (Fig. 7E). Together this suggested that the PopA
GGDEF domain and the PleD receiver domains independently contribute to the
stalked pole localization of Hybrid‐A. To test this hypothesis, the Y26A and R357G
mutations were combined and localization of the Hybrid‐AR357G,Y26A‐GFP was
analyzed. As expected, the vast majority of cells failed to localize the mutant Hybrid‐
A completely (78 %) (Fig. 7E), confirming that Hybrid‐A contains two individual
determinants for stalked pole localization. To exclude that the absence of polar foci
is due to unstable mutant proteins, Hybrid‐A mutant levels were monitored with
immunoblots using anti‐GFP antibodies (Fig. 7F).
Taken together these results suggest that the PopA GGDEF domain encodes the
positional information for both poles, whereas the receiver domains of PleD
contribute to stalked pole localization. The observation that Hybrid‐A completely
fails to localize to both poles in the cdG0 strain, while an I‐site mutant of Hybrid‐A
localizes to the stalked pole as efficiently as its PleD counterpart, suggests that PleD
activation is abolished in the cdG0 strain. This is consistent with the observation that
PleD also fails to localize to the stalked pole in the cdG0 strain, while the constitutive
active PleD* finds the cell pole in this mutant background (S. Abel and U. Jenal,
unpublished).
PopA‐PleD Hybrids are correctly targeted to the pole but are non‐functional.
The observation that Hybrid‐A was able to reach both polar addresses of PleD and of
PopA prompted us to analyze the functionality of this hybrid protein. We asked if the
Hybrid GFP fusions are able to complement pleD or popA mutant phenotypes. Since
PleD is required for flagellar ejection and degradation of the flagellar anchor protein
FliF during the SW‐to‐ST transition16 and PopA is important for CtrA degradation
during the same cell cycle period, we chose these two proteins as indicators of
Hybrid‐A functionality. The Hybrid‐A protein could not restore FliF degradation in a
pleD mutant (Fig. 8A). Likewise, Hybrid‐A was unable to restore CtrA degradation of
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a popA mutant (Fig. 8A). Likewise, the Hybrid‐B fusion was unable to restore PopA or
PleD function.
Interestingly, while Hybrid‐A was unable to restore the surface attachment
defect of a pleD or popA mutant, Hybrid‐B partially restored this phenotype (Fig. 8B).
This suggests that its PleD derived GGDEF domain retained residual diguanylate
cylcase activity. In contrast to this observation, both Hybrid proteins were unable to
restore motility behavior of the popA or pleD mutant strains (Fig. 8C).
The first receiver domain of PopA mediates interaction with RcdA.
PopA has been shown to direct RcdA to the stalked pole via direct protein‐protein
interaction14. To determine the requirements for this interaction we analyzed if the
Hybrid‐A fusion protein harboring the PopA GGDEF domain is able to direct RcdA to
the cell pole. While RcdA‐YFP finds the cell pole when co‐expressed with PopA, it
fails to localize in the presence of Hybrid‐A (Fig. 9). This strongly suggests that the
PopA GGDEF domain, although able to localize to the stalked pole, is not sufficient
recruit RcdA to this subcellular site. We further analyzed PopA‐RcdA interaction
using the bacterial two‐hybrid system. Individual PopA domains (Rec1, Rec2, Rec1‐
Rec2, GGDEF) were C‐terminally fused to T25 fragment of the adenylate cyclase and
assayed for interaction with RcdA fused C‐ or N‐terminally to the T18 fragment. A
positive signal was obtained only for the PopA‐Rec1 and RcdA pair (Fig. 10B),
whereas all other combinations scored negative (Fig. 10C‐10E). This implies that the
PopA Rec1 domain is required for interaction with RcdA. This result is consistent with
the above observations that Hybrid‐A, which lacks the PopA receiver domains, is
unable to recruit RcdA to the cell pole. Finally, this result also suggests that the signal
transduction flow in PopA is reversed as compared to classical response regulators
like PleD. While the C‐terminal GGDEF domain of PopA constitutes the input domain,
downstream interactions operate through the N‐terminal receiver domains.
Identification of PopA surface determinants required for PopA‐RcdA interaction,
but not for RcdA localization and proteolysis of CtrA.
To probe the molecular details of PopA‐RcdA interaction, a genetic screen was set up
to isolate PopA mutants that fail to interact with RcdA. We used the bacterial two‐
hybrid system, which is based on the interaction‐mediated reconstitution of a cyclic
AMP signaling cascade34. A plasmid‐borne copy of the popA gene was first
mutagenized by passage through an E. coli mutator strain (Stratagene, USA) and the
resulting mutant alleles were introduced into the bacterial two‐hybrid system
together with rcdA (Fig. 11A). We screened for white colonies indicative of PopA
mutants unable to interact with RcdA. In a secondary screen we used immunoblot
analysis with anti‐PopA antibodies to identify stable full‐length PopA versions among
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the white clones. Although the frequency of white colonies was within the calculated
range (1.5E‐2, around 4000 colonies were screened), the yield of stable PopA variants
was very low, producing only three potential interaction mutations, R272H, G294E
and A335T (Fig. 11B). All amino acids altered are located on the surface of the
modeled PopA structure. R272 and G294 are positioned in the flexible linker domain
connecting the Rec1‐Rec2 stem with the GGDEF domain, while A335 is located
within the α0 helix of the GGDEF domain (Fig. 11C).
Since RcdA is delocalized in the absence of its interaction partner PopA14, we
assumed that RcdA‐PopA interaction is critical for the localization of RcdA and
subsequent CtrA degradation. However, the RcdA localization pattern is
indistinguishable from wild‐type in a strain expressing the popAR272H allele as the
only copy of popA (Fig. 11D). Consistent with this, CtrA degradation during G1‐to S‐
phase transition is normal (Fig. 11E). It is formally possible that PopA‐RcdA
interaction is not required to localize RcdA to the stalked pole. Alternatively,
interaction failure of this particular mutant might be specific for the E. coli assay
system while it might still interact with RcdA in the natural Caulobacter crescentus
environment.
Analysis of potential polar receptor proteins for PopA.
The experiments described above addressed mechanisms involved in PopA
activation and sequestration to the cell poles. However, the nature of the polar
receptor structure required to sequester PopA to the pole remains unknown. One
exception is PodJ, which seems to attract PopA to the incipient swarmer pole14. To
confirm this and to dissect the specific requirements of PodJ for this process, the
cellular distribution of PopA was studied in several strains expressing truncated PodJ
derivatives26. Mutant PodJ589 lacks the transmembrane and the entire periplasmic
domain; mutants PodJ639 and PodJ660 truncate within or immediately after the
transmembrane domain; all other mutants have progressively shortened periplasmic
domains (Fig. 13A). In a podJ589 mutant, PopA displayed a similar localization defect
like a ΔpodJ deletion. In the presence of all other truncated forms, PopA showed the
typical bipolar localization pattern (Fig. 13B, C). This demonstrates that the
membrane proximal region of PodJ on the cytoplasmic side between amino acids
589 and 639 is critical for PopA targeting to the flagellated pole. In agreement with
these findings, Lawler and coworkers report that PodJ589 was unable to localize
properly to the nascent flagellar pole while PodJ639 showed near to normal
localization behavior26.
Several polarly localized proteins, including TipF, TipN and SpmX, are known to
serve as anchoring structures for the successive localization of downstream
components and are thus candidates for stalked cell pole specific receptors of
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PopA24,35‐37. However, mutants lacking TipF, TipN, or SpmX showed wild‐type like
distribution of PopA, arguing against any of these proteins playing a role as polar
receptors for PopA (Fig. 13A‐C).
Structural analysis of PleD revealed the existence of a deep positively charged
cavity at the bottom of the (Rec1‐Rec2’)2 tetramer (Fig. 13D). This cavity contains a
buried sulfate molecule that interacts with arginine residues 117 and 121 and their
symmetric mates in the tetramer38. This sulfate group increased dimer stability and
catalytic efficiency of PleD in vitro, while an analogous phosphate moiety had the
opposite effect38. As sulfate has a negligible relevance in vivo and this pocket is
typical for phosphate and phosphate containing ligands39 it was speculated that the
receptor could be a phosphorylatable protein, which allows docking of dimeric PleD
only in its dephosphorylated state. Interestingly, the arginine residues involved in
sulfate binding in the PleD crystal structure are conserved in PopA. To test if these
residues are required for PleD and PopA function and localization, the respective
point mutations were generated and tested in vivo. In PleD two different double
mutants were generated replacing R117 and R121 by aspartate or serine residues,
respectively, In PopA R118 was replaced by alanine or serine. The mutants were
fused to GFP and their localization behavior was analyzed by fluorescence
microscopy. As shown in Fig. 13E, PleD mutants (Fig. 4B) show a much stronger polar
localization signal as compared to wild‐type PleD, comparable to the strong polar
signal of the constitutive active mutant PleD* (Fig. 4B). This argues that these
residues might indeed be involved modulating PleD polar localization negatively,
possibly through the interaction with a polar receptor protein, the phosphorylation
status of which might be critical for proper anchoring of the activated PleD dimer. In
contrast to PleD, the localization behavior of the PopA mutants were unchanged (Fig.
13F).
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3.1.4 Discussion
Bacteria sense and adapt to a wide variety of signals through a complex network of
signaling systems. These include the widely used two‐component systems, which are
based on phosphotransfer reactions from a sensor histidine kinase to its cognate
response regulator40. Response regulators are composed of a receiver and a
regulatory output domain, which can function as DNA binding, enzymatic or
protein/ligand binding domain40. Phosphorylation of the receiver domain often
induces activation of the response regulator through oligomerization41. The C.
crescentus response regulator PleD is composed of two receiver domains, which are
fused to a GGDEF diguanylate cyclase output domain. Activation of PleD involves
phosphorylation of the first receiver domain and results in the dimerization of the
molecule via the Rec1‐Rec2 stem19. Here we investigated the signaling mechanisms
of the structural homolog of PleD, the orphan response regulator PopA. Like PleD it
contains a potential phoshoryl acceptor site within its first receiver domain32 (Fig. 1).
However, critical residues for signal transduction are not conserved in PopA (Fig. 2)
making it questionable whether phosphorylation of PopA would induce structural
changes in its receiver domain. In line with these findings we show that
phosphorylation is not required for PopA localization and function in vivo (Fig. 2).
Moreover, the alternative possibility that the non‐phosphorylated form of PopA
might be active could be excluded in previous studies31. Therefore we suggest a
phosphorylation‐independent PopA regulation. Similar atypical phosphorylation‐
independent response regulators have been described before43‐45 and are referred
to as PIARR (phosphorylation‐independent activation of response regulators). Like
PopA, they maintain most of the structural features of canonical receiver domains,
but differ in residues directly involved in phosphorylation. It has been speculated
that activation of these atypical response regulators occurs through protein‐protein
interactions44,45. Recently, another Phosphorylation‐independent response regulator
was described to inversely control motility and extracellular matrix production in
Vibrio cholerae. VpsT is activated upon binding of c‐di‐GMP to an atypical extension
(helix 6) of its receiver domain. This leads to a conformational change, which induces
its dimerization and activation46.
Previous studies with PopA suggested that PopA specifically binds c‐di‐GMP and,
in response, changes its dynamic cellular behavior14. Based on these observations we
hypothesized that c‐di‐GMP binding, rather than phosphorylation, might serve as
input signal for PopA. Two c‐di‐GMP binding sites in the GGDEF domain, referred to
as primary and secondary I‐sites, were originally identified as allosteric binding sites
regulating diguanylate cyclase activity in PleD17,19. Our 3D model of PopA predicted
the primary I‐site residues R357, D359 and R388 to mediate core c‐di‐GMP binding
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(Fig. 4). While it was shown previously that substitutions of R357 lead to a failure to
bind c‐di‐GMP and PopA activation14, we show that changing R388 results in a
comparable phenotype (Fig. 4). This indicates that, analogous to PleD, both arginine
residues are essential for c‐di‐GMP binding. In contrast, substitutions of D359 led to
an intermediate output. While PopA localization to the stalked pole was partially
affected in D359 mutants, CtrA degradation was unaltered (Fig. 4). Similar
phenotypes were observed for PopA secondary I‐site mutants changing residues
R315 and R317. This is an interesting finding since it abrogates the strict correlation
between polar localization of PopA and CtrA degradation. There are two possible
explanations for these experimental findings. First, it is possible that some of the
binding mutants have a decreased affinity for c‐di‐GMP without abolishing binding
completely, leading to less efficient polar targeting of PopA. While the residual PopA
might be difficult to detect at the cell pole, it could be sufficient to effectively
promote CtrA proteolysis. Alternatively, PopA localization to the old cell pole might
not be a strict requirement for CtrA degradation. This was postulated recently for
certain RcdA mutant proteins that, although delocalized, were still able to facilitate
CtrA degradation47. However, if this is the case, it is difficult to reconcile the critical
role of PopA in CtrA turnover. It is possible that CtrA degradation can be mediated by
off‐the‐pole ClpXP complexes. ClpXP itself but not its localization to the old cell pole
is essential69. This observation suggested that only a sub‐fraction of the protease
pool localizes to the pole, while part of the protease remains delocalized. Maybe
partially activated but delocalized PopA is able to effectively channel CtrA into this
ClpXP pool. If so, one would have to postulate an additional role for PopA in CtrA
degradation that goes beyond simple substrate targeting and would involve a more
active role in substrate delivery to the protease. Future biochemical experiments
should help to elucidate the exact role of PopA and of these mutant variants that
show an intermediate localization phenotype in vivo.
Little is known about the activation mechanisms of c‐di‐GMP effector proteins.
It is assumed that c‐di‐GMP induces structural changes that finally alter the output
performance of the effector molecule48. Relating to PopA, the first activation
hypothesis was inspired by the receiver domain‐mediated dimerization of PleD. It
postulated a c‐di‐GMP induced conformational change in the PopA receiver
domains, which would favor its oligomerization. A similar activation mechanism
based on the association of its receiver domains was also reported for the
Pseudomonas aeruginosa diguanylate cyclase WspR49. However, mutations in the
modeled receiver domain interface of PopA did not affect PopA stalked pole
localization and CtrA degradation. This suggests that the 3D model used is not
accurately predicting the dimerization interface or, alternatively, this simple model is
incorrect. The alternative assumption that PopA might dimerize via its GGDEF rather
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than its receiver domains again originated from the PleD paradigm. In one of the
PleD crystals two adjacent GGDEF domains are crosslinked by two c‐di‐GMP
molecules via primary and secondary I‐sites. The observation that substitutions of
amino acids forming the secondary I‐site of PleD alleviated allosteric product
inhibition indicated that this conformation has physiological relevance19. Similarly,
mutations of secondary I‐site residues of PopA also showed an effect in vivo.
Moreover, bacterial two‐hybrid and in vitro disuccinimidyl suberate crosslinking
experiments support the idea that PopA is able to form dimers. Further biochemical
analysis and attempts to crystallize PopA with or without c‐di‐GMP were hampered
so far by its poor in vitro solubility. It is possible that PopA does not use the tight
dimerization interface that the receiver domain stem offers to PleD, but instead uses
a more flexible GGDEF interface. This would leave a larger surface area provided by
the two pseudo‐receiver domains to interact with partner proteins that need to be
recruited to the cell pole either because they have to be delivered to the ClpXP
protease or for other functional reasons (Fig. 14). Finally, one could also think of a
model for PopA activation, in which c‐di‐GMP binding would induce a
conformational change that exposes a polar targeting signal or, alternatively, directly
crosslinks PopA to a polar receptor via c‐di‐GMP (Fig. 14). A c‐di‐GMP‐mediated long‐
range conformational change for example was reported to induce the localization of
FimX, a c‐di‐GMP effector governing type IV pili based twitching motility in P.
aeruginosa50.
In C. crescentus many regulatory events such as the cell cycle‐dependent
proteolysis of CtrA take place at distinct subcellular sites indicating that specific
protein localization is essential for the function of spatially restricted processes4.
However, in many cases the targeting mechanisms and/or polar receptor structures
have not been identified yet. PopA belongs to a minority of proteins, which
simultaneously localize to both cell poles in stalked and predivisional cells4.
Localization to the incipient flagellated pole was reported to require the polar
transmembrane protein PodJ14. Here we provide evidence that this targeting relies
on the C‐ terminal cytoplasmic part of PodJ. In the presence of a truncated PodJ that
lacks the transmembrane and periplasmic domains and mislocalizes either to non‐
polar foci or to the stalked pole26, PopA localization was reduced by about half (Fig.
12). This indicates that PodJ has to be anchored and correctly localized in the
membrane to recruit PopA. Moreover, these data are in line with bacterial two‐
hybrid experiments demonstrating a direct and presumably c‐di‐GMP dependent
interaction between PopA and PodJ (A. Moser and U. Jenal, unpublished. See section
3.2). On the other hand these data could argue for additional unknown molecule(s)
contributing to PopA swarmer pole localization. It is even possible that such a
protein might also provide an explanation for why PopA persists at the incipient
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stalked pole although PodJ is proteolytically cleared during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition28. A possible contribution of the “birth‐scar” protein TipN36,37 to PopA
localization could be excluded (Fig. 13), although in a tipN deletion mutant other
PodJ‐recruited proteins such as the switchable kinase/phosphatase PleC and the
pilus secretion factor CpaE24 are often misplaced37. PopA function at the incipient
swarmer pole is not clear. A popA mutant displays a similar reduction in cell motility
as described for a podJ mutant27. Based on this it was speculated that PopA might
mediate the motility specific functions of PodJ at the incipient swarmer pole14. This is
consistent with the finding that PodJ functions as general localization factor for
proteins involved in cell differentiation24‐26. However, this model does not explain
the cumulative effect on motility observed in a popA podJ double mutant (A. Moser
and U. Jenal, unpublished), which indicates separate pathways involved in
controlling cell motility. Interestingly, the primary I‐site, although not required for
localization to the incipient swarmer pole, is needed to sustain normal cell motility31.
It has been proposed that the primary I‐site is needed to maintain proper functioning
of the flagellar motor31.
Localization to the incipient stalked pole requires intact primary and secondary
I‐sites and the absence of PopA at this subcellular site correlates with the reported
failure of CtrA degradation. However, to date polar receptors recognizing active c‐di‐
GMP bound PopA are not known. In this context we tested SpmX, the earliest known
marker of stalked pole development35. However, we show that it does not function
as localization factor for PopA and suggest another, SpmX‐independent pathway
involved in its polar recruitment (Fig. 13).
To identify the minimal requirements for PopA localization and to learn if these
requirements are distinct or identical for swarmer and stalked pole, we studied
localization behavior and functionality of PopA‐PleD hybrid proteins. While a Hybrid‐
B fusion was completely delocalized and obviously lacked localization signals, we
demonstrate that Hybrid‐A, featuring the PleD receiver and the PopA GGDEF
domain, contains the polar signal(s) and fulfills the structural requirements to
localize to the cell poles (Fig. 7). In particular, the bipolar subcellular distribution of
Hybrid‐A typically observed for PopA wild‐type strongly argued that the GGDEF
domain is responsible for the observed distribution pattern. It appears to encode at
least one signal that mediates localization to both cell poles. Moreover, we show
that this signal might be c‐di‐GMP dependent as expression of Hybrid‐A‐GFP in a
cdG0 strain lacking all known diguanylate cyclases (S. Abel and U. Jenal, unpublished)
results in complete delocalization. In line with this, c‐di‐GMP binding to the primary
I‐site is needed for stalked pole localization of PopA wild‐type, however an intact I‐
site is not required for localization to the opposite pole14. This suggests that
sequestration to the flagellated pole relies on a c‐di‐GMP‐dependent address rather
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than on direct c‐di‐GMP binding via its I‐site. This address might be a polar receptor
such as for example PodJ which has been shown to require c‐di‐GMP for interaction
with PopA (A. Moser and U. Jenal, unpublished. See section 3.2).
It is noteworthy that the localization efficiency of Hybrid‐A is reduced compared
to wild‐type PopA showing that its native receiver domains, although alone
localization incompetent, contribute to PopA localization. They might stabilize the
otherwise unstable GGDEF domain and enhance its localization signal, or
alternatively they could mediate direct interactions with other proteins or receptors
which help to recruit PopA. The idea of a receiver domain‐based interaction platform
was supported by co‐localization experiments between Hybrid‐A and RcdA (Fig. 9).
They demonstrate that RcdA is delocalized in presence of Hybrid‐A and consistent
with this, CtrA cannot be removed during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition (Fig. 8).
Additional evidence is provided by bacterial two‐hybrid experiments showing that
the PopA receiver domain Rec1 is directly interacting with RcdA, whereas Rec2
seems to be not involved in this interaction. Interestingly, a fusion of the receiver
domains Rec1Rec2 did not interact with RcdA neither suggesting an interaction
inhibitory role for Rec2 (Fig. 10). However, negative interactions of single domains
could be due to the instability of fusion proteins and should be interpreted with
caution. Moreover, two of three PopA mutants which fail to interact with RcdA in the
bacterial two hybrid system are located within its Rec2 domain (Fig. 11). Although
not interacting with RcdA, they are still able to recruit RcdA to the pole and
consistent with this, CtrA is degraded during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition. The
third mutation lying in the GGDEF has not been tested yet. It is possible that the
interaction assays in E. coli do not completely reflect the situation in C. crescentus
during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition. The high c‐di‐GMP concentrations during
this time window20,51 might change the interaction profile between PopA and RcdA.
This effect would be indirect as PopA‐RcdA interaction was reported to be I‐site
independent14. Another formal possibility to explain this unexpected result assumes
that interaction is not ultimately needed for RcdA localization.
Relating to the PleD, our localization studies with Hybrid‐A indicated a receiver
domain‐mediated contribution to stalked pole localization (Fig. 7). Interestingly, this
contribution appears to be Phosphorylation‐ and dimerization‐independent and
would be in contrast to in vivo and in vitro studies with wild‐type PleD showing that
phosphorylation induced dimerization is a prerequisite for localization18,19. To
explain this discrepancy between wild‐type PleD and Hybrid‐A, it is tempting to
speculate again that c‐di‐GMP binding to the PopA GGDEF domain induces
dimerization of Hybrid‐A and renders additional phosphorylation and dimerization of
the PleD receiver domains unnecessary.
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In this work we have shown that the c‐di‐GMP effector PopA is activated by c‐di‐
GMP which leads to its polar localization. In addition, we demonstrated that its
GGDEF domain contains the positional information to both poles, whereas its
receiver domains serve as interaction platform for other proteins that mediate the
multiple functions of PopA at the poles. In the future it will be challenging to identify
the exact c‐di‐GMP dependent activation and sequestration mechanisms of PopA
and other c‐di‐GMP effector proteins.
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3.1.5 Material and Methods
Growth Conditions
The bacterial strains and plasmid used in this study are listed in Table S1. Caulobacter crescentus
strains were grown in peptone yeast extract (PYE52, Ely, 1991) or minimal media supplemented with
0.2% glucose or 0.3% D‐xylose (M2G or M2X52, Ely 1991) at 30°C with constant shaking (150 rpm).
When selection was required antibiotics in the following concentrations were added: (solid/liquid
media in μg/ml): gentamycin (5/0.5), kanamycin (20/5), nalidixic acid (20/not used) and
oxytetracycline (5/2.5). For inducible gene expression the medium was supplemented with 1 mM
vanillate or 1 mM IPTG. For synchronization experiments newborn swarmer cells were isolated by
Ludox gradient centrifugation53 (Jenal, 1996) and released into fresh minimal medium. When
necessary the medium was supplemented with 1 mM Vanillate or 0.3% xylose. For synchronization
with inducible constructs, 1 mM vanillate was added to the growth medium 2 h prior synchrony.
E. coli strains were grown in Luria Broth (LB) at 37 °C. When necessary for selection the following
antibiotic concentrations were used: (solid/liquid media in μg/ml) ampicillin (100/50), gentamycin
(20/15), kanamycin (50/30) and oxytetracycline (12.5/12.5).
Strains and Plasmids
The bacterial strains and plasmid used in this study are listed in Table S1. Strains were constructed
and propagated in E. coli DH10B and transferred by conjugation52 (Ely, 1991) into C. crescentus
strains. The Strain ArcticR BL21 (DE3) (Stratagene, USA) was used for protein overexpression and strain
MM33754 for bacterial two hybrid assays. Other general molecular biology techniques not listed here
are described elsewhere55. Detailed protocols of strain and plasmid constructions are available on
request.
Microscopy
DIC and fluorescence microscopy were performed on a DeltaVision Core (Applied Precision,
USA)/Olympus IX71 microscope equipped with an UPlanSApo 100x/1.40 Oil objective (Olympus,
Japan) and a coolSNAP HQ‐2 (Photometrics, USA) CCD camera. Cells were placed on a patch consisting
of 1% agarose in water (Sigma, USA). Images were processed with softWoRx version 5.0.0 (Applied
Precision, USA) and Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, USA) software.
For the visualization with electron microscopy, exponential growing C. crescentus cultures were
applied to glow‐discharged, carbon‐coated grids and negatively stained with 2 % (w/v) uranylacetate.
The samples were viewed in a Philips Morgagni 268D electron microscope at a nominal magnification
of 20,000× and an acceleration voltage of 80 kV.
Bacterial Two‐Hybrid Analysis
Bacterial Two‐Hybrid Analysis was performed according to Karimova and coworkers34. Proteins of
interest were fused N or C‐terminally to the T18 or T25 fragment of the B. pertussis adenylate cyclase.
Two microliter of the MM337 culture containing pUT18 and pKT25 derivatives was spotted on a
McConkey agar base plate supplemented with 0.1% maltose, kanamycin and ampicillin and grown at
30 °C.
For the PopA‐RcdA interaction screen the pKT25 expressing PopA‐T25 was propagated in the E. coli
XL1‐Red mutator strain (Stratagene, USA) and isolated. Mutated popA‐T25 was cut out, ligated as a
pool into a clean pKT25 vector background transformed together with pUT18C‐RcdA into adenylate
cyclase deficient MM337. White colonies were collected and tested by α‐PopA immunoblot analysis
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for full length PopA protein to exclude premature stop codon insertions and instable proteins.
Sequencing of the popA gene led to the identification of the PopA mutation.
Motility Assays
C. crescentus colonies were spotted onto PYE soft agar plates (0.3% agar) and incubated for 72 h at 30
°C. Plates were then scanned (ScanMaker i800 scanner, Microtek, Germany) and analyzed using
Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, CA, USA) and ImageJ (NIH, USA) softwares. For all motility experiments the
mean of at least three independent colony sizes is shown. Error bar represent standard deviation.
Attachment Assays
C. crescentus strains were grown in PYE in 96‐well microtiter plates (Falcon, USA) for 24 h under
constant shaking (200 rpm). After crystal violet (0.3% crystal‐violet, 5% isopropanol, 5% methanol)
staining of the attached biomass it was dissolved with 20% acetic acid and optical density at 600 nm
was measured in a photospectrometer (Genesys6, Thermo Spectronic, USA). For each strain a mean
of at least six independent colonies is shown. Error bar represent standard deviation.
Holdfast Staining
An exponential growing C. crescentus culture was stained with Oregon Green or Rhodamine coupled
wheat germ agglutinin (0.2 mg/ml, Invitrogen, USA). After washing the stained samples were
visualized by fluorescence microscopy.
Phage Sensitivity Assay
C. crescentus colonies were streaked through a phage CBK lysate on a PYE plate. After 24 h of growth
at 30°C plates could be analyzed. A ΔpilA strain was used as negative control as this strain is resistant
due to the absence of pili.
Microscopy
DIC and fluorescence microscopy were performed on a DeltaVision Core (Applied Precision,
USA)/Olympus IX71 microscope equipped with an UPlanSApo 100x/1.40 Oil objective (Olympus,
Japan) and a coolSNAP HQ‐2 (Photometrics, USA) CCD camera. Cells were placed on a patch consisting
of 1% agarose in water (Sigma, USA). Images were processed with softWoRx version 5.0.0 (Applied
Precision, USA) and Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, USA) software.
Immunoblots
Antibodies against PopA, CtrA, McpA and GFP were diluted according to 14,56,57. Primary antibodies
were detected by HPR‐conjugated swine anti‐rabbit secondary antibodies (Dako Cytomation,
Denmark). Western blots were developed with ECL detection reagents (Western Lightning, Perkin
Elmer, USA).
Protein Expression and Purification
PopA was expressed and purified according to Dürig and coworkers14.
DSS crosslink Assay
Crosslinking of PopA with disuccinimidyl suberate was performed as described in18. Purified PopA was
incubated with 2 mM (DSS, (Pierce) for 0 – 30 min in the presence and absence of 1 mM c‐di‐GMP.
After crosslinking samples were separated on SDS‐PAGE and α‐PopA immunoblot analysis was
performed to detect PopA monomeric and dimeric forms.
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SEC‐coupled multiangle light scattering (SEC‐MALS)
SEC‐MALS experiments were carried out using the ÄKTApurifier (GE Healthcare) connected
Superdex200 HR10/300 column (GE Healthcare), the three‐angle static light scattering detector
miniDAWN (Wyatt Technology Corporation) and the differential refractive index detector Optilab rEX
(Wyatt Technology Corporation). Bovine serum albumin (Sigma) was used for normalization of the
SEC‐MALS hardware. Measurements were performed at flow rates of 0.7 ml/min. Concentrations of
the eluted protein was monitored by the differential refractive index, which in combination with the
light scattering signal was used for the molecular weight calculation using the program ASTRA5.3
(Wyatt Technology Corporation, USA).
Structural Modelling of PopA
The monomeric structure of PopA was modeled by Swiss Model58,59 on the basis of a sequence
alignment between PleD and PopA which included secondary structure information from the Pfam
database60. The dimeric PopA model is based on symmetry operations identified in the activated PleD
structure19 by the program modtrafo. Side chain adjustments were done by the program coot61. The
final model was checked with the Anolea Swiss Model output and ProSA62,63. All protein visualizations
were made with the program pymol (Version 1.2r3pre, Schrödinger, LLC).
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3.1.7 Figures and Figure Legends
Figure 1: Sequence and structure comparison of the c‐di‐GMP effector protein
PopA and the diguanylate cylcase PleD.
A.
A schematic view of the domain architectures and a sequence alignment
between PopA and PleD are shown. The three different domains are indicated by
different colors. The active site in PleD is boxed in blue, the conserved primary I‐sites
are highlighted in green, secondary I‐site of PleD and possible conserved secondary I‐
sites of PopA are boxed in white, residues important for signal transduction in PleD
and PopA are shown in yellow and conserved residues of the Rec1/Rec2’
dimerization interface of PleD and residues of the putative PopA dimerization
interface are shown in black. [*] Identical residue, [:] conserved substitution, [.] semi
conserved substitution.
B.
The X‐ray structure of native monomeric PleD17 and the modeled structure of
PopA using native PleD as template are depicted. The GGDEF domain is colored
green, the Rec1 domain red and the Rec2 domain yellow. The active site and the I‐
site bound to (c‐di‐GMP)2 are indicated with arrows.
Figure 2: A PopAD55N is not required for PopA function.
Swimming behavior on semi solid agar plates, attachment on polystyrene surfaces,
amount of holdfast stained with Oregon green coupled wheat germ agglutinin
(Invitrogen, USA) and resistance to phage CBK reflecting the absence of pili were
analyzed for CB15 wild‐type, CB15 ΔpopA mutant and CB15 ΔpopA strain expressing
either PopA wild‐type GFP‐fusion or PopAD55N‐GFP fusion.
A.
A PopAD55N mutants swims like wild‐type CB15.
B.
D55 does not play a role in attachment. It attaches similarly to wild‐type
CB15.
C.
PopAD55N produces similar levels of holdfast like wild‐type. The upper panels
reflect the DIC channel, FITC the Oregon green channel.
D.
A PopAD55N expresses pili like wild‐type. A ΔpilA strain was used as a phage
CBK resistant strain as it has no functional pili.
E.
Comparison of the PleD Rec1/Rec2 interface with the modeled situation in
PopA viewed along the quasi‐two‐fold axis. The conserved phosphoryl acceptor sites
are highlighted in yellow, the conserved residues involved in signal transduction are
boxed.
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Figure 3: Dimerization over the Rec1/Rec2’ interface is not involved in PopA
stalked pole localization and CtrA degradation.
A.
Comparison of the PleD Rec1/Rec2’ stem domains (red/yellow) and the
modeled Rec1/Rec2’ domains (green/purple) of PopA. The marked residues define
the dimerization interface of PleD. The respective conserved residues in the putative
Rec1‐Rec2’ interface of PopA are indicated as well. A schematic drawing of the
situation in PleD is included in the panel below. Dashed lines show the mentioned
dimerization interface residues of PleD.
B.
PopA single and triple mutants of the putative Rec1/Rec2’ interface do not
affect PopA stalked pole localization. The localization of putative PopA dimerization
interface mutants expressing C‐terminal GFP was analyzed by fluorescence
microscopy. Polar localization is indicated schematically in the lowest panels. The
following single mutants were used: PopA wild‐type, PopAE125A, PopAR277A, PopAE50A,
PopAR220A, PopAR129A, PopAE281A and the triple mutation PopAR220AR277AE281A.
C.
The PopA‐GFP mutants are expressed in ΔpopA. The stability of the
microscopically analyzed PopA mutants was assayed by α‐PopA immunoblot
analysis. Strains are mentioned in B.
D.
PopA single and triple mutants of the putative Rec1/Rec2’ interface do not
affect CtrA degradation during cell cycle. α‐CtrA immunoblots of synchronized
cultures of the strains mentioned in B. were performed to monitor CtrA levels during
cell cycle.
Figure 4: PopA primary I‐sites are required for correct localization to the stalked
pole.
A.
A closer view into the I‐site of activated PleD bound to (c‐di‐GMP)219 and into
the modeled I‐site of PopA. Side chains of the I‐site residues are shown together
with surrounding secondary structure elements. The core residues important for c‐
di‐GMP binding (primary I‐sites) are circled and the dashed circles show the
secondary I‐sites. A schematic drawing of the I‐site region in PleD is included. It
shows how adjacent GGDEF domains are crosslinked together with (c‐di‐GMP)2
bound to the I‐sites. Residues important for this crosslinking are circled.
B.
The primary I‐site of PleD is not required for polar localization. PleD primary I‐
site mutants expressing C‐terminal GFP in ΔpleD background were analyzed for their
localization by fluorescence microscopy. The following mutants were used: PleD
wild‐type, PleD* and PleDR359A. Localization is illustrated in the schematic panels on
the right.
C.
PopA primary I‐site mutants are needed for correct localization to the stalked
pole. PopA primary I‐site mutants expressing C‐terminal GFP in ΔpopA background
were analyzed for their localization by fluorescence microcopy. The following
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mutants were used: PopA wild‐type, PopAR357G and PopAR388A (referred to as
secondary I‐site mutants).
D.
Statistical analysis of the localization data in predivisional cells. ST pole:
localization to the stalked pole, SW pole: localization to the incipient swarmer pole,
two foci: bipolar localization, no focus: no polar localization observed.
E.
The PopA I‐site mutants are stably expressed in ΔpopA. The levels of the
PopA I‐site mutants were assayed by α‐PopA immunoblot analysis.
F.
Correct primary I‐sites are needed for CtrA degradation. α‐CtrA immunoblots
of synchronized cultures were performed to follow CtrA levels during cell cycle.
G.
The arginine R357 of the I‐site motif is required for PopA localization and CtrA
degradation whereas the aspartic acid D360 is dispensable for CtrA degradation but
not for localization. The amino acid mutations in the I‐site are indicated in blue and
the conserved residues are highlightened in red. CtrA levels of synchronized cultures
using α‐CtrA immunoblot and localization were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy
for each of the mutants.
Figure 5: Secondary I‐site mutants have a partial effect on PopA stalked pole
localization and CtrA degradation.
Putative secondary I‐site candidates in PopA were mutated and fused C‐terminally to
GFP. Their localization was studied in a ΔpopA and in a ΔpopA ΔpodJ background by
fluorescence microsopy. ΔpopA or ΔpopA ΔpodJ expressing the following PopA‐GFP
alleles were studied: PopAR313A, PopAR315A, PopAR317A and PopAR315AR317A (referred to
as secondary I‐site mutants). PopA wild‐type and PopAR357G were used as controls.
Localization is illustrated schematically in the lowest panels.
A.
PopA secondary I‐site mutants have a partial effect on PopA stalked pole
localization. The localization to the incipient swarmer pole is not affected.
B.
Statistical analysis of the localization data. Localization was counted in
predivisional cells. ST pole: localization to the stalked pole, SW pole: localization to
the incipient swarmer pole, two foci: localization to both poles and no focus: no
localization observed.
C.
PopA secondary I‐site mutants have a partial effect on PopA stalked pole
localization. In agreement with Duerig and coworkers14 no PopA localization to the
incipient swarmer pole is observed in a ΔpodJ background.
D.
The PopA‐GFP fusions are expressed in ΔpopA. Their levels were assayed by
α‐PopA immunoblot analysis.
E.
PopA secondary I‐site mutants are not needed for correct CtrA degradation.
CtrA levels of the PopA mutants during cell cycle were checked by α‐CtrA
immunoblots.
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Figure 6: The GGDEF domain is critical for PopA localization.
A.
Single PopA domains were C‐terminally fused to GFP and their localization
was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy. The following mutants were used: PopA
Rec1‐GFP, PopA‐Rec1‐Rec2‐GFP and PopA‐GGDEF‐GFP. Full length PopA‐GFP was
used as control. Schematic drawing of the localization are shown in the panels on the
right.
B.
PopA‐GGDEF alone is not stable. The levels of the PopA truncated mutants
were tested by α‐PopA immunoblots.
Figure 7: The PopA GGDEF domain contains the polar localization information.
A.
Schematic domain representation of PopA and PleD wildtype and of the
constructed PopA‐PleD‐Hybrid proteins A and B. Active sites, I‐sites and P‐sites are
indicated.
B.
Hybrid A localizes to the cell poles whereas no signal was observed for Hybrid
B. The localization of the Hybrid proteins A and B fused to GFP was analyzed in
ΔpopA and ΔpleD backgrounds by fluorescence microscopy. PopA and PleD wild‐type
GFP fusions in ΔpopA and ΔpleD were used as controls. Schematic localization
drawings are included in the panel on the right.
C.
Stability of the PopA‐PleD‐Hybrid fusions and PopA and PleD wild‐type
controls was tested by α‐PopA immunoblots.
D.
c‐di‐GMP has an effect on Hybrid‐A localization, whereas phosphorylation is
not required for its localization. The localization pattern of the GFP tagged Hybrid
proteins A and B and the controls PopA and PleD wild‐types were studied in ΔpleD
ΔdivJ and cdG0 backgrounds.
E.
Mutation of both, Y26A and R359G leads to delocalization of the Hybrid‐A
protein. The localization of Hybrid‐A‐GFP alleles with point mutations in Y26A, R359G
and Y26AR359G was analyzed in a ΔpopA background by fluorescence microscopy.
Polar foci are illustrated in the schematic pictures. Statistical analysis of the
localization data in predivisional cells is provided. ST pole: localization to the stalked
pole, two foci: localization to both poles and no focus: no localization observed,
mislocalized: unpolar foci distributed all over the cell.
F.
Hybrid‐A‐GFP mutants are stably expressed. Stability of the Hybrid‐A‐GFP
protein and the mutants Hybrid‐AR357G‐GFP, Hybrid‐AY26A‐GFP, Hybrid‐AR357G,Y26A was
tested by α‐GFP immunoblots. NA1000 and ΔpopA were used as controls.
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Figure 8: The PopA‐PleD‐Hybrid proteins are not able to complement FliF and CtrA
stabilization, the attachment and the motility defect of ΔpopA and ΔpleD mutants.
A.
The GFP tagged Hybrid‐A and Hybrid‐B proteins in ΔpopA or ΔpleD
backgrounds were analyzed for their complementation of the ΔpopA CtrA
stabilization and the ΔpleD FliF stabilization phenotype. Synchronized cultures were
tested by immunoblot analysis with α‐CtrA and α‐FliF. α‐McpA and α‐GFP blots were
used as controls for synchronization quality and stability of the hybrid proteins,
respectively. NA1000, ΔpopA and ΔpleD with empty plasmid as well as PopA‐GFP and
PleD‐GFP fusions were used as controls.
B.
The Hybrid‐A and Hybrid‐B‐GFP in ΔpopA or ΔpleD backgrounds were
quantified for their ability to attach to polystyrene surfaces. CB15 wild‐type, ΔpopA
and ΔpleD with empty plasmid and PopA‐GFP and PleD‐GFP in the respective
backgrounds were used as controls.
C.
Swimming behavior on semi‐solid agar plates was scored for CB15 wildtype,
ΔpopA and ΔpleD empty plasmids and ΔpopA or ΔpleD expressing either PopA or
PleD wild‐type ‐GFP of PopA‐PleD‐Hybrid‐GFP.
Figure 9: The PopA Rec domains are needed for the localization of RcdA.
ΔpopA cells expressing RcdA‐YFP and either PopA wild‐type or Hybrid‐A‐CFP from
plasmids were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy for their colocalization.
Schematic drawing of the localization are shown in separate panels.
Figure 10: PopA Rec1 is needed to interact with RcdA.
A.
pkT25‐PopA interacts directly with RcdA‐pUT18 and pUT18C‐RcdA. Controls
with empty vectors are negative.
B.
pKT25‐PopA‐Rec1 interacts directly with RcdA‐pUT18 and pUT18C‐RcdA.
Controls with empty vectors are negative.
C.
PopA‐Rec2 does not interact with RcdA.
D.
PopA‐Rec1‐Rec2 does not interact with RcdA.
E.
PopA‐GGDEF does not interact with RcdA.
Figure 11: The interaction between PopA and RcdA involves R272H, which is
located in the in the flexible linker domain between Rec2 and GGDEF domain.
A.
Schematic representation of the bacterial Two‐Hybrid system used to screen
for PopA mutants which do not interact anymore with RcdA. PopA and RcdA are
fused to T25 and T18 fragments of CyaA. As a consequence of PopA‐RcdA
interaction, catabolic genes like the maltose utilization genes are expressed leading
to red color on McConkey agar base maltose plates. If PopA contains a mutation in a
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critical residue for interaction (shown as asterisk), colonies stay white indicating an
impaired protein interaction.
B.
PopA directly interacts with RcdA. The PopA mutations R272H, G294E and
A335T were found to stay white, indicating that they do not interact with RcdA
anymore. The respective panels are shown with arrows.
C.
The residues R272H, G294E and A335T lie on the surface of the modeled
PopA structure. The location of the residues R272H, G294E and A335T on the
structural model of PopA is shown. The GGDEF domain is colored in green, Rec1 in
red, Rec2 in yellow and the flexible linker region between Rec2 and GGDEF is shown
in light grey. Zoom‐in views of the respective residues are depicted in the lower
panels.
D.
A PopAR272H mutant localizes to the cell poles and colocalizes RcdA at the
stalked pole. ΔpopA cells expressing RcdA‐YFP and either PopA wild‐type or
PopAR272H‐CFP from plasmids were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy for their
colocalization. Schematic drawing of the localization are shown in separate panels.
E.
The stability of PopA‐GFP fusions was tested by α‐PopA immunoblot analysis.
NA1000 and ΔpopA were used as controls.
F.
A ΔpopA mutant expressing PopAR272H degrades CtrA similar to the wild‐type.
Synchronized cultures of ΔpopA expressing either PopA wild‐type CFP or PopAR272H‐
CFP were probed with α‐CtrA to compare CtrA levels during cell cycle. α‐McpA
immunoblots were used as a quality control for synchronization.
Figure 12: PopA localization to the incipient swarmer pole requires correct polar
PodJ localization.
A.
Schematic representation of PodJ. The N‐terminal part lies in the cytosol, the
C‐terminal part in the periplasm. CC: coiled‐coil domains, TM: transmembrane
domain, TPR: tetratricopeptide repeats, PG: peptidoglycan binding domain. The
positions of stop codon insertion are indicated by arrows. Adapted from26.
B.
PopA cannot localize to the incipient swarmer pole in presence of a cytosolic
not membrane anchored version of PodJ. The localization of PopA‐GFP in ΔpopA
ΔpodJ strains expressing PodJ truncated at several different positions was analyzed
by fluorescence microscopy. The following PodJ truncation mutants were used: PodJ
trunctated at amino acid position 589, 639, 660,757, 794, 829 and 921. PopA‐GFP in
ΔpopA and in ΔpopA ΔpodJ was used as control.
C.
Statistical analysis of PopA‐GFP in the different PodJ truncation mutant
strains in predivisional and stalked cell types. ST pole: localization to the stalked
pole, SW pole: localization to the incipient swarmer pole, two foci: bipolar
localization, no focus: no polar localization observed.
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Figure 13: PopA localization to the poles is not affected in ΔspmX, ΔtipF and ΔtipN
mutants.
A.
SpmX does not control PopA localization to the poles. NA1000 ΔpopA and
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔspmX expressing PopA‐GFP from plasmid were compared in their
ability to localize to the cell poles by fluorescence microscopy. Schematic pictures of
the localization are depicted in the panels on the right.
B.
TipF has no influence on PopA localization to the poles. NA1000 ΔpopA and
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔtipF expressing PopA‐GFP from plasmid were compared in their
ability to localize to the cell poles by fluorescence microscopy. Schematic pictures of
the localization are depicted in the panels on the right.
C.
TipN does not affect PopA localization to the poles. NA1000 and NA1000
ΔtipF expressing PopA‐GFP from plasmid were compared in their ability to localize to
the cell poles by fluorescence microscopy. Schematic pictures of the localization are
depicted in the panels on the right.
D.
The x‐ray structure of an activated PleD dimer is shown. Residues involved in
sulfate binding are boxed in black. The Rec1 domain is shown in red, the Rec2
domain in yellow. The GGDEF domains are omitted for clarity.
E.
Mutation of putative sulfate binding residues R117 and R121 in PleD do not
affect its localization. The strains NA1000 ΔpleD expressing PleDR117SR121S‐GFP or
PleDR117DR121D from plasmid were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy for their
subcellular localization. NA1000 ΔpleD expressing PleD‐GFP wild‐type and the non
phosphorylatable allele PleDD53N‐GFP were used as controls. Schematic pictures are
given in the panels on the right.
F.
Mutation of the putative binding residue R118 in PopA did not change the
bipolar localization pattern of PopA. The strains NA1000 ΔpopA expressing PopA
wild‐type GFP, the mutants PopAR118A‐GFP or PopAR118S‐GFP were analyzed for their
subcellular distribution. Schematic pictures are presented in the panels on the right.
Figure 14: Reversed signal transduction in PopA compared to classical response
regulators
A.
Signal transduction in PleD involves phosphorylation (P) of a conserved
aspartic acid in its C‐terminal receiver domain (violet). This leads to a domain
rearrangement (red arrow) which activates its N‐terminal GGDEF output domain
(green) and induces dimerization.
B.
Signal transduction in PopA involves c‐di‐GMP binding (cdG) to conserved I‐
sites within the C‐terminal GGDEF domain (green). This leads to conformational
changes (red arrow) that either allows monomeric PopA to get crosslinked to polar
receptors (dark blue, R) or alternatively, c‐di‐GMP crosslinks adjacent GGDEF
domains and the resulting dimeric PopA is recognized by polar receptors (dark blue).
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Its receiver domains (violet) mediate interactions with downstream components (I)
of the PopA pathway.
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Figure S1: Weak evidences for and against the dimerization model of PopA.
A.
Evidence for dimerization: PopA slightly interacts with itself. PopA‐PopA
protein interactions were analyzed with the bacterial two‐hybrid system on
McConkey agar base plates supplemented with 0.1% maltose. Positive interaction
scores in red, negative score white. 1) PopA fused to pKT25 and to pUT18C. 2) pKT25
and pUT18C empty vectors (negative control). 3) PopA fused to pKT25 and RcdA
fused to pUT18C (positive control).
B.
Evidence for dimerization: PopA runs at the molecular weight of the dimer
species. Purified PopA‐H6 was crosslinked with 2 mM DSS in the presence of 1 mM c‐
di‐GMP and analyzed by α‐PopA immunoblot analysis.
C.
Evidence for dimerization. Purified PopA‐H6 in two different concentrations
was analyzed in the presence and absence of c‐di‐GMP by non denaturating gel
electrophoresis.
D
Evidence against PopA dimerization: PopA appears as a clear monomer at a
concentration of 10 μM in static light scattering experiments. They were performed
with purified PopA‐H6 .The grey curve represents the molar mass distribution and
the thick red line indicates the molar mass of PopA. Values for polydispersity, molar
mass, statistical errors and final PopA concentration are indicated.
E.
Evidence against PopA dimerization: PopA‐PopA interactions were analyzed
in the bacterial two‐hybrid system on minimal plates containing maltose. Positive
interactors survive, negative interactors die. 1) PopA fused to pKT25 and to pUT18C.
2) PopAR357G fused to pKT25 and pUT18C. 3) pKT25 and pUT18C empty vectors
(negative control). 4) pKT25‐zip and pUT18‐zip (positive control). 5) PopA fused to
pKT25 and RcdA fused to pUT18C.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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Figure 4
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Figure 6
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Figure 8
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Figure S1
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3.1.8 Table S1
C. crescentus Strains
Name

Description

Reference or
Source

UJ4248
UJ4249
UJ4250
UJ4251
UJ4252
UJ4253
UJ4254
UJ4255
UJ4334
UJ4394
UJ4395
UJ4396
UJ4397
UJ4398
UJ4399
UJ4400
UJ4485
UJ4496
UJ4497
UJ4529
UJ4674
UJ4697
UJ4698
UJ4767
UJ4769
UJ4790
UJ4794
UJ4795
UJ4832
UJ4884
UJ4933
UJ4935
UJ4936
UJ4937
UJ5002
UJ5113
UJ5117
UJ5119
UJ6004
UJ6005
UJ6006

NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD115
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD116
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD117
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD118
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD119
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD120
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD121
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD122
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD131
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ589, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ639, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ660, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ757, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ794, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ921, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmids pBGST18‐podJ829, pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM16
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM14
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM15
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM13
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM17
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔspmX and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔspmX
CB15 ΔpopA and pMR20
CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD19
CB15 and pMR20
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM37
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM38
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM40
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM42
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM44
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmid pAM44
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmid pAM37
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmid pAM42
NA1000 ΔtipF and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM46
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM48
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM45
CB15 ΔpleD and plasmid pAM79
CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM79
CB15 ΔpleD and plasmid pAM78

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
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UJ6007
UJ6008
UJ6009
UJ6015
UJ6016
UJ6017
UJ6043
UJ6045
UJ6062
UJ6063
UJ6146
UJ6148
UJ6149
UJ6192
UJ6193
UJ6194
UJ6195
UJ6196
UJ6197
CB15
NA1000
UJ1000
UJ1581
UJ2827
UJ284
UJ3160
UJ3565
UJ3635
UJ3638
UJ3640
UJ3666
UJ3672
UJ4331
UJ4333
UJ4687
UJ2756
UJ5065

CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM78
CB15 ΔpleD and plasmid pAM81
CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM80
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmids pAM82, pAD106
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM83
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM84
NA1000 ΔpleD and plasmid pAM89
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM86
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmids pAD84, pAD106
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmids pAM87, pAD106
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM96
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM97
NA1000 ΔtipN and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 cdG0 strain and plasmid pAM81
NA1000 cdG0 strain and plasmid pAM80
NA1000 ΔpleC ΔdivJ and plasmid pAM81
NA1000 ΔpleC ΔdivJ and plasmid pAM80
NA1000 cdG0 strain and plasmid pAM79
NA1000 ΔpleC ΔdivJ and plasmid pAM79
C. crescentus wild‐type strain
Synchronizable laboratory strain of CB15
NA1000 ΔpleC ΔdivJ
NA1000 ΔpodJ
NA1000 ΔpopA
NA1000 ΔpleD
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD30
NA1000 ΔtipN
NA1000 ΔtipF
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔpodJ and plasmid pAD30
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD128
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD130
NA1000 ΔspmX
NA1000 ΔpleD and plasmid pSA12
NA1000 cdG0 strain

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
ATCC 19089

Name

Description

Source or
Reference

MM337

E. coli K‐12 araD139 flbB5301 ptsF25 rbsR relA1 rpsL150‐
(arg‐F‐lac)U169‐cya
F‐mcrA D(mrr‐hsd RMS‐ mcrBC) f80dlacZM15DlacX74 endA1
rec1deoR D(ara, leu)7697 araD139 galU nupG rpsL thi pro‐
hsd+ recA RP4‐2‐Tc::Mu‐Tn7

34

64
16

P. Viollier
14
16
14
14
36
36
14
14
14
14
14
35

S. Abel
S. Abel

E. coli Strains

DH10B

65
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S‐17

ArcticR
Epicurian Coli ®
XL1‐Red

F‐, lambda (‐), thi, pro, recA, restriction (‐) modification (+),
RP4 derivative integrated into the chromosome with
Tet::Mu, Km::T7
BL21 (DE3) arctic express strain for protein expression
endA1 gyrA96 thi‐1 hsdR17 supE44 relA1 lac mutD5
mutS mutT Tn10 (Tetr)a

65

Stratagene
Stratagene

Plasmids
Name

Description

Source or
Reference

pAM13
pAM14
pAM15
pAM16
pAM17
pAM37
pAM38

pMR20; popAE125‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR129A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR220A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR277A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAE281A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR317A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR220AR277AE281A‐gfp under the control of popA
promotor
pMR20; popAE50A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR315A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR315AR317A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR118S‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR313A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR118D‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pKT25; popAR272H C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pMR20; pleDR117SR121S‐gfp under the control of divK promotor
pMR20; pleDR117DR121D‐gfp under the control of divK promotor
pUT18C; popAR357G C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pRVGFPC‐2; popARec1Rec2pleDGGDEF‐gfp (Hybrid‐B) under the
control of vanillate promotor
pRVGFPC‐2; pleDRec1Rec2popAGGDEF‐gfp (Hybrid‐A) under the
control of vanillate promotor
pRVGFPC‐2; popA‐gfp under the control of vanillate promotor
pRVGFPC‐2; pleD‐gfp under the control of vanillate promotor
pRVGFPC‐2; pleDRec1Rec2popAGGDEF‐cfp (Hybrid‐A) under the
control of vanillate promotor
pRVGFPC‐2; pleDRec1Rec2popAGGDEF,R357G‐gfp (Hybrid‐AR357G) under
the control of vanillate promotor
pRVGFPC‐2; popAR357G‐gfp under the control of vanillate
promotor
pMR20; popAR388A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR272H‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; pleDR359A‐gfp under the control of divK promotor
pKT25; popAG294E C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pKT25; popAA335T C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pRVGFPC‐2; pleDRec1Rec2,Y26ApopAGGDEF‐gfp (Hybrid‐AY26A) under the
control of vanillate promotor

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

pAM40
pAM42
pAM44
pAM45
pAM46
pAM48
pAM55
pAM58
pAM59
pAM70
pAM78
pAM79
pAM80
pAM81
pAM82
pAM83
pAM84
pAM86
pAM87
pAM89
pAM94
pAM95
pAM96

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
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pAM97
pAD115
pAD116
pAD117
pAD118
pAD119
pAD120
pAD121
pAD122
pAD131
pAD5
pAD8
pAD19
pAD30
pAD50
pAD56
pAD67
pAD84
pAD90
pAD90
pAD92
pAD106
pAD128
pAD130
pAD141
pAD143
pAD160
pAD161
pAD162
pAD163
pET21c::PdpA
pBGST18‐podJ58
pBGST18‐podJ63
pBGST18‐podJ66
pBGST18‐podJ75
pBGST18‐podJ79
pBGST18‐podJ82
pBGST18‐podJ92
pKT25
pKT25‐zip
pUT18C
pUT18C‐zip
pUT18
pSA12

pRVGFPC‐2; pleDRec1Rec2,Y26ApopAGGDEF,R357G‐gfp (Hybrid‐AR357G)
under the control of vanillate promotor
pMR20; popAR357A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAV358A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAE359A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAD360A‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAV358NE359R‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAV358GE359Q‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR357GE359G‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAV358EE359SD360E‐gfp under the control of popA
promotor
pMR20; popA GGDEF‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popA‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pNPTS138; suicide vector to generate a clean popA deletion
pMR20; popAD55N‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR357G‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pUT18C; rcdA C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pUT18; rcdA N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pUT18; popA N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pMR20; popA‐CFP under the control of popA promotor
pKT25; popAR357G C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pKT25; popAR357G C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pUT18; popAR357G N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pBBR‐MCS‐5; rcdA‐yfp under control of rcdA promotor
pMR20; popA Rec1‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popA Rec1‐Rec2‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pKT25; popA C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pUT18C; popA C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pKT25; popA Rec1 C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pKT25; popA Rec2 C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pKT25; popA Rec1‐Rec2 C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pKT25; popA GGDEF C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pET21c; popA C‐terminal fused to His6
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 589
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 639
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 660
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 757
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 794
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 829
pBGST18; vector to insert stop codon in podJ at position 921
pSU40 derivative with T25 fragment of CyaA. C‐terminal fusions
pKT25 derivative with leucine zipper of GCN4
pUC19 derivative with T18 fragment of CyaA. C‐terminal fusions
pUT18C derivative with leucine zipper of GCN4
pUC19 derivative with T18 fragment of CyaA. N‐terminal fusions
pMR20; pleD‐gfp under the control of divK promotor

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
26
26
26
26
26
26
26
54
54
54
54
54

S. Abel
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pSA13
pSA15
pMR20
pET21c
pBBR‐MCS‐5
pRVCFPC‐5
pRVGFPC‐2
pNPTS138
pBGST18

pMR20; pleDD53N‐gfp under the control of divK promotor
pMR20; pleD*‐gfp under the control of divK promotor
TetR low copy number and broad host range vector
AmpR high copy number expression vector
GentR, broad host range and cloning vector
pRK2 derivative, TetR low copy number vector
pRK2 derivative, KanR low copy number vector
KanR, suicide vector with sacB gene and oriT
pRK2 derivative, KanR, oriT

S. Abel
S. Abel
66

Novagen
67
68
68

M.R.K. Alley
M.R.K. Alley
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3.2

Identifying New Interaction Partners of PopA, a c‐di‐GMP Effector Protein
Involved in Cell Cycle Control and Development of Caulobacter Crescentus
Annina Moser, Anna Dürig, Svetlana Ponti, and Urs Jenal

Statement of my work
All plasmids and strains used in this study have been generated by me, unless
otherwise stated in table S1. I performed large scale co‐immunoprecipitation
experiments (Fig.1, S1) and I did the bioinformatic analysis of two new interaction
partners (Fig. 3, 8). I confirmed interactions in the bacterial two‐hybrid system (Fig.
2, S2) and generated clean deletions and overexpression constructs of the
interaction partners and analyzed them with respect to growth, motility, flagellum,
attachment and pili (Fig. 4, 9, S3‐S4, S6‐S7). All DIC and fluorescence microscopy
followed by statistical analysis were done by me (Fig. 5, 10, S5, S8). I cloned and
purified the interaction partners for expression and antibody generation.
Synchronizations and immunoblots were done in close collaboration with Svetlana
Ponti (Fig. 6, 7, 11, S9).
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3.2.1 Abstract
Caulobacter crescentus undergoes a characteristic asymmetric cell division, which is
tightly coupled to cellular differentiation events and makes this organism a
convenient model to study the regulation of the bacterial cell cycle and
development. In the recent years growing evidence linked the action of bacterial
second messenger cyclic di‐GMP signaling proteins with these processes.
The c‐di‐GMP effector protein PopA is involved in both, cell cycle progression
control and polar development. Upon binding of c‐di‐GMP PopA localizes to the
protease ClpXP occupied old cell pole where it recruits ClpXP substrates such as the
replication inhibitor CtrA and the NADPH binding protein KidO to the pole to
facilitate their cell cycle dependent degradation. Localization to the opposite pole
requires the general topology factor PodJ which does not only target PopA to this
subcellular site but also other proteins involved in C. crescentus polar development.
Here we identify two new direct PopA interaction partners, CC1462 and CC2616,
and show that both localize to the cell poles in a PopA‐dependent manner. We show
that CC1462 is a ClpXP substrate, which requires PopA to localize to the ClpXP‐
occupied pole and to be eliminated during the swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition.
However, the significance of CC1462 degradation remains unclear. While the CC1462
gene is located in a flagellar gene cluster, its deletion did not affect flagellar
assembly and function. In contrast, CC1462 overexpression decreased cell motility, a
phenotype whose molecular basis has not been fully investigated yet. In contrast to
CC1462, the levels of the annotated guanine deaminase CC2616 remain stable
throughout cell cycle suggesting that CC2616 belongs to a new class of PopA‐
dependent proteins, which are not proteolytically processed. While it is not clear
whether CC2616 indeed acts as enzyme or adopted a novel regulatory function, its
deletion led to an increase in attachment and a decrease in motility, a phenotype
observed for strain having elevated c‐di‐GMP levels. Altogether, these data
strengthen the view that the c‐di‐GMP effector PopA is at the core of a protein
degradation platform that elicits important cell cycle decisions through ClpXP
mediated degradation of key regulators.
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3.2.2 Introduction
The freshwater α‐proteobacterium Caulobacter crescentus1 divides asymmetrically
resulting in two morphologically distinct, but genetically identical daughter cells; the
motile swarmer cell and the sessile and surface adherent stalked cell. Chromosome
replication is strictly restricted to the stalked cell2,3. In contrast, the swarmer cell first
has to undergo an obligate differentiation process before it can initiate replication
and cell division. During this transition it loses its polar flagellum and chemotaxis
apparatus and replaces it by a membrane protrusion called stalk and an adhesive
holdfast at its tip. The essential response regulator CtrA is a key regulatory factor
driving this differentiation step and promoting cell cycle progression. In swarmer
cells, phosphorylated CtrA directly binds to the origin of replication thereby
inhibiting DNA replication initiation4. This inhibition is relieved during swarmer‐to‐
stalked cell transition by inactivation of CtrA through concomitant
dephosphorylation and ClpXP‐dependent degradation thereby allowing replication
to start at the onset of S‐phase5‐7. The correct timing of CtrA degradation is ensured
by coincident dynamic recruitment of ClpXP protease and the substrate to the same
subcellular site, the old cell pole. This process is orchestrated by two dedicated polar
targeting factors, which are themselves localized through the bacterial second
messenger cyclic di‐GMP and by phosphorylation cascades8,9.
Timed polar positioning of the protease complex ClpXP relies on the polar
localization of the single domain response regulator CpdR in dependence of its
phosphorylation state. Dephosphorylated CpdR accumulates at the pole and recruits
ClpXP via direct interaction10. Phosphorylation of CpdR by a phosphorelay comprising
CckA sensor kinase and ChpT phosphotransferase prevents localization of CpdR and,
as a consequence, localization of ClpXP. Since CckA also phosphorylates CtrA itself,
this pathway elegantly controls both activation and stabilization of this master cell
cycle regulator in the swarmer cell 11.
Localization of the substrate CtrA to the old cell pole is triggered by an upshift in
cyclic di‐GMP during the swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition. In swarmer cells, c‐di‐
GMP concentrations are kept low by the action of the phosphodiesterase PdeA.
During cell differentiation, PdeA is recruited transiently to the ClpXP occupied pole
where it is destroyed in a ClpXP‐dependent manner, similarly to CtrA. The specific
release of the PdeA antagonist DgcB together with the simultaneous activation of
the diguanylate cyclase PleD increases c‐di‐GMP prior to S‐phase entry and
contributes to the polar recruitment of the c‐di‐GMP effector PopA9. Specific binding
of c‐di‐GMP to a conserved binding pocket (I‐site) causes PopA to dynamically
reposition to the cell pole, where it directly recruits the mediator protein RcdA,
which is required to attract CtrA to the same pole 8,12. The observation that ClpXP‐
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dependent degradation of PdeA depends on CpdR, but not PopA, establishes a clear
order of events with ClpXP localization and PdeA degradation preceding targeting of
PopA and destruction of CtrA9.
PopA is also recruited to the incipient flagellated pole, a process that requires
the cell polarity factor PodJ. In stalked cells full length PodJ (PodJL) localizes to the
incipient flagellated pole where it mediates polar positioning of the histidine
kinase/phosphatase PleC and the pilus assembly factor CpaE13‐15. Proteolytic
processing by the periplasmic protease PerP in late predivisional cells creates a
shorter PodJ version (PodJS), which is responsible for holdfast formation and
swarming motility15,16. PodJS remains at the flagellated pole after cytokinesis and is
degraded by the metalloprotease MmpA during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition16.
The function of PopA at the PodJ occupied pole is not known. However, the
observation that a ΔpodJ mutant displays the same motility defect like a ΔpopA
mutant arguing that PopA might engage motility‐specific functions at the flagellated
pole8. In addition to its role in CtrA degradation control and cell motility, PopA
appears to be important for attachment to surfaces suggesting that PopA is a protein
with multiple functions at distinct subcellular sites8.
So far, the molecular basis for PopA localization to the cell poles and its exact
developmental functions are not understood. To explain the dynamic and
multifunctional behavior of PopA, additional factors have to be postulated which
help coordinating differential localization to the poles to exert pole‐specific
functions. Localization requires general or PopA‐specific receptor structures that
would allow PopA to distinguish between swarmer and stalked pole. PodJ is such a
general topology factor for the flagellated pole13,14. But while PodJ is required for
PopA localization to this subcellular site8, a PodJ‐independent mechanism has to be
proposed for the stalked pole, as PodJ is degraded during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition13,16 while PopA persists at the pole. Moreover, additional general or PopA‐
specific c‐di‐GMP signaling modules may feed into the PopA pathway. This
assumption is supported by the observation that the two major diguanylate cyclases
DgcB and PleD are not sufficient to drive PopA to the cell pole9. Moreover, the two
branches leading to CtrA and ClpXP localization, respectively, need to converge and
thus might need to be physically interlinked. One candidate for such a function is
RcdA, which appears to directly interact with CpdR8. This could explain the
observation that PopA contributes to CpdR and ClpX localization during swarmer‐to‐
stalked cell transition8. But while PopA and RcdA interact with each other, neither of
these proteins interacts directly with CtrA8. It is thus clear that additional factors are
involved in the formation and function of a macromolecular degradasome complex
at the cell pole.
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Here we identify two new PopA interaction partners, CC1462 and CC2616.
CC1462, a hypothetical protein sequesters to the cell poles in a PopA‐dependent
manner and is degraded by the protease ClpXP during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell
transition. Mutants lacking CC1462 have no obvious phenotype leaving the function
of CC1462 unclear. It is possible that the interaction of CC1462 with PopA relates
primarily to its delivery to the ClpXP protease. However, neither CtrA nor KidO, the
other known PopA‐dependent ClpXP substrates directly interact with PopA. CC2616
is annotated as guanine deaminase, an enzyme catalyzing the conversion of guanine
to xanthine. It appears to inversely regulate motility and attachment, but its exact
function is not known. Consistent with its direct interaction with PopA, its
localization to the cell poles is dependent on PopA and CpdR, suggesting a possible
role as molecular linker between the phosphorylation and the c‐di‐GMP dependent
branch of the network controlling CtrA degradation.
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3.2.3 Results
Identification of two new PopA interaction partners.
To identify additional components involved in PopA function, large scale co‐
immunoprecipitation experiments were performed with lysates from a ΔpopA strain
expressing a popA‐flag allele under the control of popA promoter. To optimize
conditions, immunoblots against the known PopA interaction partner RcdA8 were
used. They verified that RcdA specifically co‐immunoprecipitates with PopA‐flag and
is not detected in precipitates of a strain lacking PopA (Fig. 1A). Two prominent
bands consistently appeared, but were absent in control precipitates from a ΔpopA
strain expressing untagged PopA and were subsequently analyzed by tandem mass
spectrometry (Fig. 1B). The functionality of PopA‐flag was confirmed by
complementation assays (Fig. S1). This strategy led to the identification of two new
interacting proteins, CC1462 and CC2616.
CC1462 and CC2616 directly interact with PopA, but not with components of the
CtrA degradation machinery.
To verify if the newly identified proteins CC1462 and CC2616 are direct interaction
partners of PopA, the proteins were cloned into the bacterial two‐hybrid system17,
which is based on the reconstruction of the cAMP signaling cascade. In this system,
specific protein‐protein interactions lead to the ability to catabolize maltose and the
appearance of red colonies on McConkey agar base maltose plates. All possible
fusions between PopA, CC1462, CC2616 and T18 or T25 complementary fragments
of the adenylate cyclase from Bordetella pertussis were generated and tested. In
addition, the interaction of PopA with the soluble N‐terminal part of the
transmembrane protein PodJ was assayed, because PodJ has been reported to
mediate PopA localization to the flagellated pole8 and could directly interact with
PopA as well. Strong positive interactions were detected for PopA and CC1462. PopA
and CC2616 scored red on McConkey agar base maltose plates as well, although the
interactions were less distinct and not all fusion combinations led to red colonies
(positive combinations: pUT18C‐PopA/pKT25‐CC2616 and pKT25‐PopA/CC2616‐
pUT18C). Moreover, a weak, but continuously observed interaction between
pUT18C‐PopA and pKT25‐PodJ was detected (Fig. 2A).
Many PopA cellular functions require an intact I‐site motif, e.g. localization to
the stalked pole, the polar recruitment of RcdA and the degradation of CtrA during
cell cycle. However, for the interaction between PopA and RcdA an intact I‐site is not
needed suggesting that the two proteins interact in a c‐di‐GMP independent
manner8. This prompted us to analyze if a PopA I‐site mutant (PopAR357G) can still
interact with CC1462, CC2616 and PodJ in the bacterial two‐hybrid system. Indeed,
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positive interactions of PopA I‐site mutant with CC1462 and CC2616 were
unchanged, whereas interaction with the cytoplasmic part of PodJ seemed to be
reduced in presence of a PopA I‐site mutant (Fig. 2B) suggesting that PopA/PodJ
interaction might be c‐di‐GMP dependent.
Finally, we analyzed cross‐interaction between CC1462 and CC2616 and with
components of the CtrA degradation machinery. However, all interaction pairs
scored negative (Fig. S2). Taken together, these findings strongly argue, that CC1462,
CC2616 and PodJ are direct interaction partners of PopA.
CC1462 is a hypothetical protein encoded within a flagellin gene cluster.
CC1462 is a 15 kDa hypothetical protein, which is located within the C. crescentus α‐
flagellin gene cluster18,19. Besides the CC1462 gene it contains fljL, fljK and fliJ coding
for class IV flagellins and for FlaF and FlbT, which are involved in late flagellar gene
translation control20,21. Moreover, this locus contains five hypothetical proteins (Fig.
3A). Homologs of CC1462 are found throughout the bacterial kingdom, even in
bacteria lacking flagella, arguing that its function might not be directly linked to the
flagellar motor. In contrast to most of the homologs, CC1462 is annotated with an N‐
terminal extension. Since a peptide within this elongated N‐terminus was identified
in the mass spectrometry analysis of the PopA co‐immunoprecipitation experiments
we assume that this difference in length is not due to an annotation error. Paralogs
of CC1462 could not be found in C. crescentus (SSDB Paralog Search22).
Pfam database analysis of the CC1462 protein23,24 revealed a 40 amino acids
stretch with homology to FlaG domains. Their role is often associated with the
flagellum, but studies to elucidate their exact function in the CC1462 homologs flaG
and ORF3 in Pseudomanas fluorescence and Vibrio anguillarum remain
contradictory25,26. The structure of another FlaG domain protein, YvyC from Bacillus
subtilis, was solved in 200927 (PDB: 2HC5). It consists of a three‐helix bundle and
three β‐strands arranged in an antiparallel manner. HHpred28 analysis predicted a
similar structure for CC1462, although one α‐helix is missing and the elongated N‐
terminal end appears as unstructured region (Fig. 3B). Similarly to CC1462, the yvyC
gene is flanked by flagellins and flagellin‐specific chaperones29, but its cellular
function remains unclear.
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Overexpression of CC1462 leads to a slight reduction in cell motility.
Besides its role in cell cycle control8, PopA seems to be part of a regulatory network
controlling cell motility and surface attachment. Although a ΔpopA mutant has an
intact single polar flagellum, it shows reduced motility on semi solid agar plates30. As
the coding sequence of the PopA interactor CC1462 is associated with flagellar genes
we addressed the question, if CC1462 is required for optimal PopA‐dependent
motility. A CC1462 deletion mutant was generated in C. crescentus CB15 wild‐type
and its laboratory adapted derivative NA100031. Growth rates and morphologies of
strains harboring the deletion were similar to wild‐type (data not shown), as were
surface attachment and expression of pili (Fig. S3). Motility scored on semi solid agar
plates was indistinguishable from wild‐type and a ΔpopA ΔCC1462 double mutant
displayed the same phenotype as a ΔpopA single mutant (Fig. 4A). Consistently,
electron microscopy and immunoblot analysis confirmed the presence of a single
polar flagellum and similar flagellin levels in these mutants (Fig. 4B). Overexpression
of CC1462 from an IPTG inducible plasmid led to a 20% decrease in motility in CB15
and ΔpopA when compared to the non‐induced samples (Fig. 4C). Similar effects are
observed in the NA1000 background. Differences in growth rates were not observed
(Fig. S4).
In summary, deletion of CC1462 has no phenotype whereas overexpression of
CC1462 leads to a slight reduction of C. crescentus cell motility.
CC1462 localizes to the cell poles in a PopA‐dependent manner.
PopA localization to the incipient flagellated pole is dependent on PodJ8. While PodJ
is degraded during G1‐to‐S transition and disappears from the differentiating pole14,
PopA is retained. This speaks for an additional factor that retains PopA at the old
stalked pole. To test whether CC1462 fulfills this function, PopA localization in a
ΔCC1462 strain was analyzed. PopA displayed the same typical bipolar localization
pattern in a ΔCC1462 mutant (Fig. S5A) strongly indicating that CC1462 does not
mediate PopA polar localization. Likewise, CC1462 does not affect RcdA localization
to the cell pole (Fig. S5C and S5D). It has been reported that PopA interferes with
CpdR localization during G1‐to‐S transition, although a direct interaction between
these proteins could not be shown8. This raised the question, if CC1462 mediates the
PopA contribution to CpdR localization. However, CpdR localization was not affected
in a ΔCC1462 mutant (Fig. S5B), arguing against such a hypothesis.
In a next step, C‐ and N‐terminal YFP tagged versions of CC1462 were expressed
from a plasmid‐borne vanillate inducible promoter to analyze its subcellular
distribution in different mutant backgrounds. In agreement with its specific
interaction with PopA, both N‐ and C‐terminal YFP tagged CC1462 fusion proteins
localized to the cell poles in a PopA‐dependent manner. Interestingly, C‐terminal
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fusions led to a much brighter overall signal indicating that a C‐terminal tag might
stabilize the protein and obscure the physiological localization behavior of the
protein (Fig. 5A). Thus, the N‐YFP‐CC1462 fusion protein was used to test CC1462
localization in mutant backgrounds that affect its partner PopA. In summary, CC1462
strictly followed the differential localization pattern of PopA in all strains tested,
emphasizing its tight interaction with and functional dependency of PopA (Fig. 5B). In
particular, PopA and CC1462 localization to the flagellated pole is eliminated in a
podJ mutant (Fig. 5B). Likewise, a strain lacking all diguanylate cylcases (cdG0, S. Abel
and U. Jenal, unpublished) is unable to localize PopA and CC1462 to the stalked pole.
It is important to note that while PopA still localizes to the presumable flagellated
pole (cell polarity is obscured in the cdG0 strain) CC1462 shows a diffuse
fluorescence or non‐polar foci in this strain. Likewise, CC1462 fails to localize to both
poles in a strain expressing a PopA I‐site mutant (Fig. 5C). Together this argues that
in order to recruit CC1462 to the cell poles, PopA needs to be in its c‐di‐GMP
activated state. Finally, the expression of a single cyclase, PleD, in the cdG0 strain
rescues both PopA and CC1462 localization (Fig. 5B). Also, RcdA or CpdR were not
required for localization of CC1462 to the cell poles (Fig. 5D and 5E).
CC1462 deletion mutants do not affect CtrA degradation.
In popA mutants, RcdA and CtrA fail to localize to the stalked pole resulting in
stabilized CtrA8. To test if CC1462 is involved in controlling CtrA turnover, CtrA levels
were monitored in synchronized cultures of the CC1462 mutant by immunoblot
analysis. As shown in Fig. 6A, CC1462 does not influence CtrA degradation nor does
its absence restore CtrA degradation in the ΔpopA mutant background. This argues
against CC1462 playing a role as positive or negative factor in PopA‐mediated CtrA
degradation. Similarly, overexpression of CC1462 could not block CtrA degradation
(Fig. 6B).
In summary, these data suggest that CC1462 is not involved in CtrA degradation
control. This is consistent with the observation that RcdA localization is not impaired
in ΔCC1462 mutants (Fig. S5C).
Cell cycle‐dependent degradation of CC1462 requires ClpX.
The assembly and subsequent ejection of the flagellum are tightly coupled to the C.
crescentus cell cycle. Upon flagellar ejection, some of its structural components are
specifically degraded33‐35. CC1462 is encoded in a flagellin cluster and has a C‐
terminally exposed hydrophobic amino acid (Fig. 3A), a hallmark of protease
substrate recognition36. To address the question, if CC1462 is also subject of
degradation, CC1462 protein levels were monitored during cell cycle with polyclonal
antibodies raised against CC1462. We found that protein levels in ΔpopA, ΔrcdA and
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ΔcpdR mutants were elevated compared to wild‐type, whereas ΔpleD and ΔCC2616
mutants showed no effect on CC1462 levels (Fig. 7A).
In a next step, CC1462 levels were analyzed during cell cycle in wild‐type and
the mutants ΔpopA, ΔrcdA and ΔcpdR. In wild‐type, CC1462 was degraded during G1‐
to‐S phase transition, whereas in the ΔpopA, ΔrcdA and ΔcpdR deletion mutants
CC1462 was stabilized (Fig. 7B). This pattern is similar to the CtrA degradation
pattern in wild‐type and the respective mutants, although CtrA and CC1462
degradation patterns differ in time suggesting that CtrA is eliminated before CC1462.
The observed cell cycle degradation pattern of CC1462 together with the
requirement of this process for PopA, RcdA, and CpdR suggested that ClpXP might be
involved in timed destruction of CC1462. To test this, we made use of a xylose
inducible copy of a dominant negative ATPase mutant of the essential ClpX subunit
of the ClpXP protease37. As shown in Fig. 7C, induction of the clpXATP* allele lead to a
rapid accumulation of both CtrA and CC1462, while levels of FliF, a ClpAP substrate34,
were not affected. Taken together, these results demonstrate that CC1462 is
degraded during the G1‐to‐S transition by ClpXP after the degradation of CtrA has
taken place.
CC2616 is a guanine deaminase homolog.
The CC2616 gene is located in a gene cluster together with genes encoding
components for xanthine degradation. In addition, three hypothetical genes are part
of this locus. Pfam database search23 revealed that CC2616 protein possesses an
aminohydrolase domain and belongs to the subfamily of guanine deaminases (Fig.
8A). Guanine deaminases are ubiquitous metallo enzymes catalyzing the hydrolytic
deamination of guanine to xanthine (Fig. 8B). This reaction irreversibly removes
purine bases from the cellular pool, which then relieves the PurR‐mediated
repression of purine biosynthesis genes38,39.
Using the guanine deaminase Blr3380 from B. japonicum as a template (R.
Agarwal, unpublished, PDB: 2OOD), an HHpred‐based28 model structure of CC2616
was generated (Fig. 8C). This structure shows the typical TIM barrel fold of
amidohydrolases, which contain an active site bound to a divalent cation40.
Alignment of CC2616, the well known guanine deaminase YgfP from E. coli41 and the
guanine deaminase from human brain41 showed that the well conserved zinc binding
motif is conserved arguing that CC2616 could indeed have aminohydrolase activity
(Fig. 8D).
A CC2616 deletion inversely influences attachment and motility.
In order to elucidate the cellular function of CC2616, a clean deletion of CC2616 was
generated in C. crescentus CB15 wild‐type. Growth rates and morphologies of the
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strains harboring the deletion were similar to wild‐type (data not shown). However,
deletions showed reduced motility and surface attachment properties (Fig. 9A and
9B), a phenotype generally associated with increased levels of c‐di‐GMP42.
Importantly, the motility and attachment phenotype could not be complemented by
introducing a wild‐type CC2616 copy on a vanillate inducible plasmid (Fig. S6).
As C. crescentus uses the flagellum, pili and holdfast for optimal attachment43,44,
CC2616 mutants were also analyzed for their ability to build holdfast and pili. They
were not affected in the deletion mutants (Fig. S7). However, increased pili
expression and a timing difference in holdfast biogenesis cannot be excluded yet.
CC2616 localization is dependent on PopA and CpdR.
As described for CC1462, we also examined if CC2616 could play a role as localization
factor or connector protein for PopA, RcdA and CpdR. However, microscopic analysis
revealed that CC2616 is dispensable for PopA, RcdA and CpdR localization as their
cellular distributions remained unaltered in ΔCC2616 deletion mutants (Fig. S8). As
expected from these results, CtrA turnover during cell cycle was not altered in a
CC2616 mutant and CC2616 could not rescue CtrA degradation in a ΔpopA mutant.
Cell cycle regulated levels of the chemoreceptor McpA32 were monitored as
synchronization quality control (Fig. S9).
All players involved in cell cycle control dynamically localize to the cell pole.
Moreover, a general protein localization screen by Werner and coworkers45
identified CC2616 as being positioned to the cell pole. To verify polar localization, a
C‐terminal CC2616‐YFP fusion protein was expressed from a plasmid‐borne vanillate
inducible promoter. CC2616 localized to both cell poles, however, the large fraction
of cells displayed one focus at the stalked pole (50 %), whereas 20% of the cells
showed a bipolar distribution pattern. Consistent with its direct interaction with
PopA, CC2616 subcellular distribution was strictly dependent on PopA (Fig. 10A) and
examination of CC2616 levels during cell cycle using antibodies raised against
purified hexahistidine tagged CC2616 showed that C2616 protein was always present
during cell cycle (Fig. 11).
Surprisingly, CC2616 localization was dramatically reduced in a ΔcpdR mutant,
indicating that CpdR is required for its localization or robust maintenance at the cell
pole. Since CpdR is required for polar positioning of the ClpXP protease10 we wanted
to exclude that the CpdR effect on CC2616 is indirect. When CC2616‐YFP distribution
was analyzed in a strain with conditional expression of clpP, coding for the peptidase
subunit of the protease, CC2616 localization was unchanged under ClpP depletion
conditions (Fig. 10D). This experiment suggested that the role of CpdR for polar
localization of CC2616 cannot be explained indirectly through ClpXP. In contrast,
RcdA, CC1462 and PleD are not required for CC2616 localization (Fig. 10A, B).
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Immunoblots against CC2616 confirm that CC2616‐YFP fusions are stably expressed
in ΔpopA and ΔcpdR mutants (Fig. 10C). It is important to note that CC2616‐YFP
seems to be partially processed. However, the fact that the extent of processing
seems to be very similar in all three strains tested argues against the possibility that
one of the processed derivatives (e.g. YFP alone) is responsible for the differential
localization behavior.
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3.2.4 Discussion
CC1462 is a new member of the PopA‐mediated class of ClpXP substrates
In this study we identified CC1462, a new ClpXP substrate of unknown function. Like
other ClpXP substrates CC1462 is directed to the cell pole by the c‐di‐GMP effector
protein PopA and is removed by the polar ClpXP protease during swarmer‐to‐stalked
cell transition. In C. crescentus, several cell cycle‐regulated proteins are specifically
degraded during a particular stage of the cell cycle to provide characteristic protein
fluctuation patterns46,47. These include not only proteins involved in flagellar
function33,34 and chemotaxis32, but also proteins required for cell division, cell cycle
progression, DNA methylation and c‐di‐GMP signaling7,9,49,50. Among them are only a
few known ClpXP substrates. These include the replication inhibitor CtrA5,6, the
swarmer cell specific phosphodiesterase PdeA9, the ClpXP localization factor CdpR50
and the NAD(P)H‐binding regulator KidO51. All of these substrates sequester to the
stalked pole during G1‐S transition and require the polar ClpXP protease to be
degraded. Substrate specificity is usually conferred by short hydrophobic tails
exposed at the N‐ or C‐terminus or by substrate‐specific adaptor proteins9,36.
CC1462, although a ClpXP substrate, does neither contain an N‐terminal nor the
classical C‐terminal recognition motif, but it contains a short hydrophobic stretch at
the C‐terminus, which is interrupted by three negatively or uncharged amino acids
and ends with a final alanine (Fig. 3). While CtrA, CpdR and KidO display completely
hydrophobic C‐termini, PdeA also lacks the conserved motif (Fig. 12). However,
altering its last two amino acids to negatively charged residues leads to stabilization
of PdeA9. This suggests that in C. crescentus other motifs might be involved in
substrate recognition and one can speculate that the final alanine at the C‐terminus
of CC1462 might be sufficient as signal. It is equally possible that CC1462
degradation, like PdeA, requires a specific adaptor protein. The observation that
CC1462 degradation requires CpdR points in this direction. CpdR is a bifunctional
protein that acts both as polar localization factor for ClpXP and as specific
Phosphorylation‐dependent adaptor protein to deliver PdeA to the ClpXP protease9.
CC1462 degradation also requires RcdA, the exact function of which is still unknown.
While RcdA is not required for ClpXP‐mediated degradation of CtrA in vitro6 such
experiments could help clarify the potential role of CpdR or RcdA for CC1462
degradation.
Degradation of different ClpXP substrates during the G1‐to S‐phase transition
follows a specific order and timing. PdeA is the earliest known substrate to be
degraded and does not require the PopA pathway. This is consistent with the idea
that PdeA keeps c‐di‐GMP concentrations low in swarmer cells and that its
degradation contributes to the c‐di‐GMP upshift that eventually targets PopA to the
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cell pole and initiates the next wave of ClpXP‐mediated degradation, which includes
CtrA and KidO9. For these two substrates, PopA seems to serve primarily as
recruitment factor9,51. Also, degradation of both CtrA and KidO requires RcdA. So far
no adaptor protein is known for CtrA and, in contrast to PdeA, its degradation by
ClpXP in vitro was found to be adaptor independent6. It is possible that the PopA
pathway serves primarily to increase the CtrA concentration in the proximity of
ClpXP to efficiently mediate its degradation. The bifunctional protein KidO inhibits Z‐
ring formation and plays a role in establishing the swarmer cell program. It has to be
degraded during swarmer‐to‐stalked cell transition to license cytokinesis and
chromosome replication initiation51. Next, CC1462 and CpdR are removed in a ClpXP‐
dependent manner. It is assumed that CpdR removal turns off the degradation
pathway at the stalked pole after cells have initiated chromosome replication and
prevents the degradation of newly synthesized CtrA in the predivisional cell50. We
found that CC1462 degradation takes place about 20 minutes after CtrA (Fig. 7).
Thus, CC1462 turnover is similarly delayed compared to CtrA as the degradation of
CpdR. It is important to note that the requirements for the degradation of CC1462
are different from those for CtrA. Not only CC1462 directly interacts with PopA, but
it does not require RcdA not for its polar localization, but instead CpdR for efficient
degradation by ClpXP. Whether CpdR degradation also requires RcdA is not known,
but it is formally possible that the two proteins are organized in the same hierarchy
class of ClpXP substrates. It is formally even possible that CC1462 could be involved
in the degradation of CpdR and in turning off the degradation pathway after
chromosome replication has started.
The molecular and cellular function of CC1462 and the rational for its PopA‐ and
ClpXP‐dependent removal during the cell cycle are not clear. The CC1462 gene is
located in a flagellar gene cluster implying a function in cell motility or possibly the
cellular organization of the motor complex (Fig. 3). However, deleting CC1462 had no
observable effect on flagellar assembly or function (Fig. 4). This is in agreement with
experiments from Faulds‐Pain and coworkers19 in C. crescentus showing that a
CC1462 deletion did not affect motility analyzed on swarm agar plates. However,
these findings are in contrast with observations made in homologous proteins from
Pseudomonas fluorescens and Vibrio anguillarum. In these organisms, insertion
mutants led to an elongated flagellum and had effects on cell motility25,26. While in P.
fluorescens motility was 50% increased, deletion of this ORF in V. anguillarum led to
11 % decrease in motility. Yet no complementation experiments were presented in
these studies and it can thus not be excluded that they were due to polar effects of
the inserted sequences. Interestingly, overexpression of CC1462 led to a significant
decrease in motility on semisolid agar plates (Fig. 4). The molecular basis for this is
not known, but might be related to the drastic change in CC1462 protein levels
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during the cell cycle under these conditions (Fig. 6). Since this phenotype is specific
for motility (surface attachment is not affected), it is possible that overexpression
specifically impacts cell motility or chemotaxis, phenotypes which are known to be
connected to decreased swarm sizes52. A careful analysis of motor composition and
performance under these conditions could help clarify this issue.
An important difference between CC1462 and other proteins interacting with
PopA physically or functionally (RcdA, CtrA, KidO) is its positioning to the flagellated
pole. While other PopA‐dependent ClpXP substrates localize to the old cell pole
immediately before they are degraded, CC1462 localizes primarily to the stalked cell
pole in stalked cells and shows a bipolar localization pattern in a large fraction of
predivisional cells (Fig. 5). This strongly argues that it is recruited to the flagellated
pole relatively early during the division cycle. This behavior speaks against CC1462
being only a target of the PopA‐ClpXP pathway and suggests that it functionally
interacts with PopA at the flagellated pole long before the degradation pathway is
activated. This suggests that CC1462 has a swarmer cell specific function that might
be obscured by our superficial phenotypic analysis or by functional redundancy of
this particular pathway. E.g. the flagellum has been postulated to play a role as
sensory device for the adaptation of bacteria to their life on surfaces. It is possible
that CC1462 is not important for motility per se, but plays a role in a downstream
process leading to switch to sessility.
CC2616 is a guanine deaminase homolog that interacts with PopA without being
degraded during cell cycle
The CC2616 protein is recruited to the cell poles in a PopA dependent manner
(Fig. 10), but in contrast to CC1462, this protein is not degraded during the cell cycle
(Fig. 11). CC2616 is annotated as a guanine deaminase, an enzyme that is found
throughout all kingdoms of life. They catalyze the hydrolytic deamination from
guanine to xanthine40. This reaction irreversibly eliminates the guanine base from
further utilization as guanylate nucleotide by the salvage pathway53. However,
analysis of the C. crescentus metabolic pathways in the KEGG database22 shows that
xanthine can be degraded into urate, but further enzymes to metabolize urate into
carboxylate and ammonia are not conserved.
Two types of guanine deaminases have evolved separately40. Plant, archaeal and
some bacterial deaminases belong to the cytidine deaminase‐like protein family,
while mammalian, insect, fungal and some bacterial guanine deaminases belong to
the TIM barrel metallohydrolyase superfamily. The latter are characterized by a
specific nine‐residue sequence that is involved in cation binding, predominantly Zn2+.
This motif is conserved in CC2616. In addition to this motif, many eukaryotic and
some bacterial guanine deaminases contain a specific tetrapetide at their C‐
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terminus. This motif is present on many signaling proteins and can be recognized by
PDZ domain proteins54. PDZ interactions work as scaffolds and help to cluster
membrane‐anchoring proteins, cytosceletal elements and signaling proteins and
might be involved in polarity establishment in prokaryotes40. However, this second
specific C‐terminal tetrapeptide is not conserved in CC2616 making it unlikely that
CC2616 is recognized by a PDZ domain protein.
So far, it is not clear if CC2616 acts as guanine deaminase or has acquired a
novel protein function. However, it is tempting to speculate that CC2616 is an active
enzyme and plays a role in the regulation of the c‐di‐GMP pool. In higher eukaryotes
for example, guanine deaminases have adopted additional functions. It was shown
that expression of guanine deaminases is tissue specific and restricted to certain
areas in the brain53, where they play a role in the regulation of dendrite branching55.
It is thought, that neurons use guanine deaminases to regulate neuronal signaling56
by reducing the amount of free guanylate nucleotides such as cGMP and GTP, which
are needed for the activity of small GTPases and cGMP dependent protein kinases56.
Our finding that deletion of CC2616 leads to increased attachment and decreased
motility (Fig. 9), an effect seen for strains with elevated c‐di‐GMP levels42,57 is
consistent with the idea that this guanine deaminase might decrease the GTP levels
normally used for the synthesis of c‐di‐GMP. Alternatively, CC2616 could act directly
on the c‐di‐GMP pool by inactivating c‐di‐GMP via deamination, instead of hydrolytic
cleavage. In both cases, one would expect to detect increased levels of c‐di‐GMP in a
CC2616 mutant strain.
Interestingly, CC2616, like CC1462 (see above) localizes to both cell poles (Fig.
10). The observation that CC2616 predominantly localizes to the stalked pole of
predivisional cells and that a relatively small fraction of predivisional cells shows
bipolar distribution of CC2616 argues that CC2616 arrives at the flagellated pole at a
late time point, immediately before or after cytokinesis takes place. Localization to
both poles depends on PopA and CpdR. While the PopA requirement for swarmer
pole localization can easily be rationalized (PopA also localizes to this site), CpdR
presumably is inactive and delocalized in swarmer cells. Therefore, the swarmer pole
localization of CC2616 and a possible involvement of CpdR in this process need to be
evaluated more carefully. However, CpdR clearly plays a role in CC2616 positioning
to the stalked pole. Since ClpXP does not seem to degrade CC2616, it is unlikely that
the protease is involved in this process. It is possible that CC2616 acts as a linker
between the Phosphorylation‐dependent CpdR and the c‐di‐GMP‐dependent PopA
branch of the network controlling the timing of CtrA, KidO and CC1462 degradation.
However, the role of CC2616 is unclear as it does not have an influence on the
degradation of ClpXP substrates and is not binding directly to any of the proteins
involved in CtrA degradation.
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This brings up the question why an enzyme involved in purine catabolism is
targeted to the pole? A possible explanation could be that PopA and/or CpdR control
its activity by sequestration. Evidence for localized activity of enzymes comes from
the C. crescentus diguanylate cyclase PleD where activation and subcellular
localization are coupled58. Another example was reported in Synecococcus elongatus
where the activitiy of the histidine kinase CikA, which is part of the cyanobacterial
circadian clock is coupled to its subcellular localization59. Sometimes bacterial
regulatory proteins also localize to the cell poles without having a direct function at
those positions. This was observed for the sensor kinase CckA which ultimately
phosphorylates CtrA and CpdR in swarmer cells. It was shown that localization of
CckA to the incipient flagellated pole in predivisional cells is important to generate a
protected microenvironment to avoid downregulation by its own inhibitor60. A
similar strategy for CC2616 would be conceivable as well.
PopA interacts with multiple proteins
Although PopA is a relatively small protein, it interacts with at least four
proteins at different subcellular sites; RcdA, PodJ, CC1462 and CC2616 (Fig. 2). This
raises the question about potential binding sites on PopA and about the cellular
requirements for efficient binding. We showed previously that PopA uses its N‐
terminal receiver domains as interaction platform for RcdA and CC1462 (A. Moser
and U. Jenal, unpublished. See section 3.1) and the data presented here suggest c‐di‐
GMP‐independent binding between PopA and these proteins. However, whether
RcdA and CC1462 compete for overlapping binding sites or whether binding occurs
independently is not clear yet. In an alternative scenario, RcdA and CC1462 would
bind cooperatively to PopA, but as these proteins localize independently from each
other, this possibility seems to be rather unlikely. For CC2616 and PodJ, the PopA
domains required for interaction are not known, although our experiments argue
that PodJ interacts stronger with c‐di‐GMP activated PopA. This suggests that c‐di‐
GMP can modulate binding properties between PodJ and PopA. Analyzing cellular
functions and localization of these proteins while overexpressing other interaction
partners will help to elucidate the binding properties of these proteins to PopA.
Growing evidence suggests the existence of a macromolecular protease
complex localized at the stalked pole. This complex is dynamically assembled around
the ClpXP protease in response to phosphorylation and c‐di‐GMP dependent stimuli
to control the localized degradation of key substrate proteins. PopA is an important
component of this polar “degradasome” and its role might be to deliver substrates
such as CtrA, KidO and CC1462 to the protease. However, PopA also localizes
proteins like CC2616, which are not proteolytically processed. It is possible that
CC2616 plays a subtle role in the degradasome machinery and that PopA helps to
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organize this function. Alternatively, CC2616 (and CC1462) function are unrelated to
the actual degradation processes. PopA would then be involved in several pathways,
possibly as a coordinating platform. One can speculate that localization of PopA to
the incipient flagellated pole is linked to its function in cell motility, stalk biogenesis
and holdfast formation. Since CC1462 and CC2616 are not involved in these
processes, it is likely that more proteins interact with PopA mediating these PopA‐
dependent phenotypes.
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3.2.5 Material and Methods
Growth Conditions
The bacterial strains and plasmid used in this study are listed in Table S1. Caulobacter crescentus
strains were grown in peptone yeast extract (PYE61) or minimal media supplemented with 0.2%
glucose or 0.3% D‐xylose (M2G or M2X61) at 30°C with constant shaking (150 rpm). When selection
was required antibiotics in the following concentrations were added: (solid/liquid media in μg/ml):
gentamycin (5/0.5), kanamycin (20/5), nalidixic acid (20/not used) and oxytetracycline (5/2.5). For
inducible gene expression the medium was supplemented with 1 mM vanillate or 1 mM IPTG. For
synchronization experiments newborn swarmer cells were isolated by Ludox gradient centrifugation62
and released into fresh minimal medium. When necessary the medium was supplemented with 1 mM
Vanillate or 0.3% xylose. For synchronization with inducible constructs, 1 mM vanillate was added to
the growth medium 2 h prior synchrony.
E. coli strains were grown in Luria Broth (LB) at 37 °C. When necessary for selection the following
antibiotic concentrations were used: (solid/liquid media in μg/ml) ampicillin (100/50), gentamycin
(20/15), kanamycin (50/30) and oxytetracycline (12.5/12.5).
Strains and Plasmids
The bacterial strains and plasmid used in this study are listed in Table S1. Strains were constructed
and propagated in E. coli DH10B and transferred by conjugation61 into C. crescentus strains. The Strain
ArcticR BL21 (DE3) (Stratagene, USA) was used for protein overexpression and strain MM33763 for
bacterial two hybrid assays. Other general molecular biology techniques not listed here are described
elsewhere64. Detailed protocols of strain and plasmid constructions are available on request.
Microscopy
DIC and fluorescence microscopy were performed on a DeltaVision Core (Applied Precision,
USA)/Olympus IX71 microscope equipped with an UPlanSApo 100x/1.40 Oil objective (Olympus,
Japan) and a coolSNAP HQ‐2 (Photometrics, USA) CCD camera. Cells were placed on a patch consisting
of 1% agarose in water (Sigma, USA). Images were processed with softWoRx version 5.0.0 (Applied
Precision, USA) and Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, USA) software.
For the visualization with electron microscopy, exponential growing C. crescentus cultures were
applied to glow‐discharged, carbon‐coated grids and negatively stained with 2 % (w/v) uranylacetate.
The samples were viewed in a Philips Morgagni 268D electron microscope at a nominal magnification
of 20,000× and an acceleration voltage of 80 kV.
Coimmunoprecipitation Experiments
The coimmunoprecipitation experimental procedure is based on McGrath and coworkers12. Briefly, 1 l
exponential growing culture was harvested and washed with 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 20
% glycerol. After resuspension the buffer was supplemented with 0.05% Triton X, protease inhibitor (1
x Complete Mini Protease Inhibitor, Roche) and DNaseI (Fermentas, USA). Cells were French pressed
and clarified lysates were precleared for 30 min at 4 °C with 30 μl of protein A agarose beads
(Invitrogen, USA)/ml of lysate. Supernatants were collected and mixed with 20 μl of protein A agarose
beads linked to M2 monoclonal antibody (Sigma‐Aldrich, USA) and incubated over night at 4°C.
Samples were washed 5‐6 times with 20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 100 mM NaCl, 20 % Glycerol‐containing
protease inhibitor. After the last centrifugation step the pellet was mixed with SDS loading dye and
and incubated at 37°C for 30 min to remove the precipitated samples from the beads.
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Bacterial Two‐Hybrid Analysis
Bacterial Two Hybrid Analysis was performed according to Karimova and coworkers17. Proteins of
interest were fused N or C‐terminally to the T18 or T25 fragment of the B. pertussis adenylate cyclase.
Two microliter of the MM337 culture containing pUT18 and pKT25 derivatives was spotted on a
McConkey agar base plate supplemented with 0.1% maltose, kanamycin and ampicillin and grown at
30 °C.
Protein Expression and Purification
E. coli BL21 (DE3) (Stratagene, USA) carrying either His6‐CC1462 or His6‐CC2616 expression plasmids
were grown in LB to an OD600 of 0.5. Expression was induced by adding IPTG to a final concentration
of 1 mM for 2 h at 30°C. Cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in 50 mM Na‐phosphate
pH 8, 500 mM NaCl, 5 mM imidazole and lysed by French pressing. Clarified lysates were loaded on a
HP HisTrap column (GE Healthcare, UK) attached to an ÄKTApurifier (GE Healthcare, UK). Protein was
eluted by raising the imidazole concentration to 500 mM. Further purification and buffer exchange
were performed by size exclusion chromatography on a Superdex‐75 column (GE Healthcare, UK)
using 1 x PBS (phosphate buffered saline) pH 7.4 for CC1462 and 1 x PBS pH 7.4, 2 mM DTT, 10%
glycerol as a buffer. The protein fractions were lyophilized for antibody production.
Antibody Production and Immunoblots
CC1462 and CC2616 fused to an N‐terminal His6 tag were purified as described above. Lyophilized
protein samples were injected into rabbits for polyclonal antibody production (Josman, LLCTM, USA).
Antibodies against CC1462 were diluted 1:1000, antibodies against CC2616 1:5000. Antibodies against
PopA, CtrA, McpA, RcdA and GFP were diluted described in the cited publications5,8,32. Primary
antibodies were detected by HPR‐conjugated swine anti‐rabbit secondary antibodies (Dako
Cytomation, Denmark). Western blots were developed with ECL detection reagents (Western
Lightning, Perkin Elmer, USA).
ClpP Depletion Experiment
C. crescentus cultures expressing xylose dependent ClpP7 and a C‐terminal CC2616‐GFP fusion protein
under the control of vanillate promoter (non induced) were shifted from xylose containing medium
(M2GX) to restrictive conditions (M2G) for 9 h. Levels of ClpP and CC2616‐GFP were monitored
immunologically by α‐ClpP and α‐CC2616 antibodies. Localization of CC2616‐GFP was analyzed by DIC
and fluorescence microscopy (described above).
Motility Assays
C. crescentus colonies were spotted onto PYE soft agar plates (0.3% agar) and incubated for 72 h at 30
°C. Plates were then scanned (ScanMaker i800 scanner, Microtek, Germany) and analyzed using
Photoshop CS3 (Adobe, USA) and ImageJ (NIH, USA) softwares. For all motility experiments the mean
of at least three independent colony sizes is shown. Error bars represent standard deviation.
Attachment Assays
C. crescentus strains were grown in PYE in 96‐well microtiter plates (Falcon, USA) for 24 h under
constant shaking (200 rpm). After crystal violet (0.3% crystal‐violet, 5% isopropanol, 5% methanol)
staining of the attached biomass it was dissolved with 20% acetic acid and optical density at 600 nm
was measured in a photospectrometer (Genesys6, Thermo Spectronic, USA). For each strain a mean
of at least six independent colonies is shown. Error bar represent standard deviation.
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Holdfast Staining
An exponential growing C. crescentus culture was stained with Oregon Green or Rhodamine coupled
wheat germ agglutinin (0.2 mg/ml, Invitrogen, USA). After washing the stained samples were
visualized by fluorescence microscopy.
Phage Sensitivity Assay
C. crescentus colonies were streaked through a phage CBK lysate on a PYE plate. After 24 h of growth
at 30°C plates could be analyzed. A ΔpilA strain was used as negative control as this strain is resistant
due to the absence of pili.
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3.2.7 Figures and Figure Legends
Figure 1: PopA interacts with CC1462 and CC2616 in vivo.
A.
CC1462 and CC2616 are interacting with PopA. Cell lysates of a ΔpopA strain
expressing C‐terminal flag‐tagged PopA from plasmid were immunoprecipitated with
a monoclonal antibody recognizing the M2‐epitope. The precipitates were run on
SDS‐PAGE and stained with Colloidal Blue Staining Kit (Invitrogen, USA). Two bands
are visible in the immunoprecipitates with flag‐tagged PopA, but are not present in
the immunoprecipitates from a ΔpopA strain expressing untagged PopA. The
proteins CC2616 (≈ 50 kDa) and CC1462 (≈ 15 kDa) identified by tandem mass
spectrometry are indicated with arrows.
B.
The known interaction partner RcdA can be immunoprecipitated with flag‐
tagged PopA. α‐PopA and α‐RcdA immunoblot analysis from the precipitated
samples show that RcdA is present in samples of tagged PopA, but it cannot be
detected in samples of a ΔpopA empty plasmid extract.
Figure 2: CC1462, CC2616 and PodJcyt interact directly with PopA.
The Bacterial Two‐Hybrid System was used to validate the coimmunoprecipitation
data of PopA. Positive interactions score in red on McConkey agar base plates with
maltose, negative interactions in white. Detailed representation of the used
constructs is shown in the panels on the right. For the membrane protein PodJ a
truncated cytosolic version, PodJcyt was used.
A.
PopA directly interacts with CC1462, CC2616 and weakly with PodJcyt.
B.
PopAR357G (I‐site mutant) interacts directly with CC1462, CC2616, but not with
PodJcyt.
Figure 3: CC1462 is a hypothetical protein encoded in a flagellin gene cluster.
A.
Genetic organization of the α‐flagellin locus in C. crescentus. The hypothetical
gene CC1462 (black arrow) is flanked by fljK,L and J flagellin genes and lies in the
same locus of the flagellin translation regulators FlbT and FlaF and the regulatory
protein FlaEY (grey arrows). The CC1462 gene product contains a stretch with
homology to FlaG domains (grey) and exhibits hydrophobic amino acids at its C‐
terminal end (high lightened in black, the hydrophobic amino acids are underlined).
The peptide identified by mass spectrometry analysis is shown as ticked box.
B.
The NMR structure of the FlaG domain protein YvyC from B. subtilis (blue,
PDB: 2HC5) is compared to the modeled structure of CC1462 (green) using YvyC as a
template. A peptide identified by mass spectrometry in the elongated N‐terminus is
depicted in red.
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Figure 4: Overexpression of CC1462 influences swimming behavior.
A.
ΔCC1462 clean deletion mutants do not affect motility. Swimming behavior
on semi solid agar plates was quantified for wild‐type, ΔpopA, ΔCC1462 and ΔpopA
ΔCC1462 mutants. Mutants were generated in C. crescentus CB15 and NA1000 wild‐
types.
B.
ΔCC1462 mutants are flagellated like wild‐type and contain the same flagellin
levels. Electron micrographic pictures show the presence of flagellum in swarmer
cells of NA1000, ΔpopA and ΔCC1462 mutants. Flagellar protein levels were analyzed
by α‐flagellin immunoblots. NA1000 and ΔflgH (part of the flagellar basal body,
Brown, 2009) were used as controls.
C.
Overexpression of CC1462 influences motility. Swimming behavior of CB15
and CB15 ΔpopA expressing CC1462 from an IPTG inducible plasmid and the
respective strains with empty plasmids was analyzed. Strains were compared under
non induced and induced (0.5 mM IPTG) conditions. α‐CC1462 immunoblots to test
the overexpression are shown below the graph. CB15 and ΔCC1462 were used as
controls.
Figure 5: CC1462 localizes to the cell poles in a PopA‐dependent manner.
A.
CC1462 localizes to the cell poles in a PopA‐dependent manner. The
localization of C‐terminal and N‐terminal tagged CC1462‐YFP fusions on a vanillate
inducible plasmid (non induced) was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy in the
presence and absence of PopA. Polar foci are schematically shown in the right
panels. Statistical analysis of the YFP‐CC1462 localization in predivisional and stalked
cell types is presented. SW pole: localization to the incipient swarmer pole, ST pole:
localization to the stalked pole, two foci: bipolar localization, no focus: no polar
localization, mislocalized: foci at any position.
B.
YFP‐CC1462 strictly follows the PopA localization pattern. PopA‐GFP
localization on plasmid under the control of popA promoter was analyzed in NA1000,
ΔpodJ, cdG0 and cdG0 expressing PleD from plasmid and compared to YFP‐CC1462
localization in the same strain backgrounds. Schematic localization representations
are shown in the panels below.
C.
YFP‐CC1462 is completely delocalized in the presence of a PopAR357G (I‐site)
mutant. The localization of an N‐terminal YFP‐CC1462 fusion under the vanillate
promoter (non induced) was analyzed in ΔpopA expressing PopA I‐site mutant under
the popA promoter. Schematic drawings of the localization pattern are included in
the right panels. Immunoblots against PopA and CC1462 show the presence of PopA
and CC1462 derivatives respectively.
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D.
RcdA and CpdR are dispensable for CC1462 Localization. YFP‐1462
localization was analyzed in rcdA::hyg and ΔcpdR strain backgrounds by fluorescence
microscopy.
E.
Statistical analysis of the YFP‐CC1462 localization in predivisional and stalked
cell types in rcdA::hyg and ΔcpdR mutants. SW pole: localization to the incipient
swarmer pole, ST pole: localization to the stalked pole, two foci: bipolar localization,
no focus: no polar localization, mislocalized: foci at any position.
Figure 6: CC1462 is not involved in CtrA degradation.
A.
CtrA degradation is not affected in CC1462 deletion mutants. α‐CtrA
immunoblots of synchronized C. crescentus cultures were used to check CtrA levels
during cell cycle. The following strains were compared: NA1000, ΔpopA, ΔCC1462
and ΔCC1462 ΔpopA. Quality of synchronization was tested by α‐McpA
immunoblots.
B.
CC1462 overexpression does not change CtrA degradation pattern. CtrA
levels of NA1000 and NA1000 overexpressing CC1462 on plasmid (non induced) were
analyzed by α‐CtrA immunoblots. The levels of CC1462 in the wild‐type and in the
overexpressing situation during cell cycle are shown in the right panels.
Figure 7: CC1462 protein is cell cycle regulated and degraded by ClpXP.
A.
CC1462 protein levels are elevated in ΔpopA, rcdA::hyg, ΔcpdR mutants. α‐
CC1462 immunoblot analysis of C. crescentus mixed exponential growing cultures to
check the protein levels in different mutant backgrounds: ΔpopA, rcdA::hyg, ΔcpdR,
ΔpleD and ΔCC2616. Samples from NA1000 and ΔCC1462 were used as controls.
B.
PopA, RcdA and CpdR are needed for cell cycle dependent degradation of
CC1462. α‐CC1462 immunoblot experiments of synchronized cultures were
performed to follow CC1462 protein levels. α‐CtrA blots were used as controls.
C.
CC1462 is degraded by ClpXP. CC1462 levels were monitored by α‐CC1462
immunoblots while expressing an inactive dominant negative copy of the ClpX
ATPase from the xylose promoter. This expression leads to an accumulation of ClpXP
substrates over time. Addition of glucose respresses the xylose promoter and ClpXP
substrates can be degraded. CtrA and FliF serve as positive and negative controls.
Figure 8: CC1462 is a guanine deaminase homolog.
A.
Genetic organization of the gene cluster containing CC2616 (black arrow).
Genes upstream of CC2616 encode components of the xanthine degradation
machinery or are annotated as hypothetical genes (grey arrows). The CC2616 gene
product is annotated as a guanine deaminase. It has an amino acid stretch
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homologous to the amidohydrolase domain which contains the active site motif
(dark grey) with strongly conserved residues underlined.
B.
Guanine deaminases (GDA) catalyze the hydrolytic deamination from the
purine base guanine to xanthine.
C.
CC2616 has the typical amidohydrolase TIM barrel fold. The x‐ray structure of
the guanine deaminase Blr3380 from B. japonicum (PDB 2OOD, unpublished) is
shown in green. A Zn2+ cation is bound to the active site of the enzyme. The structure
of CC2616 is modeled (blue) using Blr3380 as a template.
D.
CC2616 has a well conserved Zn2+ binding site. A sequence alignment of
CC2616 and the guanine deaminase YgfP from E. coli and human brain guanine
deaminase is shown. A strongly conserved nine‐residue motif (black box) can be
identified. It is found in other amidohydrolase family members that have been
shown to coordinate the heavy metal ion zinc.
Figure 9: A CC2616 deletion inversely influences motility and attachment.
Swimming behavior on semi solid agar plates and attachment on polystyrene
surfaces were analyzed for CB15, ΔpopA, ΔCC2616 and ΔCC2616 ΔpopA double
mutant.
A.
A ΔCC2616 mutant decreases motility by 20% compared to CB15.
B.
A ΔCC2616 mutant attaches 20% better than a wild‐type CB15 strain.
Figure 10: CC2616 localization is dependent on PopA and CpdR.
A.
Polar localization pattern of CC2616‐YFP on a low copy vanillate inducible
plasmid (non‐induced) was analyzed in NA1000 wild‐type and the mutants ΔCC2616,
ΔpopA, rcdA::hyg, ΔcpdR, ΔCC1462 and ΔpleD by fluorescence microscopy. Polar foci
are indicated in the schematic representations in the panels on the right.
B.
CC2616 localization requires PopA and CpdR. A statistical analysis of the
CC2616 localizations in stalked and predivisional cells in the different backgrounds is
shown. SW: localization to the incipient swarmer pole, ST: localization to the stalked
pole, two foci: bipolar localization, no focus: no polar localization.
C.
CC2616‐YFP is expressed in a ΔcpdR mutant. CC2616‐YFP levels were tested
under non‐induced and induced (1 mM vanillate) conditions by α‐CC2616
immunoblots. CB15 and ΔCC2616 were used as controls.
CC2616 localization is independent of ClpP. The localization of CC2616‐YFP
D.
was studied on a low copy plasmid under the vanillate promoter in a ClpP depletion
strain by fluorescence microscopy. Xylose is needed for the cells to express ClpP,
addition of glucose leads to ClpP depletion. Polar foci are shown in the schematic
drawings in the right panels. Depletion of ClpP and presence of CC2616‐YFP was
controlled by α‐CC2616 and α‐ClpP immunoblots. Statistical analysis of the CC2616
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localization pattern in a ClpP depletion strain is presented for predivisional and
stalked cells.
Figure 11: CC2616 protein levels do not oscillate during cell cycle.
CC2616 is present throughout the cell cycle. CC2616 immunoblot experiments of
synchronized cultures were performed to follow CC2616 protein levels. α‐CtrA and
α‐McpA blots were used as controls.
Figure 12: Hydrophobic C‐termini of C. crescentus ClpXP substrates
The C‐termini of known ClpXP substrates are shown. Whereas CtrA, KidO and CpdR
display the classical hydrophobic dipeptide at their C‐terminus that is known to
confer substrate specificity, this motif is absent in CC1462 and PdeA. The classical
dipeptide is illustrated in red, general hydrophobic amino acids are underlined.
Figure S1: PopA‐flag is functional in terms of motility and CtrA degradation.
A ΔpopA strain expressing either PopA‐flag or untagged PopA was constructed for
immunoprecipitation experiments. The functionality of PopA‐flag was tested in a
motility assay and CtrA levels during cell cycle were monitored.
A.
PopA‐flag complements the ΔpopA motility defect. The following strains
were compared: NA1000 wild‐type, ΔpopA and ΔpopA expressing untagged and flag
tagged PopA.
B.
PopA‐flag complements the ΔpopA CtrA stabilization effect. Synchronized
cultures were analyzed by α‐CtrA immuoblots for CtrA levels during cell cycle. ΔpopA
was compared with ΔpopA expressing PopA or PopA‐flag.
Figure S2: CC1462, CC2616 and PodJcyt do not interact with components of the CtrA
degradation machinery.
Bacterial Two‐Hybrid Analysis of the new PopA interaction partners with
components of the CtrA degradation machinery. Positive interactions score in red,
negatives in white. Detailed representation of the used constructs is shown in the
panels on the right. For the membrane protein PodJ a truncated cytosolic version,
PodJcyt was used.
A.
No other interactions can be detected for CC1462 with PodJcyt, CC2616, CtrA,
CpdR, ClpX, ClpP and PleD. Interaction with RcdA is inconclusive due to
autoactivation of pKT25‐RcdA with empty pUT18 vectors.
B.
No interaction was obtained for CC2616 with itself, PodJcyt, CtrA, RcdA, CpdR,
ClpX, ClpP and PleD. The fusion pKT25‐RcdA shows positive interaction with the
empty plasmids pUT18 and pUT18C which suggests false positive interaction.
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Figure S3: CC1462 attaches like wild‐type and expresses pili.
CC1462 clean deletion and CC1462 overexpressing strains on IPTG inducible plasmids
were analyzed for their ability to attach on polystyrene surfaces and for their
resitance to phage CBK.
A.
CC1462 does not influence attachment and cannot rescue the attachment
defect of a ΔpopA mutant. NA1000 does not attach and is therefore used as negative
control.
B.
Overexpressing CC1462 under induced and non induced conditions in CB15
and ΔpopA does not change their attachment capacity. NA1000 does not attach
therefore is used as negative control.
C.
ΔCC1462 expresses pili. The resistance to phage CBK reflects the absence of
pili. CB15, ΔpopA, ΔCC1462 and ΔpopA ΔCC1462 were streaked through a CBK phage
lysate (shown as grey arrow) and growth after the lysate was observed. A ΔpilA
strain was used as a resistant control.
D.
Overexpressing CC1462 does not affect the presence of pili. Wild‐types CB15
and NA1000 and ΔpopA overexpressing CC1462 on IPTG inducible plasmid were
analyzed for their resistance to phage CBK (grey arrow) under induced and non
induced conditions.
Figure S4: The CC1462 overexpression effect on motility is not due to a growth
defect.
A.
Overexpression of CC1462 results in decreased motility. Swimming behavior
was quantified for NA1000 wild‐type and ΔpopA and the respective strains
overexpressing CC1462 on an IPTG inducible plasmid.
B.
Overexpressing CC1462 did not affect growth. Growth of the following strains
was monitored by OD660 over time: NA1000, ΔpopA, ΔCC1462, ΔpopA ΔC1462 and
the respective strains overexpressing CC1462 on an IPTG inducible plasmid.
Figure S5: PopA, RcdA and CpdR do not require CC1462 for polar localization.
A.
CC1462 is not a localization factor for PopA. PopA‐GFP localization on plasmid
under the control of popA promotor was analyzed by fluorescence microscopy in a
ΔpopA and a ΔpopA ΔCC1462 double mutant. Schematic drawings of the localization
are depicted on the right panel. Statistical analysis of the localization pattern in
predivisional and stalked cells is presented below the microscopic pictures.
B.
CpdR localization is independent of CC1462. CpdR‐YFP localization on a xylose
inducible plasmid was analyzed in NA1000 and ΔCC1462 mutant. Statistical analysis
of the localization pattern is shown below. One focus: polar localization, no focus: no
polar localization, no signal: no fluorescent signal observed.
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C.
CC1462 is dispensable for RcdA localization. RcdA‐YFP localization on plasmid
under the control of rcdA promoter was analyzed in NA1000 and ΔCC1462. Statistical
analysis of the localization pattern is shown below. SW pole: localization to the
incipient swarmer pole, ST pole: localization to the stalked pole, two foci: bipolar
localization, no focus: no polar localization.
D.
The stability of RcdA and CpdR‐YFP fusions was assessed by α‐RcdA and α‐
GFP immunoblots. NA1000 and rcdA::hyg were used as controls.
Figure S6: CC2616 expressed under the control of vanillate promoter cannot
complement the attachment and motility defect of a ΔCC2616 deletion mutant.
A.
CC2616 does not complement the attachment phenotype of a ΔCC2616
mutant. CC2616 expressed under induced and non induced conditions in CB15,
ΔpopA, ΔCC2616 and ΔpopA ΔCC2616 double mutant were analyzed for their
attachment to polystyrene surfaces. Overexpression was monitored by α‐CC2616
immunoblots and is shown below the graph.
B.
CC2616‐YFP does not complement the attachment phenotype of a ΔCC2616
mutant. CC2616‐YFP expressed under induced and non induced conditions in CB15
and ΔpopA were analyzed for their attachment to polystyrene surfaces.
C.
Overexpressing CC2616 does not increase motility of CB15 and ΔpopA
mutant. Swimming behavior was checked for CB15 and ΔpopA expressing CC2616‐
YFP.
Figure S7: A CC2616 deletion mutant produces holdfast and expresses pili like wild‐
type.
Amount of produced holdfast stained with rhodamin coupled wheat germ agglutinin
(Invitrogen, USA) and resistance to phage CBK reflecting the absence/presence of pili
were analyzed for CB15, ΔpopA, ΔCC2616 and ΔCC2616 ΔpopA double mutant.
A.
A ΔCC2616 mutant shows similar amounts of holdfast compared to CB15
wild‐type.
B.
A ΔCC2616 possesses functional pili. The mentioned strains were streaked
through a CBK phage lysate indicated by a grey line. ΔpilA strain was used as a phage
CBK resistant control.
Figure S8: PopA, RcdA and CpdR do not require CC2616 for polar localization.
Polar localization patterns of PopA, RcdA and CpdR were compared in wildtype and
ΔCC2616 mutant by fluorescence microscopy. Polar foci are indicated in the
schematic representations in the panels on the right. Statistical analysis of the
localization in stalked and predivisional cell types is provided in the graphs below the
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microscopic pictures. SW: localization to the incipient swarmer pole, ST: localization
to the stalked pole, two foci: bipolar localization, no focus: no polar localization.
A.
PopA‐GFP localization on a low copy plasmid under the control of popA
promoter is similar to wild‐type in a ΔCC2616 mutant.
RcdA‐YFP expressed from a medium copy plasmid under rcdA promoter
B.
localizes normally in a ΔCC2616 mutant.
C.
CpdR‐YFP localization on a low copy plasmid under the xylose promoter is not
affected in a ΔCC2616 mutant.
Figure S9: CC2616 does not affect CtrA degradation pattern and cannot rescue the
CtrA stabilization effect of a ΔpopA mutant.
CtrA levels during C. crescentus cell cycle were monitored by α‐CtrA immunoblots
comparing NA1000, ΔpopA, ΔCC2616 and ΔpopA ΔCC2616 double mutant with each
other. α‐McpA blots were used to control quality of the synchronization.
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3.2.8 Table S1
C. crescentus Strains
Name
UJ4932
UJ5354
UJ5355
UJ5532
UJ5533
UJ5534
UJ5537
UJ5539
UJ5540
UJ5544
UJ5558
UJ5559
UJ5571
UJ5625
UJ5631
UJ5633
UJ5627
UJ5665
UJ5667
UJ5668
UJ5069
UJ6018
UJ6019
UJ6020
UJ6021
UJ6022
UJ6023
UJ6024
UJ6025
UJ6026
UJ6030
UJ6033
UJ6035
UJ6036
UJ6057
UJ6064
UJ6198
UJ6199
UJ6200
UJ6201
UJ6202
UJ6203

Description
CB15 and pAD5
NA1000 ΔCC1462
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔCC1462
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pSRK‐Km
NA1000 ΔCC1462 ΔpopA and plasmid pSRK‐Km
NA1000 and plasmid pSRK‐Km
CB15 ΔpopA ΔCC2616
CB15 ΔCC2616
CB15 ΔpopA ΔCC1462
CB15 ΔCC1462
CB15 and pSRK‐Km
CB15 ΔpopA and pSRK‐Km
CB15 ΔpilA and plasmid pSRK‐Km
CB15 ΔCC2616 and plasmid pAD5
CB15 and plasmid pRVMCS‐2
CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pRVMCS‐2
NA1000 and plasmid pRVMCS‐2
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pAM76
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pAM75
NA1000 ΔpopA ΔCC1462 and plasmid pAM75
NA1000 cdG0 and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 and plasmid pAM73
NA1000 ΔcpdR and plasmid pAM73
NA1000 rcdA::hygromycin and plasmid pAM73
NA1000 ΔpleD and plasmid pAM73
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pAM73
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM73
CB15 and plasmid pAM73
CB15 ΔCC2616 and plasmid pAM73
CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM73
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pX‐cpdR‐yfp
CB15 and plasmid pAD106
CB15 and plasmid pX‐cpdR‐yfp
CB15 ΔCC2616 and plamid pX‐cpdR‐yfp
CB15 ΔCC2616 and plasmid pRVMCS‐2
CB15 ΔCC2616 and plasmid pAD106
NA1000 and plasmid pAM68
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM68
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pAM68
NA1000 ΔCC1462 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM68
CB15 and plasmid pAM77
CB15 ΔpopA and plasmid pAM77

Source or Reference
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
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UJ6204
UJ6205
UJ6206
UJ6207
UJ6208
UJ6209
UJ6210
UJ6211
NA1000
CB15
UJ2765
UJ2796
UJ2827
UJ3160
UJ3240
UJ3565
UJ4324
UJ4426
UJ284
UJ590
UJ1294

CB15 ΔCC2616 and plasmid pAM77
CB15 ΔpopA ΔCC2616 and plasmid pAM77
NA1000 ΔCC1462 and plasmid pAD106
NA1000 and plasmid pAM76
NA1000 ΔpodJ and plasmid pAM76
NA1000 cdG0 and plasmid pAD76
NA1000 rcdA::hygromycin and plasmid pAM76
NA1000 ΔcpdR and plasmid pAM76
Synchronizable laboratory strain of CB15
C. crescentus wild‐type strain
NA1000 ΔpodJ and pAD5
NA1000 and pAD5
NA1000 ΔpopA
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD5
NA1000 and pMR20
NA1000 ΔpopA and plasmid pAD30
NA1000 and plasmid pAD106
NA1000 and plasmid pX‐cpdR‐yfp
NA1000 ΔpleD
CB15 ΔpilA
NA1000 and plasmid pMO88

UJ1581
UJ4373
UJ4461

NA1000 ΔpodJ
NA1000 ΔcpdR
CB15 ΔpopA

UJ5065

NA1000 cdG0

This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
65

ATCC 19089
8
30
8
8
8
8
8
8
66
67

M. Osteras and U.
Jenal
P. Viollier
10

S. Abel and U. Jenal,
unpublished
S. Abel and U. Jenal,
unpublished

E. coli Strains
Name
MM337
DH10B

S‐17

BL21 (DE3)

Description

Source or Reference

E. coli K‐12 araD139 flbB5301 ptsF25 rbsR relA1
rpsL150‐(arg‐F‐lac)U169‐cya
F‐mcrA D(mrr‐hsd RMS‐ mcrBC) f80dlacZM15DlacX74
endA1 rec1deoR D(ara, leu)7697 araD139 galU nupG
rpsL thi pro‐hsd+ recA RP4‐2‐Tc::Mu‐Tn7
F‐, lambda (‐), thi, pro, recA, restriction (‐) modification
(+), RP4 derivative integrated into the chromosome with
Tet::Mu, Km::T7
E. coli B F– dcm ompT hsdS(rB– mB–) gal λ(DE3)

17

68

68

Novagen
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Plasmids
Name

Description

pAM52
pAM54
pAM62
pAM63
pAM60
pAM61
pAM64
pAM65

pNPTS138; suicide vector to generate a CC1462 deletion This study
pKT25; CC2616 C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
This study
This study
pUT18C; CC2616 C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
This study
pUT18; CC2616 N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pKT25; CC1462 C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
This study
pUT18C; CC1462 C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
This study
pUT18; CC1462 N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
This study
pKT25; podJ soluble part (aa1 – aa669) C‐terminal fused This study
to T25 fragment
pUT18; podJ soluble part (aa1–aa669) N‐terminal fused This study
to T18 fragment
pUT18C; podJ soluble part (aa1–aa669) C‐terminal This study
fused to T18 fragment
pSRK‐Km; CC1462 under the control of lac promoter. This study
CC1462 GGT is replaced by ATG start codon
pSRK‐Km; yfp‐CC1462 under the control of lac promoter This study
pNPT138; suicide vector to generate a clean deletion of This study
CC2616
pRVYFPC‐2; CC2616‐yfp under the control of vanillate This study
promoter
pRVMCS‐2; CC1462 under the control of vanillate This study
promoter
pRVYFPC‐2; CC1462‐yfp under the control of vanillate This study
promoter
pRVYFPC‐2; yfp‐CC1462 under the control of vanillate This study
promoter
pRVMCS‐2; CC2616 under the control of vanillate promote This study
8
pMR20; popA‐gfp under the control of popA promotor
pMR20; popAR357G‐gfp under the control of popA 8
promotor
30
pMR20; popA‐flag under the control of popA promotor
8
pMR20; popA under the control of popA promotor
8
pMR20; popAR357G under the control of popA promotor
8
pUT18C; clpX C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pKT25; clpX C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
8
pUT18C; clpP C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pKT25; clpP C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
8
pUT18C; rcdA C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pKT25; rcdA C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
8
pUT18C; cpdR C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pKT25; cpdR C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
8
pUT18; rcdA N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pUT18; clpX N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pUT18; clpP N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
8
pUT18; cpdR N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment

pAM66
pAM67
pAM68
pAM69
pAM72
pAM73
pAM74
pAM75
pAM76
pAM77
pAD5
pAD30
pAD35
pAD38
pAD39
pAD44
pAD45
pAD47
pAD48
pAD50
pAD51
pAD53
pAD54
pAD56
pAD58
pAD60
pAD62

Source or Reference
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pAD65
pAD67
pAD90
pAD106
pAD140
pAD141
pAD142
pAD143
pSRK‐Km
pRVYFPC‐2
pRVYFPN‐2
pRVMCS‐2
pNPTS138
pX‐cpdR‐yfp
pMR20
pMO88

pUT18; ctrA N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pUT18; popA N‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pKT25; popAR357G C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pBBR‐MCS‐5; rcdA‐yfp under control of rcdA promotor
pKT25; ctrA C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pKT25; popA C‐terminal fused to T25 fragment
pUT18C; ctrA C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
pUT18C; popA C‐terminal fused to T18 fragment
KanR broad host range expression vector containing lac
promoter and lacIq and lacZa+
pRK2 derivative; KanR low copy number vector
pRK2 derivative; KanR low copy number vector
pRK2 derivative; KanR low copy number vector
KanR, suicide vector with sacB gene and oriT
pMR31; cpdR‐yfp under the control of xylose promotor
TetR low copy number and broad host range vector
pMR20; clpX carrying a mutation in the ATP binding site
under the control of xylose promotor

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
69

70
70
70

M.R.K. Alley
10
71

M. Osteras and U.
Jenal
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4 Outlook
Spatial and temporal sequestration of c‐di‐GMP signaling molecules provides a
mechanism to prevent crosstalk between parallel operating systems2,15. In this work,
we presented a possible activation and sequestration mechanism for the c‐di‐GMP
effector protein PopA, which is required for the proteolysis of key regulatory
proteins at the ClpXP‐occupied stalked pole during C. crescentus swarmer‐to‐stalked
cell transition56,169.
The analysis of a strain lacking all known diguanylate cyclases (cdG0 strain)
confirmed that PopA polar sequestration and function are strictly dependent on c‐di‐
GMP (S. Abel and U. Jenal, unpublished). Further analysis revealed two diguanylate
cyclases, PleD and DgcB, which contribute to PopA localization47. However, a pleD
dgcB double mutant interferes only partially with PopA stalked pole function171,
raising the question about additional cyclases involved in cell cycle‐dependent
activation of PopA. Among six possible candidates harboring a GGDEF domain two
were biochemically identified as cyclases. While DgcA was reported to function as
cyclase in vitro24, the GGDEF‐EAL composite protein CC0655 is bifunctional but
displays predominantly cyclase activity in vivo (E. Friedrich and U. Jenal,
unpublished). Analysis of PopA function in the respective triple or quadruple
mutants will reveal if these cyclases feed into the c‐di‐GMP pool leading to PopA
activation and localization. An alternative approach to identify additional upstream
components of PopA would be to sequentially reintroduce genes coding for
individual GGDEF and/or EAL proteins into the cdG0 background and analyze the
PopA readout the resulting strains.
It is not clear why the PopA pathway leading to CtrA degradation and S‐phase
entry would require several converging diguanylate cyclases and possibly
phosphodiesterases. One possibility is that several cell cycle and outside signals need
to be integrated to commit to this important step in cell proliferation. The
observation that a pleD dgcB double mutant fails to undergo the motile‐sessile
switch but only partially inactivates PopA argues that development and cell cycle
progression have a different fine‐tuning with respect to c‐di‐GMP control. It will thus
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be of importance to characterize the signals sensed by PopA upstream components.
Uncovering their nature will reveal if the c‐di‐GMP signaling cascade contributing to
cell cycle progression is cross connected to other regulatory pathways such as
systems monitoring DNA integrity, availability of nutrients or other environmental
factors. Such cross connections have been described for other bacterial species39,96.
The work presented here indicates that PopA localization is governed by its c‐di‐
GMP binding state. We proposed a model where c‐di‐GMP activates PopA by
imposing a conformational change through crosslinking of adjacent GGDEF domains.
However, it remains unclear if c‐di‐GMP binding affects the PopA oligomerization
state. Biochemical attempts to address this question were hampered so far by the
poor solubility of this protein. However, the identified PopA interaction partners
CC1462 and CC2616 might help to enhance PopA in vitro solubility and stability and
could permit biochemical and structural analysis such as SLS (static light scattering)
in the presence or absence of c‐di‐GMP. Likewise, crystallization of PopA in complex
with c‐di‐GMP and its interaction partners might be possible. A possible in vivo
approach to test the dimerization hypothesis would involve FRET analysis
(fluorescence resonance energy transfer) with strains co‐expressing CFP‐ and YFP‐
tagged PopA wild‐type and PopA I‐site mutant alleles. If the domain crosslinking
hypothesis holds true, one would expect that combinations of primary and
secondary I‐site mutations result in a loss of the FRET signal and in addition, abolish
PopA localization and CtrA degradation. In addition, the c‐di‐GMP‐induced
conformational change could lead to the exposure of a hidden polar signal. Such a
structural rearrangement could be monitored using HX‐MS (hydrogen exchange‐
coupled mass spectrometry)172 and might reveal regions that are unmasked upon c‐
di‐GMP binding. Since these regions may contain pole specificity signals it will be
interesting to analyze if they are different or identical for old and new cell poles. In a
broader perspective, it will be attractive to compare activation mechanisms of other
c‐di‐GMP effectors to deduce general regulatory concepts such as for example c‐di‐
GMP induced oligomerization.
c‐di‐GMP‐bound PopA is targeted to the cell pole56. The dynamics of this
process and the stability of polar PopA clusters are unclear. PopA dynamics as a
function of cellular c‐di‐GMP levels could be addressed using FRAP (fluorescence
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recovery after photobleaching) for example in a cdG0 strain expressing an inducible
heterologous cyclase (S. Abel and U. Jenal, unpublished) or in strains with different
homologous cyclase combinations. It would be particularly interesting to set up a
test system where cyclases are directed to distinct subcellular sites and ask if this
influences PopA dynamics towards the old pole. This would allow addressing the
question if upstream components like PleD or DgcB need to be at the same
subcellular site to robustly target PopA to its cellular destination. We have shown
that additional components that interact with PopA and are involved in cell cycle
control dynamically localize to the stalked cell pole to form a macromolecular
degradation platform. Colocalization studies and FRAP experiments could help to
define this protein‐protein interaction network and determine the dynamics and the
order of assembly of its individual components. Although for some of these
components dedicated localization factors have been described47,56,158,168, for other
proteins the mechanisms anchoring them at a specific position in the cell have not
been identified yet. Considering that over 10% of all predicted C. crescentus proteins
sequester to specific subcellular sites173, it seems likely that general landmark
proteins govern directly or indirectly the positioning of all subsequent proteins.
Alternatively, certain lipid structures in the membrane could anchor specific proteins
as it is observed in eukaryotic cells. Recently, PopZ, a multifunctional scaffold protein
having a similar bipolar localization pattern like PopA was identified. It is not only
involved in holding centromeres of replicating chromosomes apart174, but also acts
as localization factor for many stalked pole specific proteins such as SpmX, CckA,
RcdA, CpdR and ClpX175. It would be interesting to test whether targeting of PopA
relies on PopZ as well. Finally, one could also screen for factors involved in the
localization of PopA using an automated fluorescence microscope or alternatively
search for membrane interaction partners.
Besides the known interaction partner RcdA which binds within the first PopA
receiver domain we identified two novel direct PopA interaction partners. This raises
the question, whether these proteins compete for overlapping binding sites or
whether binding occurs independently or cooperatively. To address this question,
localization of specific components should be carefully analyzed (localization, FRET,
FRAP) in strains lacking or overexpressing individual partner proteins. To evaluate a
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potential effect of c‐di‐GMP on binding affinities, these experiments should be
carried out in the presence and absence of c‐di‐GMP. To narrow down possible
binding sites on PopA, bacterial two‐hybrid analysis with truncated PopA alleles
could be performed.
Besides the binding properties of the newly identified interaction partners, it
will be important to further characterize their cellular functions. While CC1462 was
shown to be proteolytically processed by ClpXP, the physiological relevance for its
cell cycle‐dependent removal is not known. Although overexpression of this protein
led to its stabilization during the cell cycle and to a slight decrease in swarm size, the
molecular basis of this effect is not understood. To address if ectopic presence or
activity of this protein during cell cycle affects cell motility, careful analysis of
flagellar assembly and function should be performed. The second interaction
partner, CC2616, is annotated as guanine deaminase and involved in the motile‐
sessile switch, however, it is not clear whether this protein has enzymatic activity or
adopted a new function as guanine effector. To assess these possibilities, C.
crescentus strains lacking CC2616 could be analyzed for their ability to metabolize
guanine as sole carbon source. CC2616 active site mutants should be generated and
analyzed with respect to their interaction with PopA and other components involved
in cell cycle control, their polar localization and degradation pattern of key
regulatory proteins. In addition, binding studies with guanine and guanine‐related
nucleotides could be performed. Moreover, it would be interesting to see if CC1462
or CC2616 could interfere with degradation of key regulatory proteins in vitro.
In addition to the prominent role of PopA in cell cycle progression at the ClpXP‐
occupied stalked pole, PopA contributes to cell motility and attachment171. It is likely,
that downstream mediator proteins regulating these functions exist, however, they
have not been identified yet and it is not clear if PopA localization to the PodJ
dependent new pole is connected to these developmental functions. A possibility to
assess components involved in the PopA pathway leading to cell motility might
reside in a screen for motile suppressors in a popA deletion strain.
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